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Columbia Sails
Into Orbit
Around Earth
VETERAN'S DAY — Approximately 300 people attended a
Veterans Day celebration
Wednesday on the court square
which included (top left photo,
clockwise) the national anthem
played by the Murray High School
Band; Sgt. Carl Martin's inspection of Murray State ROTC
cadets; a speech delivered by Lt.
Col. Robert S. Young,commander
of an air cavalry unit 4 Fort
Campbell; and presentation of the
nation's colors by Murray State
ROTC cadets. Local citizens also
visited a display of helicopters at
the Tappan parking lot.
Photos by John Salerno

Crowd Attends Veterans Day Program
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
U. S. Army officers and local officials Wednesday delivered a
two-fold Veterans Day message to
the almost 300 people gathered in
Murray's court square.
While the speakers said the
primary theme of Veterans Day is
to honor those who served their
country during wartime, they also
emphasized the need for a strong
defense to prevent further conflict
and to preserve democracy.
The featured speaker of the program, which was sponsored by the
Disabled American Veterans,
Chapter 50, in Murray, was Lt.
Col. Robert S. Young. Young, a
Murray native who is presently in
command of an air cavalry
squadron at Fort Campbell, told
his fellow citizens that "by honoring our veterans, we find deeper
meaning in the cause for which
they fought. The least we can do is
pay them special tribute once a
year."
Young said vetecans "are imiq ue 1 y qualified" to ohelp
Americans understand the best
deterrent to war is the
maintenance of a strong defense.

Increased defense capability, he
said, is an especially important
factor in light of the armament
build-up by the Soviet Union since
the mid-1960s. Young said the
Soviets have modernized their
forces "0 the point that many of
their weapons are now equal to or
superior to our own."
For example, tie said the Russians have a 4-1 advantage in
tanks and submarines and are
producing twice as many tactical
aircraft as the U.S.
To offset military build-ups in
the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact
countries, Young said veterans
realize the need to modernize the
American army and regain "the
spirit of victory which gave our
own nation its freedom after the
last major battle at Yorktown in
1781. That spirit pulled us through
hard times, and will pull us
through again, if the situation
should arise."
Young's comments were echoed.
by Lt. Col. Randell G. Routt, who,
.as the commander of Murray
State University's ROTC detachment, was chosen to serve as the
DAV's honorary master of
ceremonies for the program.
Routt also acknowledged the

sacrifices of American soldiers,
and added that the key to preserving democracy in this country is
the current personnel serving in
the armed forces.
-Our armed forces should be
the pride of our nation," he said.
"All the services should have the
full confidence of the people,
knowing thattlisinireedora wtfl be
protected at any sacrifice."
Mayor Melvin Henley, whose
remarks opened the program,
said he personally felt the need to
maintain defensive capabilities
because he had once visited
Russia and saw a standard of living equal to that of "Americans
during the depression."
"The only thing that stands between us and that standard of living," he said, "is a prepared
military. The sacrifices that have
been made in the past, history
repeats itself, will have to be
repeated in the future."
U. S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston was scheduled to speak at
the event, but his field representative, William Cherry, said he
was prevented from traveling to
Murray by government matters in
Washington. However,the senator
donated to the eourthouse a flag

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. AP I
Just before the ship escaped
— Columbia sailed into orbit to- communications for the first time,
day, the first craft from Earth to Engle told Mission Control. ''The
make a return trip to space.
burn I to orbiti looks good today "
The shuttle carried two
NASA
The launch trajectory
American astronauts on a five- calls it an "attack angle"
was
day test flight to prove Columbia steeper than for Columbia's April
is a truly reflyable rocketship — ascent, an effort by the space
and more. Scientific monitors
agency to test the shuttle's design
were aboard the ship, along with a limits by subjecting the ship to
robot arm that will demonstrate higher pressure loads
the shuttle's ability to work-in
The spacecraft moved swiftly
space.
away from pad 39A, clearing the
During the first revolution,.Joe 347-foot servic e tower in 7 seconds
Engle and Richard Truly were to and arcing out over the Atlantic
crank up the first of many task,on Ocean on a northeast heading.
•
their busy flight plan - opening
The astronauts were riding lipand closing Columbia's huge
side down as Columbia rolled to
cargo bay doors.
orbit, spewing 700-foot-long
Three minutes into the flight, plumes of white smoke from the
Mission Control irf Houston said
solid fuel rockets.
Columbia's engines were running
At 52 seconds, the spaceship ,
very smoothly and four minutes pushed through one of the most
shuttle communicator Van dangerous points in the flight - an
Brandenstein said "Columbia now area known as Max Q, where the
committed to space flight."
"Very smooth," said Engle.
(Continued On Page 2)
It is the first trip into space for
both astronauts, and a thunderous
celebration for Truly's 44th
birthday.
Columbia was soaring inure
than 100 miles above Earth at
17,400 mph. The craft was scheduled to make 83 orbits in five days
Jury trial has been set in
before gliding to Earth next Tuesday afternoon on the Rogers Dry Calloway Circuit Court for sheriff- Lake in California's Mojave elect David Balentine. Special
Judge Thomas Spain set trial for
Desert.
Columbia's countdown, salvag- Feb.8, 1982 Wednesday
ed by a feverish, eleventh-hour
Salentine is charged under a
repair job, climaxed in a burst of -grand
jury indictment returned in
fire and smoke as the craft's three
September.
Charges, stemming
main engines and two solid fuel
from
an
August
incident, include
rocket boosters flashed to life,
punishing the launch pedestal two counts of sexual abuse and
one count of official misconduct. •
with a dazzling sheet of flame.
Balentine, who soundly defeated
Ignition came at 10:10 a.m. EST
a
write-in
candidate in the general
— 8 days after an earlier count- election, is scheduled to take ofdown was scrubbed just 31 fice in January. He will be eligible
seconds from T-zero.
to serve as sheriff unless he is conJust before the scheduled 10 victed of a felony. Both sexual
a.m. liftoff there was one last, abuse counts in the indictment are
brief, delay with launch director felonies.
George Page telling his control
If convicted he will be eligible to
team,"Let's take our time and do
serve
as sheriff until all available
'it right." They did and the..launch appeals have been exhausted.
was perfect.

which once flew over the Capitol
building.
The ceremony was opened with
the MSU ROTC color guard
hoisting the flag as the Murray
High School band played the national anthem. The band also performed several other songs, including a medley. of patriotic
songs-to conclude the program.
The color guard was accompanied
by 60 members of Calloway County High School's Junior ROTC
detachment, which Routt called
"one of the best programs in the
country."
DAV publicity chairman Alex
Pall, who coordinated the program, signified the primary purpose of Veterans Day when he
said, "these veterans fought to
.keep the freedoms that many of us
take for granted — our right to
vote and to speak our minds and to
worship how we want."
Young concluded his remarks
with a reminder he said that
someday the world could live in
peace, but until that day comes,
"let us not forget that the freedom,.
for which our veterans fought is
not yet secure, and the struggle
The League of Women Voters
toward that goal is still worth our
will sponsor a program designed
best effort."
to update and educate interested
persons about solid waste disposal
— its present and future in Murray, Calloway County and surrounding counties.
In New York, Robert McCormick Jr., a spokesman for the InThe meeting is stheduled for
dependent Bankers Association of
Monday, Nov. 16, 7:30 p.m., at
America,called for the removal of
Calloway County Public Library.
Treasury Secretary Donald
Featured speakers will be Don
Regan as chairman of the
Elias, physical planning director
Depository Institutions
of the Purchase Area DevelopDeregulatory Commission, which
ment District and Jerry Wallace,
is charged with deregulating the
superintendent for the Murray
nation's banking industry.
Sanitation Department.
Also available for questions and
answers following the program
will be Mayor-elect Holmes Ellis
and Judge Executive-elect George
Weaks.
Representatives of the city

mild day
Sunny and mild today with
highs in the low to mid 60s.
Clear tonight and Friday. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper 30s.
Highs Friday in the middle 60s.
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Raising the possibility of new
taxes — or less tax reduction than
Congress voted last summer— he
said, "If spending trends cannot
be brought into line with our prospective capacity to generate
revenues with present taxes, then
we cannot shrink from considering new revenue sources."
Speaking at the University of
Nebraska, Volcker said no one expects a balanced budget during
periods of economic decline, as at
present. But he also said the
government must eliminate its
"structural deficit at the earliest
opportunity" after the economy
recovers.

tion for two weeks and furloughed
3,800 workers at a Newark, Del.,
plant because car sales are slow.
And American Motors Corp.
asked employees to invest ?bout
10 percent of their wages and
benefits in the company to help
keep AMC's $1 billion productdevelopment programs on
schedule.

Hospital Loaned Material
By University Libraries
Government materials listing
updated medical advances and
research findings have been loaned-to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Houston Memorial
Library by the Murray State
University Libraries.
According to MCCH librarian
Gail Smotherman, the documents
will be useful for research purposes and medical reports and cin
be obtained before they are
published in texts and journals.
The government materials are
on long-term loan from the
Government Documents Depart-.
meat of the MSU 'Library and
were obtained by MSU because of
its status as a Federal Depository
- •
Library. .

At the same time, rebellious
Republicans on the Senate Budget
Committee continued their push
for action on a three-year
budget-balancing plan that includes $48 billion in tax increases
and $40 billion in cuts in benefit
programs.
Sens. WillAtm Armstrong of Colorado, Rudy Boschwitz of Minnesota and Slade Gordon of
Washington met privately with
Senate Republican Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee
to push the plan.
President Reagan has asked
Congress for $3 billion in tax increases and 82.6 billion in program cuts, but said at a mil con- 4111.
Vie—doe u nients- a lio are
ference Tuesday that he no longer
available to Murray State library
wants action this year.
patron.
While economic policy was
Michael A. Clark', MSU
debated in Washington there was
fresh evidence Wednesday that documents librarian, coordinated
the auto industry is in deepening -the loan program for Mtferay
State.
trouble.
In addition to the government
Chrysler Corp. stopped produc-

For Sheriff Elect

Women Voters Plan Program
About Solid Waste Disposal

Chairman Calls For More Spending Cuts •
By The Associated Press
The chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board is calling for additional government spending cuts
to curb inflation, while rebellious
Senate Republicans are pushing
for tax increases and cuts in
benefit programs, ignoring the
president's wishes.
Paul Volcker, who heads the nation's central bank, said Wednesday the prescription for cooling inflation requires additional federal
budget cuts and continued tight
control on the supply of credit in
the economy.
Volcker said tax increases may
be necessary to offset a mounting
federal deficit and halt the growth
in federal borrowing.

Trial Date Set

documents on loan from the
university, the Houston library's
collection includes medical and
health science books and journals,
patient education materials,
health career information, a vertical file on various health topics
and paperbacks and magazines
through public donations.
Srpotherrnan said.
A varied selection of recreational books was provided by the
Calloway County Public Library,
she added. .
The Houston Memorial library
was established in 1952 in memory
of 106F-surgeon Hal E.Houston.
. The .original medical colle4ion
has been enlarged over the years
through purchases. by HughHouston, M. D., administrator of.
the Houston Library Furid.
In May, the Houston library
moved into its new facility in the
third floor education, unit of the
hospital. Smotherman also joined
the hospital staff as the library's
first full-time librarian at that
time

council, the chamber of cornmerce, local industries, Murray
State University, the health
department, independent waste
collectors and citizens who have
shown a special interest have been
invited to the program. •
Mary • Paterson, LWV Environmental Quality Chairman,
urges everyone to attend this important meeting.
The State of Kentucky has set a
mandated deadline of July 1982 for
each county to have a Solid Waste
Management Plan. This plan
must agree with new state regulations and will be implemented by
1985. The City of Murray is in the
process of submitting design plans
to Frankfort in order to obtain a
permit for use of the remainder of
its landfill. The timetable calls for
this to be completed by July 1982.

-•
READY FOR WINTER — The Murray Street Department attached at
6-foot plow to a three-quarter ton Army surplui truck to be used for
plowing cemeteries, alleys, school parking lots and drives and narrow •
streets, Robert Butler,street department supervisor, said. Installation
of the blade on the truck, purchased three years ago by the city, was
about $1,000, he said. The streettlepartment-also has two trucks with 10foot plows. With Butler (left) it Dale Thorn.
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No Strong Opposition Predicted

Mrs.Kenton Plans To Seek Office
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API
Carolyn Kenton apparently will
have no serious opposition for the
nomination to replace her late
husband in the Kentucky House of
Representatives.
"Several people have said they
will not run if she wants it," said
Fayette County Democratic
Chairwoman LaN elle Woods.
Mrs. Kenton does, indeed, want
to succeed her husband, William
G Kenton, who died last week.
"I would be honored to accept a
nomination from the Democratic
Party to represent the 75th
Legislative District," she said in a
statement. "I would feel privileg-

ed to represent the people of the
75th Legislative District in the
tradition that Bill Kenton
established."
The statement was released
through the offices of Shuffett,
Kenton, Curry Se Karem, the law
firm in which the late speaker was
a partner.
Kenton died last Thursday after
emergency surgery to remove
blood clots from his pulomary
artery.
He had been elected two days
earlier to a seventh term and had
planned to seek a record fourth
straight term a 3 speaker.
Mrs. Woods on Tuesday raised

the possibility of Mrs. Kenton
succeeding her husband.
She said in an interview
Wednesday she talked with Mrs.
Kenton a few hours before the
statementinsreleased.
"I think she is highly qualified
candidate," Mrs. Woods said.
"We may have some more who
want to run, too, but she certainly
is a beautiful candidate."
A special election to fill Kenton's new term must be held after
Jan. 1.
Mrs. Woods said she didn't expect Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. to
call for the special election before
Jan. 4 and it would be held 15 days
later.

"We plan to have our (county
nominating) convention Jan. 9.
That's a tentative date if
everything comes along," Mrs.
Woods said.
Under state rules,three officials
from each of the district's 29
precincts will attend the meeting
and choose a nominee.
If there is more than one candidate for the nomination,the winner will be determined by secret
ballot, Mrs. Woods said.
, Mrs. Kenton, associate director
of research for the Council of State
Governments, could not be reached for comment.
"She's been very busy," Mrs.
Woods said.

Bobby Richardson Plans To Seek House Speaker's Office
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
House Majority Leader Bobby
Richardson said he will probably
seek the post of Speaker of the
House.
The speaker's position for the
1982 session of the General
Assembly is open following the
death last week of three-time
speaker William Kenton, who had
been expected to seek a fourth
term when the legislature opened
its next session.
Richardson, a Democrat from
Glasgow who has been in the
House since 1972, has been majority leader during the last three sessions of the(,;eneral Assembly.
Richardson said he "probably
will be" a candidate for Kenton's
old post, and will probably make a
statement on the matter today or
Friday.
Should Richardson run for

speaker, it would open up his majority leader's position. According
to legislative sources, leading
contenders in that race would include Reps. Jim I.eMaster of Lexington and William T. Brinkley of
Madisonville. Others mentioned

to express" concerning his possible successor. He said those decisions should be left to the
Democratic caucus during its presession conference this month at
Richardson said he doesn't Kentucky Dam Village State
-have any preference that I wish Park.
as possible candidates include
Mark O'Brien of Jeffersontomm,
Terry Mann of Newport and
Aubrey Williams of Louisville.

Shuttle...
craft was subjected to maximum
dynamic pressures generated by a
combination of speed and wind
shears.
Two minutes 7 seconds after liftoff, Columbia shed the two 149foot boosteA, hulling them
toward a planned parachute landing in the Atlantic about 160
miles offshore. National
Aer-onautics and Space
Administration ships waited to

(Continued From Page 1)
recover them for reuse.
As the ship accelerated, its
astronauts were pressed hard
against their couches by gravity
forces three times those experienced on earth..., Driven by
their main liquid-powered
engines, they moved ever faster
as they penetrated into the thinner
upper air.
After about 12 minutes, Columbia settled into an initial orbit

White House Is Rallying
Around Budget Director
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House is rallying around
budget director David A.
Stockman as congressional
Democrats revel in his published
confessions that President
Reagan's economic program isn't
working and doubts that it • ever
will.
"Dave's been a pillar of
sti ength to the president and we
aren't going to walk away from a
guy who's carried this much
water," one senior White House
official said Wednesday.
"He's in good shape here..
day we're rallying around him,"
the official said of the budget
director's standing with Reagan
in the wake of Tuesday's release
of a magazine article in which
Stockman confides serious doubts
about the president's budget- and
tax-cut program.
The article, appearing in the
December issue of Atlantic Monthly, quotes Stockman as assailing
"supply-side" economics, complaining about "greed" and waste
at the Defense Department, con-

fiding that Reagan- could not
balance the budget and lashing
out at the final version of the'tax
cut passed by Congress.
In one section, the administration's chief numbers man said of
the budget: "None of us really
understands what's going on with
all these numbers."
The White House official, who
did not want to be identified, said
Stockman neither offered nor was
asked to resign. But the matter
has not been laid to rest because
"you can't tell how the political
opposition will try to use it," the
official said.
Congressional Democrats left
no doubt Wednesday how they
would use the article.
They pointed to it as proof that
Reagan's economic program is a
failure and said Stockman may
have last credibility as the
administration's chief budget
salesman on Capitol Hill.
"Members of Congress are certainly going to be less likely to
accept whatever figures he offers

a.
us from now on," said assistant
Senate Democratic leader Alan
Cranston of California, "and the
president, who's been relying on
David Stockman,is going to find it
harder to persuade members of
the House and Senate of both parties to go along with him."
"The architect of the administration's economic program
is admitting exactly what I and
other critics have been saying for
six months," said House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., who called
Stockman's published statements
-devastating admissions."
"Mr. Stockman misled the Congress and the American people as
to the consequences of the Reagan
economic program," the
Massachusetts Democrat said. •
Republican Rep. Jack Kemp of
New York, one of the original
apostles of supply-side economics
and a close political associate of
Stockman when they both served
in the House, suggested that the
energetic budget director may
have suffere'd a lapse from
overwork.
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The Hig4on's

Tracy. Carol Ann. Nicholas. Nathan, Greg

My family and I would like to thank the
people of District One for their support in
the recent election. Your vote of confidence
, in electing me as your next State Senator is
; greatly appreciated.
•
. I hope td make each one of you feel that
.
yi*tvote wa's worthwhile.
Thank You
I

GREG HIGDON
State Senator District One

GLAUCOMA SCREENING —The Murray Lions Club's glaucoma
screening committee finalizes plans for a fire screening program
scheduled Sunday, Nov. 15. Panel members are, standing, left to
right, Paul Maggard, Hal Kemp, Gary Jones; seated, Harold
Beaman,chairman and Paul Mamdield,club president, Alvis Jones
and Muhl Tendon are also committee members.The screening will
be conducted from 14 p.m. at the Medical Arts Building, South
Eighth Street.

Chairman Provides
Facts About Glaucoma
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following facts about glaucoma were
supplied by Harold Beaman,
chairman of the Murray Lions
Club glaucoma screening committee).
Does Glaucoma run in families?
Yes, there is an hereditary
tendency. Glaucoma occurs about
four times more frequently among
persons who have blood relatives
with glaucoma. These persons
should have annual eye examination.
What is Glaucoma?
Glaucoma is an eye disease
usually associated with too mu.")
pressure within the eye. This
pressure reduces the blood supply

ranging from about 78 to 138 miles
above the globe, the final thrust
provided by maneuvering
engines. The astronauts later
were to raise both the high and low
points to 157 miles.
Launch was 2 hours', 40 minutes
later than the originally scheduled
dawn liftoff — delayed while
technicians raced the clock to fix a
faulty spaceship data processing
system with a part scavenged
from the shuttle's half-built sister
ship in California. Repair was
completed this morning just after
midnight and the signal flashed to
start the final countdown hours.
Engle and Truly were awakened
shortly after 5 a.m. and received
their first word that an attempt to
launch was still planned.
Truly especially wanted to go today; it is his 44th birthday. The
astronauts' breakfast room was
decorated with crepe ribbons and
a shuttle-shape centerpiece as a
surprise tribute to Truly. Fellow
astronauts tossed streamers and
sang "Happy Birthday." He grinned broadly and so did Engle —
both men clearly relaxed before
their first flights in space.
By 7 a.m., everything was "going verx smoothly," said launch
control spokesman Hugh Harris.
He said weather briefings had
been completed and "we are go
for launch." As dawn broke over
the Cape, the astronauts — wearing gold flight suits — left for the
96inch pad.
Early morning duties inellfeer
fueling Columbia with half-amillion gallons of liquid oxygen
and hydrogen, and powering up
the hydraulic power units whose
high pressure forced last Wednesday's postponement with just 31
seconds on the countdown clock.
Columbia is scheduled to make
83 orbits, at 157 miles altitude, in
five-days,four hours.
Launch control was a scene of
tension throughout the day as
technicians wrestled with a data
processing problem that wouldn't
go away — one more of the many
technological growing pains that
have bedeviled the shuttle.
NASA had hoped to resolve the
trouble during a planned 11-hour
hold that was to have ended at
10:10 p.m. Wednesday. But with
an on-time launch no longer possible, officials extended the hold,
restarting the countdown more
than two hours late.
As the drama unfolded, air
crews were busy flying replacement parts to the Kennedy Space
Center from the Johnson Space
Center in Houston and the
Rockwell International ,plant in
Palmdale,Calif.
Workers installed one of the
2-pound units and began tests
/
361
crucial to a launching.

to the retina which is a vital link in
the seeing process.
Can Glaucoma be prevented?
The occurrence of glaucoma
cannot be prevented, but blindness generally can through early
detection and appropriate treatment.
What is the defense against
Glaucoma?
An eye examination at least
once every two years, especially
after the age of 35. For a free examination go to the Lions Club
Glaucoma Screening Sunday,
Nov. 15 from 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
at the Medical Arts Building adjacent to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Vets Day.O bserved
Throughout Nation
The 63rd anniversary of. the armistice that was to mark the end
of all wars was observed at Arlington National Cemetery with a
wreath-laying at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier by the man who
started that tradition.
Elsewhere across America,
Veterans Day was marked by gettogethers by former warriors
young and old, the dedication of a
new submarine designed to
"strike fear and terror" into
enemies by its mere existence and
by protests against the Reagan
administration's proliferation of
nuclear weapons.
At Arlington, Hamilton Fish Sr.,
the 93-year-old former New York
congressman who laid the first
wreath at the tomb 60 years ago on
Nov. 11, repeated the honors
Wednesday at the spot set aside
for an unknown comrade killed in
World War I. About 3,000 people,
including dignitaries and politicians, were on hand.
In Groton, Conn., the first Trident submarine, the USS Ohio,
was commissioned. Admiral
Hyman Rickover, considered the
father of the nuclear navy, took to
the podium to praise the ship,
which he once had criticized for
being built over-budget and late.
The Navy estimated its cost at
$1.22 billion, $431 million over the
original estimates and excluding
its weapons and fuel. The Ohio
carries 24 ballistic missiles, each
tipped with eight nuclear
warheads and each with the explosive power of 100,000 tons of
TNT.
"Once at a ship launching I was
asked the purpose of the ship,"
Rickover said. "I replied, 'To
strike fear and terror in the hearts
of the enemy."
Seated next to Rickover and
following him at the microphone
was Navy Secretary John
Lehman, who Pentagon sources

say has recommended that the 81year-old admiral be replaced.
But it was weapons such as
those aboard the Ohio that were
the focus of Veterans Day protests
at 147 college campuses in 42
states and the capital sponsored
by the Union of Concerned Scientists, based in Cambridge, Mass.
Eric Van Loon, the executive
director, said the events that
brought together nuclear weapons
opponents from the ranks of
veterans and college students are
"going to be repeated and shared"
in months and years to come.
Veterans in Philadelphia placed,
a wreath before an eternal flame
Wednesday, exactly at 11:11 a.m.
— the hour of the armistice that
ended the first world war.
In Beaumont, Texas the "Last
Man Club" — old soldiers from the
Army's B Company, 143rd Infantry,36th Division in World War
I, celebrated the armistice, then
said it would be the last observance. They had gotten together
on Nov. 11 every year for 45 years.

Jury List Released
For Calloway Circuit Court
Ann P. Wilson, Calloway County
Circuit Clerk, 'has released the
names drawn from the jury drum
in open court who are summonsed
to report for jury duty in Calloway
County Circuit Court on Monday,
Nov.30, at9 a.m.
Names include the following:
Henry C. Bannon, Carrie E.
Beale, Jerry M. Boggess, Charles
Bondurant, Carolyn 3.
Caldwell, John Gardner Cossey,
Pat I. Covington, Martha Crafton, P
Carol Culpepper, Dalton B.
Darnell,
Marcia B. Darnell, Robert
Davis, Virginia B. Dix, Lester
Donelson, Torrunv„Puke, Reggie
Ellis, Nancy Fandrich,Peggy Ann
Farmer, Rosco Feagin, Custis
Fletcher,
Larry Ray Flood, John Ellis

Fortin, Martin L. Gaede, Wilson
V. Gantt, Theresia Greene, Carl
R. Hahn, Patsy Harcourt, Virgil
M. Harris, Richard W. Helfin,
Henry H. Hurd,
Robert Ingram, Violet Johnson,
Maudie Kennerly, Jerry M. Key,
Ralph D. Lovett, John A.'Lowry,
Charles K. Lyles, James Laverne
Meeks, Shelly J. Morrison, James
Russell Moss,
lAnda Sue Murdock, Rue Jean
McCutcheculigc,L,Pea, Ardath G. Persah; Myrna Phillips,,
Lou Ann Philpott, Pamela R.
Pierce,Eurie G.Pogue,
Charles Rains, Glenn N.
Reeder, Carolyn H. Rehmus,
Hollie L. Riley, Flavil Robertson,
Robert M Treas, Will Rob
Walston, Barletta Wrathet, and
Randy G. Young

Budget Writers
Pushing Ahead
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional budget writers, faced
with more confusion than consensus, are pushing ahead on binding
levels of federal spending and
revenues for the fiscal year.
Several Senate Budget Committee Republicans are ignoring
President Reagan's wishes and
pushing for action on a three-year
budget-balancing plan that includes large selective tax increases and major cuts in benefit
programs. The House Republican
leadership, meanwhile,is seeking
a formula that conforms with
what Reagan requested earlier
this week.
"There's significant confusion
inside the administration and on
the Hill as to what course to
follow," said Rep. James R.
Jones, D-Okla., chairman of the
House Budget Committee.
Republican congressional
leaders were to meet with Reagan
at the White House today on hew
to proceed with his economic
program.
Later, both the House and
Senate budget committees planned to begin drafting a binding
budges resolution.
Meanwhile, the House 'Appropriations Committee was set to
begin work today- on legislation
that will be required by Nov. 20 to
provide •money for federal agencies whose appropriations have
not been enacted by Congress.
The president said' at his news
conference Tuesday that he no
longer wants congressional action
this year on $3 billion in tax in.
creases and a $2-.6 billion cut in
government benefit programs
that he had proposed Sept. 24.
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SMART ALIC WiM5 NEVER
/9 Yearn leo
REALIZE WHAt•1
- ---IVIVE TO PUT LIP Kathy
Stubblefield was elected
WITH IN THIS
JOB! THE
president of the Kentucky Jersey
EgTietteirttitv {lob -M -a- 4aansviiia

Wattciai)

meeting
neaths reported included Helen
Chambers. 511. and Henry Forth.
TS.
Ensign Carl Roberts, WI of Mr
and Mrs Hollis Roberts. had been
assigned to the USS Chicago for a
six months' tour of duty in the
Pacific.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Webb Caldwell, Nov
I.
Karen Causey and ()
Garland were crowned as New
5231P7SA011biev Concord Basketball Queen and
is our -a GT'
King at the 1971.72 homecoming
41E TM/
Nov
They were eighth grade
students.
••

Loose Talk
Causes Difficulties
WASHINGTON (AP) — They
used to say that loose talk sank
ships. Now President Reagan has
adapted the World War II admonition to suggest that loose talk
about discord within the administration can punch holes in
foreign policy.
And that, Reagan said, is a
" disservice to the United States.
This gives gossip a rich, new
meaning: It's unpatriotic.
But it was not a rumor factory
that turned up the claim that a
White House official, still unidentified, is waging a guerrilla campaign to undermine Secretary of
State Alexander M. Haig Jr. It
was Haig who said that, first to a
columnist and then, through his
spokesman,to the world at large.
He did so in trying to put down
reports that he had fallen into
disfavor with the president.
That makes it difficult to take at
face value Reagan's statement
that his foreign policy team is a
"very happy group"So,too, with
Reagan's contention that he Was
quoted out of context about the
possibility of limited nuclear war
in Europe. In clarifying that
statement,he repeated it.
2
On both topics, he blamed the
messengers — the reporters and
columnists who write about the
administration. Reagan said at
one point that reporters have gone
ahead with stories even after the
administration has refuted them.
He cited no examples.
"I know you've got a job to do
and you're trying to do a job,"
Reagan said at his news conference Tuesday, "but all I ask is

all of us — I think it behooves all of
us to recognize that every word
that is uttered here in Washington
winds up by way of ambassadors
and embassies in all the other
countries of the world.
"And we should reflect on
whether it's going to aid in what
we are trying to do in bringing
peace to troubled spots like the
Middle East, or whether it's going
to set us back," he said.
But it wasn't reporters who
transformed an unattributed
report of presidential dissatisfaction with the secretary of state into a for-the-record assertion that
Haig feels he has an enemy high
on the White House staff. It was
Haig.
For his part, Reagan has said
repeatedly that he is more than
satisfied with Haig's performance
and thinks he has done a
remarkable job as secretary of
state,
'1'he picture that has been
given of chaos and disarray is a
disservice to the country and to
other countries and allies as
well," Reagan added."We are not
in disarray with regard to foreign
policy. I think our accomplishments have been rather
astounding."
His critics don't think so, but
that was predictable. So were the
internal rivalries and
disagreements that gave rise to
the Haig flap. That kind of thing
has happened before an will
again. The difference in this case
is that Haig talked about it
publicly.

Bishops Urge
Attitude Shift
By CUSTIS FLETCHER
From time to time, the Bishops
of the American Episcopal Church
issue a Pastoral Letter which is
largely circulated not only in the
church press, but through Church
readings and by way of newsletters and bulletins.
Meeting at the time of Anwar
Sadat's assasination, the Bishops
chose to deal this time with
violence and concern over the fate
of the poor during the current
recession. In St. John's Journal
for November, the Rev. David
Robinson suggests the letter be
shared with those outside his
denomination.
"The real unit of security is the
totality of the human famgy," the
Bishops wrote in their letter
I. "First, we are compelled to
say that never before Ms it been
so clear that reason forbids the
use of violence, or the threat of it,,
as a means of securing onesotiety•
against another. We know note
- -that massive nuclear overkill
poised for instant use represents
deadly insecurity for the super
powers, and for the whole world.
We know now that the real unit of
security in the nuclear age is not
the nation, since none can be
secure by means of war. The real
unit of security is the totality of
the human family. The only
security available to any nation is
the security of all the nations
together.
"From the appearance of the
first cudgel for bashing a
predatory neighbor in the next
cave, up to the conventional
weapons of World War II, there
appeared to be some cogency in
last-resort reliance on weapons
for security. With Violence so
deeply rooted in human behavior
it becomes an agony of growth to
shift to another means of security.
It remains far easier to rely on instruments of mutually assured
destruction than to negotiate in
patient nen-violence for the means
of mutually assured surviyal.
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if You Wish For Something,
Be Careful; You Just. Might..Get It
When I was a youngster and
with,she said — a fellow who lives
always wishing for this or that,
at Mayfield — had all kinds of
my mother would, on occasions,
goats. He kept them 9n a farm out
admonish me by warning-AO
tiniet le the northeht part of
had better be careful what I wishGraves County.
ed for because I just might eet it
Once contacted by Jimmy, this
and not know what to de with at.' fellow said sure he would sell
I thought of this the other day
them a goat. He asked 925 for one
when I heard what happened to
about the right size and weight for
Buford Anderson, one of the proa good barbecuing.
fessors in the Department of
Within minutes, that amount
Physics at Murray State Universiwas raised among Buford's colty.
leagues and arrangements made
Apparently, Buford had been
to get the goat, live, to the _camnurturing the desire for some time
pus.
to slaughter and barbecue a goat
This was accomplished without
and to have a bunch of friends in
significant incident, and one morfor a big feed. His only problem,
ning about 7 o'clock the animal
he told his colleagues in the
was led into the science building,
Blackburn Science Building, was
into Buford's office and tied to his
that he couldn't find a goat.
desk:
•
Now, that really wasn't all that
The door to the office was then
great a problem, so his colleagues
closed, and the pranksters scatquickly surmised exchanging
tered to other parts of the
mischievous glances. They would
building, fully intending, of
just find old Buford a goat, they
course, to make it a point to be
thought — more than likely in
nearby when Buford arrived at his
unison.
customary8 a.m. time and opened
+++
his office door.
Their departmental secretary is
+++
Glenda Herndon. When Glenda
Right on schedule, he came in at
heard about the project, she
the stroke of 8,.opened the door
quickly told them that finding a
ancl Was greeted and taken aback
goat was no problem. She knew
by a loud "B-a-a-a" and a set of
where there were lots of goats.
Lowered horns.
She would just have her hus- • Apparently, nervousness and
band, Jimmy, who works with
strange surroundings also can
Hudson Ag Service here in Murgive a goat the scours, because the
ray,line one up for Buford.
office floor wasa smelly mess.
One of the fellows Jimmy works
"Well, Buford.' his howling co

"We are therefore prompted as
religious leaders to -impose upon
ourselves the obligation for making this moral shift. We pray the
Holy Spirit to c:iange our hearts,
moving us from violence to nonviolence. We call upon our people-to join us in that prayer. The shift
itself is obedience to an old commandment. Christians are bidden
to mutual regard for all in the
human family as expressing the
sincerity of our love for God. 'He
who loves me will obey my commands.'(St. John 14:1,5)"
Promising to challenge world
leaders to repudiate reliance on
NEW YORK (A?) — Supplymilitary threats, the Bishops asked the people to join with them, siders are discovering the danger
especially in a weekly act of of having promised so much, and
in order to defend themselvesthey
prayer and fasting.
Then the spiritual leaders In- may have to remind Americans
sisted that the.adequacy of spon- just how bad a mess it was that
taneous,. private caring for the they inherited.
The patient, they are-igaftling,
poor was long ago outgrown. In
dealing with the matter the may be unable to tolerate a sudBishops pointed to good and bad in den, huge dose of their lifesaving
both conservatism and liberalism. medicine, a phenomenon that
"The imperfections of organis- seems to be as true In ecotioinics
ed,governmental help are easy to as sometimes it is in the world of
Identify. Reforms are clearly in medicine.
Even the most optimistic
order. But we bishops afirm the
rightness of this approach despite defenders of the new economics
abuses in welfare, medicare,food now concedes that the job of resurrecting the economy on a new,
stamps and such.
"What we warn against is any stronger foundation may take
sentimental or cynical retreat to a longer than was anticipated a few
simpler era of sharing, as if months ago.
Therefore, the need to defend
history were reversible. The needed reforms now underway in themselves with a review of hOW
social services may hide such a bad things were, an endeava in
retreat to one-on-one, pre- which they could use the per-cep.
institutionalized caring. We trust non of John Winthrop Wright, an
not. We await results before judg- investor, investment adviser and
ing. But it needs to be made clear portfolio manager of many hunnow that conservative economic dreds of millions of dollars for
policy has no more saving power Wright Investors'Service.
Wright recently spoke at the.
than liberal economic policy.
'The reason for this is that fifth annual sympositnis on
money does not rescue the human American capitalism at Fairfield
soul nor the human enterprise. As University, Fairfield, Conn.,
a tool money is indispensable. As observing that almost all major
economic developments of recent
a savior it is an idol.
"Still, there is high-mindedness years have been been
in conservative supply-side "unfortunately, overwhelmingly
economics. It insists on thrift and negative."
To begin with, he said, National
a balanced budget. It risks a faith
in people that they will not Product has shrunk to 78 per cent
squander their tax savings but of capacity and is still declining,
share and invest, and so help versus, a 1950-1969 average of 84
reduce inflation and multiply jobs. percent.
"Competitive free-enterprise in"And there is high-mindedness
in liberal economic policy. It in- novation and price-cutting of
sists on the worth of every human small and medium businesses is
soul, demanding that human being crushed under the weight of
systems be servants of human unsupportable debt service and
swept up to feed the 'growth' of
dignity."
• As a practical approach, the corporate giants — domestic and
Bishops pledge to contribute.over foreign," said Wright. •
NATIONAL 'PRODUCTIVITY,
and above their current contributions the new atax savings now in or real output per hour of all
effect. While at the same time workers, which improved at an
they urged industry and business average of 3 percent a year from
to advance their charitable giv- the 1950s to the 1960s, slowed to a.
2.2 percent rate during the past
ing.
slecade,
and has declined over the.
The basic question remains:
Will such "high-minded" expres- latest three years, Wright'
sions be More effective that observed.
UNEMPLOYMENT, meanresolutions passed at church conwhile, has grown to about 8 perventions?

!leagues chorused, virtually
beside themselves with laughter,
"now you've got your goat. When
do we have the berbeeee?"
To make a long story short,
Bufocd had no idea how to get the
goat out of his office and out of the
building until Glenda took It bythe
horns and let it outside for him. Although the oftirw wea
thoroughly scrubbed,. Safford
refused to go into it for thee** of
the day.
Once loaded into his jeep, the
animal was taken to the Slaughter
house on 641 South, killed and
dressed out ready for the spit.
A few days later, as previously
announced, the Orchid was tastily barbecued and served one'e yening -to a large gathering of
Buford's colleagues and friends.
"It was good, but a little on the!
tough side," one chuckled later.
So, if there is a moral to this
story, I suppose it might be this: If
you like barbecued goat, be sure
you know how to lead one to
slaughter.
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Deaths 11$0.0iled included Mrs
W. F. RobbiLt, S2, and Mary
Bailey,80.
Appointed to the staff of the annual at New Concord High School
WertJattice Montgomery, J oretta
ItcCuisten, Bobby Joe Rucy, N. I)
Roberta, Pat Hill, Shirley Osbron.
Dorothy Williams, Mary Ann Bonder, Bonnie Sue Parks, Dottie
IlleTeonth, Isaae Grogan, -Bobby
Steele, Willie Dick, Hardy
Outland,and Kenneth Hurt.
Mrs. John Grogan, president of
Alms fbgh School Parent-Teacher
Association,. presided at Dads
Night Nov.Sat the school. William
Miler, school principal, was
speaker.
Hazel High School Chapter of
Future Fanners of America had a
Varastaand Sons Fish Fry Nov. 2,
liceQrding to James Lee Harmon,
•ehapter reporter.

Nancy Reagan's Daughter
Offended By Movie Role
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nancy
Reagan says her daughter Patti
Davis was offended by a television
movie, featuring male strippers,
in which she starred.
President Reagan's 29-year-old
daughter appeared in "For Ladies
Only" on Monday night in her first
major television role.
The first lady's press office
quoted Mrs. Reagan as saying
that Patti telephoned her two days
before the movie was aired and
reported that she had just seen the
film in its entirety "and she was
offended.
After watching the movie with
the president, Mrs. Reagan told
her press secretary: "I know what
she meant."
However, Mrs. Reagan also said
she thought her daughter's
performance was "very good and
very fresh. I sound just like a
mother." Both the president and
the first lady are former actors.
In the movie, Patti played a
Broadway casting director who
befriends a struggling actor but is
later chagrined to learn that he
has become a stripper at a

.nightefuh.
At the Kennedy Center, Reagan
saw a performance of the opera
"La Boheme" in which the
heroine, Mimi,dies.
Afterward, Reagan greeted the
stars. When he saw Sheri
Greenawald, who played Mimi, he
extended his hand and inquired:
"Are you feeling better now?"
"I hope so," she replied.
Mrs. Reagan appeared on the
cover of Parade magazine Sunday
but was a bit surprised to see that
her eyes were sky blue. "Did you
see the color of my eyes?" she
asked her staff.
Her friends wondered what had
happened. — They lookee
beautiful, but her eyes aren't
blue; they're brown," one them
said.
But the first lady's pies:
secretary, Sheila Tate, said Mrs
Reagan's eyes actually are hazel
Mrs. Tate attributed the coloi
change to the reaction of the suit
and the bright blue dress Mrs •
Reagan was wearing.
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Thoughts
In Neilson
By Ken Wolf
Who doesn't envy the person
who has power? Don't we all long
for, if only occasionally, the
wealth of another? The wealth and
power of others Can bother us only
II we choose to depend upon it.
That, wrote the Chinese sage Yeh
Ts'ai,is upto us:
If (we) do not depend on
their power or make use of
what they have, (we) will
respect ourselves and
regard the power and
. possessions of others as of
little unporance.
This thought • is taken from
Reflections on Things at Hand: A
Neo-Conficbm 'Anthology, edited
by Wing-Tsit Chan Columbia,
1967).

Deaths reported included
Hobart Todd.66.
The Rev Pau4 T Lyles, distnct
superintendent of Pans District of
Methodist Church, spoke at a
meeting of Methodist Men of l.ynn
Grove and Goshen Churches.
Charles Rob Adams was president.
Murray High School Tigers
became Class A football champions by beating Henderson
Douglas at Owensboro.
Births reported at Murray
Hospital included a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Gerald Walker.
Charles G. Warner, Jr., DV M.
announced the opening of his
Veterinary Hospital on %Venire,'
.4(04.

The White House

Business Mirror

cent, "with a near-term prospect
Of one out of every 10 able-bodied
and willing workers unable to find
productive employment," he said,
"The cost to our nation in lost production is many times our budget
deficit."
REAL GROSS NATIONAL
PRODUCT, he pointed out,
averaged an annual growth rate Of
iiist 3.1 percent during the.19ifis,
rempared with 4.2 percent and 3,9
percent in the two preceding
decades. It isnovi declining.
The same negative story, said
Wright, pertains to INFLATION.
The latest figures show it declining from its double-digit rates "as
a result of interim stabiliationn of
imported oil prices."
But Wright warned about getting too optimistic. "Since the
high cost of borrowed capital is
now, itselft a major component in
the cost of everything, further
substantial reductions will be slow
unless there is a significant reduction in interest rates."
CONSUMERISM, said Wright,
took precedence over savings in
the past two decades. In an effort
to increase living standards, and
then pay for inflation, Wright
observed that Americans lowered
their savings rate and raised more
debt, while productive investments suffered.
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Walter L. Apperson
R. Gene McCutcheon
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Q What In government doing about metric conversion'
A. Moat federal agencies
have representatives on the
Interagency Committee on
Metric Policy and have established their own internal
structures to consider met
tic conversion. The Department of Defense, for example, uses the metric system
in some activities involving
-European Allies, as well as in
procurement of some products from the private sector.
The U.S. Metric Board is
a government agency which
does planning. research and
coordination in connection
with voluntary usage of the
metric system.

Dr. Wheeler Speaks At Gamma Meet
The Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma met
at Park Terrace
Restaurant, Fulton, for a
10 a.m. brunch and
meeting Saturday, Nov.
7. Hostesses were
Margaret Perry, Lanette
Johnson, Katie Mae
Doran, Freida McClay
and Maria Watts.
The speaker for the
women educators'
meeting was Dr. Isabel
Wheeler, professor of
English at Bethel College
in Tennessee and vice
president and Research
Chairman of the Tennessee State Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma.
The program topic was
"Research: Challenge

7:15,9:10 +2:00
Sat..Sun.
rhIP 111191nmar•

ism Over!

for Action.'' Dr.
Wheeler's address concerned a number of
educators' adventures in
research in Tennessee
schools. Many of the findings from research were
used to convey educational concerns to administrators, state
legislators, other
educators,and the public.
She stressed the importance of caring, enthusiastic, and wellinformed teachers. She
also indicated that class
size and finances have
been universally identified in the research as
factors affecting the
teacher's ability to
prepare students for the

future.
Dr. Alta Presson, president of Gamma Chapter,
presided. The membership voted to seek new
members from the counties which currently have
lowest numbers in the
chapter.
The Christmas Auction
to benefit a deserving college student will be at the
Murray State Student
Center on Dec. 5. The
members donate bakery
items, arts, and crafts for
the auction to be conducted among the
membership.
Sixty persons were present.
Attending from

Calloway County were
Georgia Adams, Dr. Ruth
Cole, Gela Ellis, Joyce
Fortin, Verda Happy, Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, Ann
Herron, Mary Alice Humphries, Laura Jennings,
Jane Lane, Mary
Lassiter, Mary McCamish, Pauline McCay,
Margarette McCuiston,

Louise Overbey, Dr. Al
Presson, Eva Ross, Mar
J. Smith, Dr. Rubi
Smith, Ruby Suffill
Lorene Swann, Louis
Swann, Dr. Haien
Visher, Dr. Pauline Wag
gener, and Roberta Whit
nab. Guests were Dr
Isabel Wheeler and Rub
Tucker.

Mother's Family Ties
Had Started to Choke
By Abigail Van Buren
K 1981 by Uniyeisai Press Syndicate

The Rho Chapter of
urges all members to at
Alpha Delta Kappa will
tend.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 65-year-old widow whose husband
have a luncheon at
At the October meetin eft her financially secure. I have two children in their 30s
Kenlake Hotel Saturday,
at The Boston Tea Party, ho for the last 10 years have been involved in a series o
Nov. 14, at noon.
the rites of initiation wer ive-ins, marriages, divorces. remarriages and shack-ups. I
Doll Redick, president,
conducted for Eupa inally couldn't take any more of their "your kids and my
ids are fighting with our kids" situations, so I avoided
Underwood.
hem. They let me know that I wouldn't be invited to any
Taking part in the in ore "family affairs" al didn't take a more liberal view and
itiation were Redick, •come more accepting of their current roommates.
Bess Kerlick, Joanna The emotional stress affected me physically and I was
Sykes, Agnes McDaniel nder the care of a physician for two months, during which
ime my children tried to prove me incompetent to handle
and Linda Feltner.
The Founder's Day pro- y business affairs so they could get control of my holdings!
I took a senior citizens' cruise
forget for a while my
gram was presented by pcoming legal squabble and met to
an attractive widower. It
Clinton Rowlett who paid as love at first sight! He's a retired professor of law and
tribute to the four ffered to assist the young attorney who is handling my
founders of ADK,founded ase. We are courting now and plan to marry. My children
in Missouri in August nsist that he is after my money. He's not. His holdings are
ual to my dividends.
1947.
please tell your readers who believe in the sanctity
Redick reported on the fAbby,
the home and marriage to take heart. The good Lord helps
district meeting in hose who put up a fight to preserve that sanctity.
Owensboro in September.
F. IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Three other members o
the chapter also were in DEAR F.: There is no law, natural or conceived by
an, that says children can force upon parents their
attendance.
oncepts of culture — contemporary or otherwise.
McDaniel reported o ou, the good Lord and your new husband are sancti1110--'1#
The realD.B. Cooper jumped out of a 727
the tea for activ ied in your course. Your kids are the losers.
ton rusts 090 with $200,000. Now, Universal
teachers during the
Pictures is offering a ONE MILLION DOLLAR
observance of ADK week.
reword for information resulting in his arrest
Other
activities durin
conviction
for aircraft piracy.
and
this week were a DEAR ABBY: My name is Paula. I married Frank Wolf
• nd we have a 4-yvkir-old son.
and I were divorced a
To help you in your search, we suggest you see the new motion picture,
breakfast for member 'ear ago and I took back my Frank
maiden name, so now I am
'The Pursuit of D.B. Cooper,' stoning tomorrow at Cm.'Centro' Center
and recognition of bosse Paula Johnson again. My question: Am I Miss Paula
Even If you don't find D.B., you'll have a ... of a time!
in various ways.
Johnson, or Mrs. Paula Johnson? Being the mother of a
Betty Riley said . it i son, it would appear as though I had a child out of wedlock if
possible a bus will b I am Miss Paula Johnson, right? How can I explain this?
POLYGRAM PICTURES
PETER CURER
PAUI.A JOHNSON
ION PETERS MICHAEL TAYLOR DANIEL W1GUTOW
chartered for Kentuck
IZOSERT DUVALL TREAT WRLIA.PAS KATHRYN HARROW -THf PURSUIT OR 0 B COOPER"'
ED RAND(RS
members
to
attend
th
JAMES HORNER• SHINE Ay.WAYLON JENNINGS
DEAR PAULA: You are Miss Paula Johnson. You
HARPY STRADLING • r t
....-LWILLIAM TENNANT
DONALD KRANZE
Southeast regiona could use the convenient "Ms." which discloses
RE E FAL L
I 0 REED
JEFFREY ALAN EISKIN
DANIEL W1GU TOW -./ MICHAEL TAYLOR
meeting in June 1982 i nothing about your marital status. Should you enROG
.E R SPOT TISWOODE
rt, tinrwt
counter a situation that you think requires an exFort
Monroe, Va.
:or.
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE
- - .
planation, simply state that you were married but are
.
were
Hostesses
J
7:10; 9:10 +2:00
Lovett, Linda Feltner now divorced and took your maiden name back.
Sat.,&Sum
and Barletta Wrather
Other members atten
dinrwere Juana Dodson DEAR ABBY: I'm sure you've heard of battered wives, but
Crystal Parks, Geraldin have you ever heard of a battered mother? Well. I am one.
Myers, Lucy Forrest I've been divorced for 10 years. I have a .13-year-old son
Mary Moore,Sue Adams who hasn't seen his father in eight years. I worked to
support myself and my son, and I devoted myself to being a
and Betty Jackson.
good mother.
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The last two years my son has become physically stronger
than me, and when he wants his way about anything he
strikes out physically. He has hit me with a baseball bat,
given me black eyes, numerous bruises and twisted my arms
until I feared they were broken! More recently he knocked
me against the stove and broke two of my ribs.
We went to a family counselor last year. hut in the
counselor's presence the boy shut up like a clam. He
absolutely refused to go again. He quit Boy Scouts and now
he's ditching school. He's not all had. He's had a palier route
The Teens Who Care o for
two years. a help him with the wrapping and stuffing.)
Murray High School will The boy is enrolled in public school in the fall, but I can
sponsor a roadblock for get a loan to put -him in a private school..(He said he'd run
Murray Senior Citizens away from a military school.)
Saturday, Nov. 14, ac- His father was a bum. His grandfather is a Superior Court
cording to a group judge. Abby, how much of his behavior can I attribute to
Veredity?
spokesman.
TOUGHING IT OUT IN TEXAS

Roadbloci
Planned
By Teens

Jackets ZU 70
Boys Long Sleeved

PEW

;OS
'

Corduro and

20 fi%y

Polyester
All
Men's
Terry(Ind
our. W00,Blends
Shirts Poly-Cotton

A rummage sale will
also be a part of the fund DEAR TOUGHING: Determining whether or not
your son's behavior is due to hereditary factors is not
raising activities.
The teens sponsored a nearly as important as doing something to alter it. A
Halloween party for men- prlychiatric evaluation of both you and your son is in
order. His brutality and lack of sensitivity indicate
tally retarded citizens on that
he could be suffering from a mental disorder.
Oct. 29 Games and Help him! And if you allow yourself to be subjected
refreshments were repeatedly to his abuse, you need help too. Mother.
featured.
Each member was
dressed in costume with
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
Kim Walls and Lanette church
wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
Hopkins being chosen ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
best dressed. Also pre- long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) enxelope to:
sent were Susan Posey, Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Randy Colley, Lee Ann Suite 5000„Havo•thorne, Calif. 90250.
Fandrich, Mark Russell
and Brenda Donelson.

0

Sizes S8

XL
Plaids and
Men's
Solids
Dress
Off
P
ants
Reg.
Navy$18.99 By
Brown
Wrangler $
Block
1
II Al
and
en's,
Camel g299

Ladies and

Shoes
Excluding

Men's

Children'
Work

Shoes

Settle-Workman

from the Bank of
urray Downtown Branch and
your business is appreciated.
New Store Hours 7:00 a.m. - 6:00-p.m.

Junior & Misses Fall Fashions ;
Sweaters - Skirts - Dresses
Pants --Tops - Blouses - Coats
Raincoats - Handbags
This Sale Includes Groups
From Our Designer.
Co-Ordiniated Sportswear

411.1
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THE ACES'

,SeekS

IRA G. CORN,JR.

wise man proportions
his belief to the evidence"
— David Hume

14ORTS1
IP 7
•A K95
•K J 4

The bidding and the opening lead provide plenty of WEST
FAST
evidence for declarer to •53
•A 4
W43
avoid a set in the play of WKJIGetz
*J1044
today's delicate game. Not *Q63
4,17653
only must one consider the •A 2
SOVTH
evidence, he must also
•1(.1976
devise a- plan that is most
W A Q9
likely to bring success.
*72
West leads the club ace
•Q 109
and follows up with another,
alerting all that he is in
Vulnerable: North-South
search of a club ruff. What Dealer. West. The bidding.
has the bidding and the lead West North East South
revealed about West's hand? Pass 10
Pus
10
The two heart overcall by 21,
241
2 NT
Pass
West promised a good suit Pass 34t
Pau
4•
which makes it very likely Pass Pass Pass
that the heart finesse will
Opening lead: Club ace
fail. West's club ace together with the good heart suit
also makes it unlitely that finesse to make his game.
West would also have the
Bid with Corn
trump ace. With all those
,Itt fief Lee
assets, surely West would
South holds: 11-12-81-B
have found an opening bid.
(slid Ricky
So instead of tackling
•53
trumps immediately and
•K J10862
going set because of West's
*Q63
club ruff, declarer should
•A 2
prepare some groundwork
that coincides with all the North South
Janet Lee Cichocki of
1W
14
evidence.
Murray announces the
1th
Before leading trumps,
engagement and apdeclarer should play ANSWER:
proaching marriage of
Three
hearts,
dummy's top diamonds and
her daughter, Linda
invitational.
A
jump
rebid
in
ruff a diamond. Now a the same unit
after a one Louise Cichocki, to Ricky
trump is led to East's ace level
response
invites
open- Dale Swift,son of Mr. and
and West gets his club ruff. er to bid
game if he has suit-- Mrs. Cecil (Buddy) Swift
But look at • what's able values.
of Rt. 3, Benton.
happened. Thanks to the
preparatory diamond plays, Send bridge questions to The Aces. The bride-elect is the
West has no safe exit when P0 Box 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225, great granddaughter of
he ruffs the third club and with self-addressed. stamped envelope the late Mr. and Mrs.
declarer enjoys a free heart for reply
Gus Lamb of Murray,
and the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Miller of Murray.
She is a senior at
Calloway County High
School and plans to attend Murray State
.
Together'
through
their
Bobby and Doris Strong
will speak at a meeting of home church. They have University in the fall of
the local chapter of Full three children. Bobby is 1982 to enter the school of
Gospel Business Men's employed with Illinois nursing.
The groom-elect is the
Fellowship International Central Gulf Railroad,
grandson
of Mr. and Mrs.
Paducah,
as
a
pipefitter
scheduled Saturday, Nov.
14, at 6:30 p.m. at The and has been an ordained
minister for 11 years.
Boston Tea Party.
The public, is invited to
The Strongs presently attend, according to Tim
are engaged in a family Scruggs, local chapter
seminar entitled -Heir's president.

KEEL GIRL
and a son, Stephen, 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael They are self employed
Keel, Rt. 1, Hazel, are the as farmers.
parents of a daughter,
Grandparents are Mr.
Stacey Leeann, weighing
eight pounds 1434 ounces, and Mrs. Carl Keel, Rt. 1,
measuring 2012 inches, Hazel, and Mr. and Mrs.
born Thursday, Nov. 5, at Lynn Yates, Mayfield.
1:02 p.m. in Murray- Great-grandmothers are
Calloway County Ethel Keel, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Hospital.
Grace Lamb, Mayfield,
They have another and Lucie Yates, Rt. 1,
daughter, Stephanie, 10, Mayfield.

is a part of this
health system and is composed of providers and
consumers of health-care
from all eight Purchase
counties.
Currently, there is one
position avadsbie on the
council from Calloway
County. Both providers
and consumers for
health-care will be considered for the position at
the Nov. 19, 1961, Health
Council meeting.
Any person interested
in being a member of the
Council will need to contact the Purchase ADD
office in Mayfield by letter or phone by
November 16th, 1981. The
contact person is Bill
Payne, phone number
The Byrd Family reu- 247-7171.
nion was Sunday, Oct. 18,
at Ellis Center. A basket
lunch was served.
Those present included:
Robert and Myrtle
Byrd, Coldwater; Jewell
Byrd, Willie Emerson,
Ross and Louise Maley,
Alvin and Anna Osrey,
'
S
'Ci.)
Cgon
Dale and Janet Arnold,
and Amy Lou Jones, Murr a y ; Cleatus and
Christine Byrd, Charles
and Roberta Jones, Freddie Lee Jones, Donald
S
Ray Jones, Randy B.
Jones, Valleri Vowel!,
and John Vowell,
Mayfield; Willie T. and
Lois Byrd, and Lester
and Effie Jenkins,
Princeton; Flossie Snow,
Kirksey; Denton and
Mary Hughes, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio; Wilmer and
Ora May Farmer,
'edalia.
Council

I.ieli tick i

Gentry Swift, Sula Rose,
and the late Bill Rose, Rt.
3, Benton.
He is a 1980 graduate of
Marshall County High
School and is now
employed with Vernon's
Western Store.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at Oak
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
with the Rev. James
Fulton and the Rev. Steve
Guarneros officiating. A
reception will follow in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
All friends and
relativesare invited to attend the wedding and the
reception. Only out-oftown invitations will kte
sent.
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Keel Birth Reported

it!, Group

The Purchase Area
Development District's
Subarea Health Council is
soliciting nominations of
persons to serve on this
health planning group.
Public Law 93441 and
subsequent amendments
charge health systems
agencies with the responsibility of planning for the
development and
distribution of health
facilities and services
within a given area. The
Purchase Subarea Health

Wedding Planned
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We Have the Dresses, Let's Have A Party

9000

Fall and Winter is full of special party occasik.ns and
Bright's .is ready.to put you in your prettiest new party dress
ever. Velvet is always soft and sensuous. Qiona taffeta offers the
. crisp shimmer to some very special dresses, and nothing creates an
elegant mistique quite like the delicacy of organza. Surround yourself
with the extra special feeling of a dynamic new Party Dress from Brighes.
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Thursday, Nov. 12
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arth Masons Is
scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
--Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
Maine of Donna Whitfield.

Who
Is(Was?)
D.B.
Cooper
Find Out Sat.
In Central Center

HEALTH

1'1' Is

iii

Wane I
rte I.ake. and
Eastwood Paris, Tenn.
CoaLwill Art ij pig pixson
and the public is invited..

10 10:30 p.m. at Woodmen
Thursday, Nov. 12
Progressive of the World Hall.
- --Homemakers Club will
Anonymous
Alcoholics
meet at 7 p.m. at Mrs.
Cedric Paschall's 2219 and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in west end of
Edinborough.
Livestock and Exposition
--Center.
Friday, Nov. 13
--South Marshall Senior
Parents Without PartCitizens Club will have an nersChapter will sponsor
"Arts Show and Bazaar" a dance at 9 p.m. in
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in the
Community Room, North
Branch of PeoplestBank.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

South Marshall Senior
Citizens Club will continue its arts show and
bazaar from Ito 8 p.m. in
the Community Room,
North Branch, Peoples
Bank.

DEAR DR LAMB - I
have bad breath Scope and
the
other
many
mouthwashes I have used
help for a short time. I use
many, many sugarless mints
every day, brush my tooth

Gorernor Speaks At Hazel

Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the senior
citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12.
-Saturday,Nov. 14
Murray Squar-ANaders will dance from 8

about The Federated
Family" reviewing
federation programs as
something of interest for
every member. She told
the group "Service is the
rent we pay for the
privileges we enjoy."
Moore was introduced
by Mrs. James R.

Mrs. Douglas Moore,
Reidland, governor of

First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club, was the
speaker at an October
meeting of Hazel
Woman's Club in Hazel
Community Center.
The governor spoke

"‘-'r

PielImprts:

Annoying common problem

is Pleased To

Family Shoe Store's

announce that Nelda Smith bride-elect of

32nd Year

Glen Brewer, has chosen her decorative
accessories from our collection. Nelda &
Glen will wed Nov. 21, 1981

Anniversary Sale
With A

The new

Bel Air Center
Mon.-Fri. 10-6
Sat. 10-5
Murray, Ky.

PierI

32%

discount

Storewide
furs

collections "ar INN

fr, & Sat

Nov 12 13 14th Open till 6 p m Fri Nights
510 Main - Murray

Mrs. Tommy Paschall,
club president, opened
the meeting with a pledge
to the flag. The group
made plans to help with
food for Hazel Lions Club
Fall Festival.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth gave devotion on
the subject, "I Said A
Prayer For You Today."
Mrs. Max Parks gave
highlights of the district
fall meeting Oct. 9 at
Paducah.
Refreshments were
served by the hostesses,
Mrs. Wayne Wesson,
Mrs. Joe Thompson, Mrs.
Tommy Paschall, and
Mrs. Charles Storey.
Three guests were
Moore and her two small
sons. Other members
present were'Mesdames
Lal Elliott, Steve Knott,
Jimmy Lamb, Phil Liddle, Joe Oakley, Gerald
Ray, Houston Ray,
Lawrence Overby, Tommy Story, and Harold
Wilkinson.

Health Letter number 9-4, going on for about a year
Halitosis: The Breath Prob- I've been seeing a psychololem and What to Do About gist He taught me to induce
It, which I am sending you, light hypnosis as a means of
bad breath can also be calming myself down, but it
caused by sinuses and even hass:t eliminated the probbody chemical odors coming lem completely.
zurtath has been a from your lungs Mouthwash
Are 'there other methods
problem for three years Or won't help odors from the of treatment and can a permore. My husband has been lungs. Others who want this son ever be totally cured of
kind but will tell me when it issue can send 75 cents with this? It's.'-very frightening
seems worse. I can't detect a long, stamped, self- When I think that I'll have to
it myself. I am in contact addressed envelope for it to contend with this the rest of
with people as I work as a me, in care of this newspa- my life, I get depressed.
sales clerk and now I am per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
DEAR
very self-conscious. Any City Station, New York, NY glad you READER - I'm
are getting profeshelp you can give me will be 10019.
sional help. And hypnosis,
appreciated.
If a dental problem isn't
DEAR READER - It the cause, see a specialist in including self-hypnosis, is
helpful in controlling anxieseems like science is great ear, nose and throat disor- ty
reactions and tension. The
at accomplishing the impos- ders to check for possible
sible but not so good -at solv- chronic infection of the problem is that these mething the common, less serious sinuses. The bacteria in such ods and pills do not unearth
problems that are so annoy- cases are the source of the. the basic difficulty, the reaing. We can land men on the odor. And if that is clear, son for your anxiety.
I think it would be worth
moon, transplant hearts and check with your internal
wipe out smallpox, but such medicine specialist for any your while to see a psychiathings as bad breath, the factor that may be from trist, at least for a consultation_to see what the chances
common cold and gas stay your body chemistry.
are of getting at the basic
around to keep us humble.
DEAR DR. LAMB - I cause and
then doings someAll of the things you have have been suffering from
tried are sometimes useful anxiety reactions in which I thing about resolving it.
- at least momentarily. feel out of touch with reali- Unless the basic cause is
None are effective over a ty, panicky and very resolved, you will just be
long period of time in most depressed. This has been getting symptomatic treatment.
people, regardless of what
you may have been led to
believe by aggressive TV
commercials.
Bad breath is a symptom.
It can be caused by dental
problems; that is why a person with such a complaint
V,41154
should discuss it with her
Frames Drake
dentist. And there is more in
FOR FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 13, 1981
the mouth than teeth. Many
people do not know they
should clean their tongue What kind of day will tomor- ARIES
1
when they brush their teeth. row be? To find out what the (Mar.21 to Apr.19) er44
A toothbrush will do the job. stars say, read"the forecast Misunderstandings are easily possible. You need to pause
As explained in The given for your birth Sign.
every time I eat, take chlorophyll tablets three times a
day and use every other
remedy I have ever heard
of. I asked the doctor and
these were the things he

Your Individual
Horoscope

Christmas Presents at Christmas Past Prices!
Just for Eailly

and reflect before making
serious decisions. Partners
are helpful.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Avoid taking financial risks.
Eliminating deception in
money deals requires are on
your part. Progress comes
through self-discipline.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Watch impulsive moves on
the home front. It won't take
much to anger you. Routine
hobbies are favored. Be
realistic in romance.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 72)

ti‘k?

4"
'
4

Santas, a Special

Purchase of Famous Name

Lingerie!'

Baby Doll
Gowns

Half-Slips
and
Camisoles
Specially
Priced!

Reg. 10.99

Your Choice

Warm-Up Booties
Specially Priced

7.00
Give her warmth with these
quilted, pile lined warm-ups. In rich deep colors.
S, M, L.

Use care when traveling.
Complete unfinished tasks and

don't let things sirde. Face
problems and don't give in to
escapism.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 44iCk
Avoid friends who waste
yeur time. Your loyalty will be
appreciated by others. An old
friend would like to hear from
You.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept.72)- rfP‘il
Do your duty quietly and
you'll make progress. Be less
self-centered in career dealings and avoid speculative

5.00

5.99

Save on cling

She'll love the
look and feel of

Pantie Sale!

Reg

19.99

7.99

6 for 5.00

Let her relax in style with a

Choose hiphugger, brief, or
bikini styles.

comfortable nylon float.
Marvelous prints. One size

Reg.
•

Exquisite Floats

1..50

free nylon halfslips or camisoles, delicately
trimmed with
lace. White or
ecru. XS, S, M, L.

our collection of
baby dolls. All in
soft hues with.
lace trim. S. M. L.

schemes.
LIBRA

fits all.

A. Brushed Print Robes
Reg. 21.99
11.99
Warm and wonderful brushed
nylon snap-front robe. In a dainty
print. S, M, L.
B.

Warm Brushed Gowns

Reg. to 10.99

5.00

A whole soiland cozy collection of

brushed nylon gowns. Wide choice
of color.

C. Gown and Robe Sets

9.99
Robes Reg. 27.00 15.99

Gowns

Reg. 15.00

Our new collection of gowns and
robes are sure to delight! Soft
flowing nylon in lovely tones and
varied trims. S, M, L.

-- D. Sale! Nylon-Pajamas
Reg. 17.00 to 19.00

11.99to 13.99
Choose from our fabulous
selection of pajamas in
delightful hues. P, S, M, L.

E. Nylon Long Gowns
Reg. 11.99 to 15.00
, -2for 11.00
Terrific low prices on these lovely
long gowns in assorted styles and
trims. S, M, L.
Master Card, Visa,
Behrs,

41.1P

Lay-away avaitable,

CentralShopping Center
Hwy.641 N.

7"'

Hrs: 10-9 Mon.-Sot.
1-5 Sun.

(Sepl 23to Oct.=) --Travel plans are subject to
change. It's not the best time
to seek advice. Avoid
arguments over ethics and
follow your conscience.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) Motalti-P
Do further research regarding an investment matter.
Put your accRunts in order.
There may be some confusion
about the payment of a bill.
SAGITTARIUS

affig0

(Nov.72to Dec.21) "
Close ties may be closemouthed about what's bothering them. Social life is happier
in the company of dear and
trusted friends.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.72 toJan.19)
Avoid long-shot career
gambles. Stick to tried-andtrue methods. Late evening

va

warns against self-indWgence.
Be protective of health.

..230.
„..
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb.18) "'—
Educational or cultural pursuits are your best bet for a
good time. You may travel to
see an old friend. Do not mix
business and pleasure.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Problems are possible
around home base. Be conscientious and you'll come up
with the right solutions.
Visitors may cause an-

noyances.

YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and practical.
Often you're drawn to
businesses allied to the arts.
Sometimes you suffer from a
conflict between work and
play. This can be resolved, if
you choose work'you truly
like. Develop a desire to
uphold community and social
values and you will achieve
your greatest success. You bring out the best in others in
work such as teaching or
religious service. The artistic
side of your nature draws you
to films, literaiale, theater
and art. Despite a certain
rigidity of opinion, you'd make
a good manager. Be more
tolerant of those who fail to
measure up to your ideals.
Birthclate of: Robert LOWS
Stevenson, writer; Eugene
lonesco, playwright; and Jean
Seberg,actress.
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Fires
Shots
Gunman
'Bracelet May Be Clue To Woman's Identity
At U.S. Diplomat
Frankfort to find whether the bracelet and the Looks like and these, razed
When he found the
it bears a name or bones are unrelated, Wolf pieces don't even fit
bones
in the soil. "I got
Alone
_400
ther.
;._
Janatsak,_____
PARIS AP i
said.
initials.
emus so
imp-Igunman of •'Middle
1:Tfound:Aim"
David Jones, adThe bones were
If you can come up
with a name, you have an ministrator of the state Oct. 26 by Tony Leath. a -went over to the police Eastern type- fired
BO percent chance of Department of Justice's coin collector who lives station and contacted seven shots today at U.S.
Bobby I Charge d'Affaires. Chrisfinding out who killed medical examiner's pro- next door to the big brick Detective
tian Chapman outside the
gram, was pessimistic house on South Jones." Leath said.
her)," Wolf said.
The
r4stery
has
stirdiplomat's Paris apartBroadway.
about
Wolf's
chances.
Otherwise, he said, the
"It's equivalent to tryThe house had been red interest in the com- ment. the U.S. Embassy
odds are one in 10 that the
woman, believed to have ing to work a jigsaw puz- renovated and Leath said munity. said Jim said. The bullets missed
been in her 30s, will be zle and we've got five he was looking for old Calloway, a bank consul- their mark and the gunman escaped on foot
pieces and you want to coins in debris from a tant who owns the house.
identified.
"Everybody
in
Chapman ducked
been
picture
know
what
the
had
that
section
There also is a chance
Georgetown is trying to behind his car and
speculate. They're trying escaped the hail of bullets
to think back about who's that left at least two holes
been missing," said in the rear of the vehicle,
Calloway'. "It's been which was not armor
approved Wednesday, of the Great Lakes.
treatment, Accutane. It quite interesting."
plated, authonties said.
il
would permit
The measure passed in was developed to fight
-My first reaction was
Wolf has the bones, plus
companies to drill unfter the Senate 28-1 and now cystic acne and four garbage hags of dirt one of surprise. I thought,
the lakebeds by reaciing goes to the Hott.se of keratinization disorders, and objects he hopes will why me' You read about
from shore rigs if the Representatives. ,
Hoffman-LaRoch.e provide a clue to the these kinds of things in
state Natural Resources
spokeswoman Carolyn woman's identity and the the newspapers. but you
-Commission issues a perJACKSON, Mich. (API Glynn said Wednesday.
circumstances of her never think it is going to
mit. Exploration would — A Jackson County of-There is excitement death.
happen to you." Chapbe allowed only if it did ficial is warning against about the drug because
"In cases where bodies man said.
not change the beds or panic after the 13th case there is no previous are buried under floors or
No group unmediatedly
connect bays and harbors of typhoid fever was treatment for these buried in garbage heaps, claimed responsibility for
found in a group of people severe forms of acne," there is usually, the attack, which police
who attended a charity she said.
something wrong with the said occurred around 8:45
lunch last month.
way the death occurred," a.m. 12:45 a.m. ESTi as
The state Department
Chapman was walking
Wolf said.
of Health was analyzing
On his orders, police toward his chauffeurdata from those who
are handling the case as a driven car near the Eiffel
attended the United Way
Tower.
homicide.
152
Adults
lunch at the Jackson
trying
is
Chapman,60, is the emsaid
he
Jones
Nursery 3
Moose Lodge on Oct. 8 to
to locate all those who bassy's. highest officer
Admission
Newborn
determine the source of
have been based on
Collins, Baby Boy rented the house over the pending the arrival of
the disease, said county
Transportation DepartPuryear, last 10 years, but added, new ambassador, Evan
Health Director Jack (Cheryl), Rt. 1,
"We really don't have Griffith Galbraith.
ment estimates of the
Tribby. The lunch was at- Tenn.
The diplomat, talking
hat much."
cost.
Dismissals
tended by 350 people.
Brittany Schwegman,
"We don't want the
Mason said that an exRt,
1, Benton, Diane C.
ample of the new bidding community to panic," Underwood, 1531 ,Oxford,
Tribby
said
Wednesday.
policy was taking bids
Murray, Michael J.
from 10 appraisers for "Typhoid is a treatable Kelso, Rt. 1 Almo,
disease
and
the
mortality
evaluating between 25
Michael W. Flood, Rt. 4,
and 40 residential parcels rate is less than 1 Paris, Tenn., Charlie L.
in connection with the In- percent."
Friday Night
Those stricken with the Lassiter, 1401 Story, Murterstate 65-Watterson Exray, Ailene-Z. Oliver, Bx.
pressway interchange in disease have been 151, Hazel.
hospitalized in isolation.
Jefferson County.
Ralph H. Williams, Rt.
All YOU Can Eat
Mason told the PerNUTLEY, N.J.(AP) — 1, Puryear, Tenn., Gail
Tax and Drink
sonal Service Contract A prescription, acne Dunham, 1217 Murray
Plus...
Review Subcommittee medication for two St., Mayfield, Margaret
that all of the parcels serious, scarring forms of C. Hicks, 1518 London,
were not given to the low the skin disorder may not Murray, Edna M. Lamb,
Our Regular Buffet Line
bidder so that the work be available until Rt. 2, Hazel, Richard CarOpen
could be divided to speed mid-1982 at the earliest, son, Rt. 6, Murray, Hazel
4:30—
Hwy.
Thanksgiving
, 641 N.
completion. The bidded the drug's manufacturer M. Manley, CR Bx. 252;
Closing
fees ranged from $200 to says.
New Concord, Mary Jane
$325, all below the $400
Hoffman-LaRoche Inc. Grogan, Rt. 1, Hardin. '
estimate established by has applied to the federal
the Transportation Food and' Drug
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GEORGETOWN, Ky.
(AP) A corroded identification bracelet may be
the best clue for a forensic anthropologist trying
to identify a woman
whose bones were found
in rubble from an old
house in Georgetown.
Dr. David Wolf of the
University of Kentucky
said he will take the
bracelet to the state
police laboratory in

Michigan Senate Stops Oil Drilling
—ANSING, Mich.(AP)
— With oil company lobbyists offering only slight
resistance, the state
Senate has passed
legislation that forbids oil
drilling in Michigan
waters of the Great
Lakes.
The three-bill package,

to reporters at the etn
busty three hours after
the shooting, refused to
comment on reports that
U S officials here had
'received an anonymous
tip that Libyan leader
Col Moammar Khadafy
had sent an assassin to
Parts to kill an American
attache.
-I have no sweeping
statements on that," he
said "There is no base:
for making speculation
from the incident. '
Describing the attack.
Chapman said. "I was
just walking out of Mt
house and I noted a y oung
man on the right about ';)41
feet away He had a black
beard, big. jet-black e% es
and an athletic build He
was a verb handsome
•oung man
.1 Middle
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TRADITIONAL CLOTHING FOR
UENTLEMEN AND LADIES

4WD SR5 Sport Truck
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"Your Invited"
To Our Open House
Sunday Nov. 22. 1-5 p.m.

,_ 1

SPORTY GOOD LOOKS,
TOUGH TOYOTA DEPENDABIUTY!
The new 1982Toyota SRS Sport Trucks.They're
styled to impress with their bold striping and sporty
interior. And with the full instrumentation, low-back
bucket seats and 5-speed overdrive transmission,
you could swear you're driving a sports car with a 6
or 7-foot cargo area. An optional 4-speed automatic
overdrive transmission is available. See us today!
Whether you choose a 4x2 or 4x4 Toyota SR5 Sport
Truck, you're in for some fun truckin:
Look at all these standard features that don't
cost you extra...
.2 4 liter 4-cylinder SOHC
•Urethane-covered 3-spoke
engine
•Power-assisted brakes
(front disc. rear 4rurn)
•Fully transistorized ignition
•AM/FM/MPX stereo radio
•Full door trim with carpeted
kick panel
•Tachometer

steering wheel
•Wall-to-wall cut pile carpeting
•Oil pressure and voltmeter
gauges
•One-touch tailgate
•Halogen hi/low beam
headlights
•And more more

Air Conditioning Will Be
Installed Free of Charge
Only Any Truck Bought in November

TOYOTA
Hatcher Auto Sales
•

515 So. 12th

751-4961
•

Murray, Ky.

,
1

al

Dixielan • enter
Pre-Thanksgiving Sale

SALE 20%

fir--

TOYOTA

hour after it ha pheneil

STOVE SHOPPE
—SALE.--

Like Appraisal Bids
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A state Transportation Department official said the agency will
probably continue to use
competitive bidding in
the hiring of appraisers.
"We proved that. we
will save money"through
competitive bidding, said
Tom Mason, the
Transportation Department's right-of-way
director. q think we'll
definitely do more of it."
In testimony Tuesday
before a legislative subcommittee, Mason said
an example of the savings
was a recent appraisal
contract for $260,
compared with a department estimate for the job
of about$400.
Past appraisal contracts, used when the
department's workload is
too much for its staff,

empt.ed
his gun apparentl% von'
quickl•. and didn't have
time to reall% J1111 at Mr
('hapman,"
French
police spokesman said
The chauffeur, who was
unarmed, also escaped
injur)
The attack,- believed to
be thee- first against an
American Alit ial in
.i1111(1 reports
Paris
that !Shallot% %VAS planning attacks on 1' S
diplomats in Vtirope in
retaIation for thc looming if tVinI itV% ail jets in A
dodight
Ith t * S Navy
fighters in er the Mediterranean last August
Police said chapinan
re-enacted (hi' attack for
investigators about an

OZARK LOG HOMEPie

Hospital
Report

DOT Officials
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*Christmas Tree Ornaments- buy 1 dozen and get 2nd
dozen free.
*Fireplace matches Y2 Price
*Stationary Boxes V3 Off
*Beautiful and useful gifts for CCHS, MHS, MSU & UK
other specials storewide

Dor-Mae
Fashions
753-7441
Sale

Storewide

Reduced 1,/4 off

AX1> E

Dixieland C.ente.753-0317 Murray

Coats
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1.31-511 Mi.
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Prices Good Thru Sun., Nov.15, 1981
641 N.Central Center & ,
Bel Air Shopping Center
Open Mon.-.Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
Reg. 5.84

Mons Long Sleeve
Flannel Shirt
.100% Cotton
'Sizes S-M-L-XL
•Asst plaids

(Clemons

Picture
Illustration
Only
Model
8231

This is Another
Big Wal-Mart Sale,
May Be The Biggest
We Have Had,So Come
Out And Get In On
The Low Prices!
No Iron Muslin
Sheet Set
•Multi-color print floral on
white background •50%
Polyester, 50% cotton
percale, no-iron

Every Day

Low
Price
Reg. 12.94
Mons Casual Slacks
Choice of Solid Colors
*Sizes 32-40 Waist
•Asst pocket styles &
belts

Reg. 26.43

Save on this Toy Chest
2'; urethane
1
492" x 16" X14'/2"'Padded top of/
'Comes in assorted colors & designs

RUBIK'S CUBE
1r

Cassette Or
8-Track Tape Case

Famcus Friends
TV Lap Trays

•A24-capacity, 8-track
carrying case in padded
v;nyl & fully lined
•Assorted_cators.

•Metal
2v
2—- x-1-r'- •
1
/
•12
•Asst. designs

- Every DayLow Price

No. 15710
Reg. 14.93

Size 8-16
Reg -Slim-Fit
Reg. 6.88

19" Flat Top
Tool Box
'Attractive red
color
*Lift outtray
'Piano hinge top

5.44

.9

filer

Reg. 9.88
General Electric
Bright Stick

VALUABLE COUPON'91
I
Wal Mart
I
Bubble Bath
I

Motor Oil
Rog.97' Limit6

78

Sole

•25" Fluorescent
lighting Only 35
watts
'Lasts 3-5 rears

ro. --- '7""'suals

SUPER COUPON SPECIALS

Supreme 1OW-40

...11 88

Reg. 8.27
Koclocolor
C110-12
C126-12
C135-12
Print Film

rangisor Boys
Donlm Jean
'100% Cotton

co
Havoline

Betty Crocker
Mini-Wave
Oven

7.66

VALUABLE COUPONwl
I
I

Brach's Medallion
Chocolate Covered
Cherries

I

2 Oz. Reg.97'
1
9/

`
83

Sole

64 Fl. Os. Reg. 1.57

I

Johnson's
Baby Powder

Wet Ones
Moist Toweleftes

24 Os.Reg.2.83

70 Sheets Reg.$1.23

VAWABLE COUPONml
1 Summer's Eve I
111

Pepto Bismol
12 Fl. Ox. Reg. 1.97

5.1.33

1

Disposable Douche
Twin Pock Reg. 1.17

Banta

Grape Jelly
3201.Reg. 1.12

501.

83C
WALMART

88c
,
WALMART

WALMART

WAL-MART

I

sole$13.00

VINMATART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE
—
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NMI
MasterCard

Shop and compare!wai-mart

really does sell for less every day
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FRANKEefoRT, Ky.
(AP) — The state Commerce Cabinet, with its
emphasis on economic
and industrial development, would seem an
unlikely home for a man
with a reputation as an
environmentalist.
But a home it will
become next week (at
least for employment
purposes) for Tom
Grissom, who left the
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection a
month ago.
"We want to make sure
we don't wind up with any
plants that cause
environmental problems," Commerce
Secretary Bruce
Lunsford said of
Grissom's appointment.
While Lunsford prides
himself on the legal and
financial knowledge of
his staff, he
acknowledges that the
cabinet has lacked expertise in environmental
areas.
That is what he expects
to get from Grissom,40,a
former director of the
Division of Water in the
natural resources
department.
Grissom'S title initially
will be special projects
coordinator. But his job
description encompasses
everything from working
with new and existing in-

dustries on environmental problems to helping
local communities which
have water- or sewerrelated difficulties.
And water supplies and
sewers are essential
elements of economic
development, according
to Grissom.
During his tenure with
the natural resources
department, Grissom
said he found that Kentucky has "a lot of
municipalities which

have everything in place
to attract industry except
an additional capacity in
their sewage systems or a
large enough and reliable
enough water supply to
accommodate new
industry."
"To help them, we're
hoping that we can put
my understanding and
knowledge of the problems together with the
financial wizardry of the
commerce department
and see if we can't come

believeN
lea% e man)
commumth
UI.l tile to
affor I itirlitrActtict.l.,
their troatincilt
Despite the bleak
message from
WashingtorL however,
Kentuek curi-ently has
mechanisms in Mare to
offer help to total areas
for such pro)44ts.
G rtssom sail
One example. he Noll.
is the p..l'ution abatement a uth,)r. t
can authr1:e Olt is-

DRUG

STORES

Charge iti
We reserve the right to limit quantities.

Prices good thru Nov. 16th

Shop Begley's for

Beaut9 Aids

-A lot more Christmas
for a lot less
money
4 Green

Scotch Pine

Raintree

pe,4e,••1 to, en

149

Lot on

'rreaseiess
InStant'r

Murray
Suii)ply

Analgesic Tabiets

Tablets
100 Tabl•t•

Headache Coeds
Body Arne Neuralgia

Capsules
40 Capsules

Allbee
(-800
Reg or with burr
High potency formula

$499

for adults
00 Tabists

Stresstabs

Strustabs
SOO

Pape'

26"
199
Paper
70 ce, f $

$499

600 with Iron
High potency stress
formula vitamins
60 Tabests

7 Roll

Chloraseptic
Mouthwash ft Gargle

Begley's

89

$

Reg or Cherry Flavored
With Spray
6 az
Box of 130 Cotton Balls

Sine-Off
Extra Strength $
Sinus Relief

99

No Drowsoness Formula
20 Capsules

GE.
Electronic

Facial Tissue
Box of 100

—

BIC

Shavers
Disposable
5 pack

MAK
..r
NASAL

Digital Radio
FM -AM Radio with
1 .i 1 cenr•ti leatoles

794

*2999
Norlhe,r6

4.

Constilepr

otter's..

re, essed

24 Tablets

Pollen & Dust mask

11S18-2

Box of 7 masks

Clairol

Photo Corner

Kindness
Hairsetter

20 Exclusive
Kindness Rollers

Shampoo

*279

Useful in eliminating dust
whole stripping tobecoo

GE

2299

Magicubes
12 Guaranteed Fleshes$1
For all X type fs

Kodocolor II
Film

MILK CHOCOLATE

Color negative film
24 exposure

Candy Bars
,2

Box of 20 bags
44 qt

Carpet
Fresh

Hershey's Milk Chi r dalp A ,r7,r;nd Bar,
,Krackle Bar, Mr G,),-)r1 Bar Reese's Cup
Et Reese's Pieces

1

00

e.c.

24 oz

159

C110

ADO mitt

few

Regularly
.25t each

COIN'

Enlargement
WITH TRADITIONAL FRAME
FROM

f

*219

MICE MIIIP 3,

ONLY-

11 x 14 TEXTURIZED

„Rug ft Room Deodorizer

29

Nlagicube Comers*

IffliSHLYS

Kitchen
Bags

79

Laxative

3M

Anti Freeze Anti Boil
1 Gallon

Carpet

Dulcolax
Fast Predrctabee Reiter $
Gentle Normal Movement

Prestone It

Instant

newt dec?ngeidant
Ifecc

bu!hs

Mail in offer Buy 5 Get 5 Free
By mail from manufacturer

Spray
'n Vac

Nasal Spray
The longest acting

makeup mirror
Theatt,Cal Style

•

Afrin

SPRAY

Compact Lighted

•

•

Fast Pain Relief

RELIEF
EASY MIN
•••••-•

$388

20!

89
best
or
mint .,I•CIP811011
Isendry arts with this now
elbow Celle, primer hem
STA-RITE It eleastes Il tlye
soma is suet esteum• and
deperidebre It's portable
Il
v droning sends or e
unlit
Covetous ITS-RITE Collar
Orsisees Said ale Unread by

Ano.cin

-

ANACIII;

Wreath

All Shades

Handi Bag

MORI

Good Health

Assorted detrgcs

Eye Shadow

t

Nevem swan at

For your

Allbee C-800

Colorfast

NaturalProtein

753-4025

9-9
-Sat.
12-6
Sun.
Mon

15" Christmas

• Max Factor

Contains

*.anlN

join because hi. %ants 1,
make sure that e4enomt,
development is done rri
wa) which twnefits 01,
people and does not !...1-t
to the cleterioratiOr.r.i thr
environment I in
t I
convinced of th.it
er
would not ha% e
there

At
Central Center, Murray

$988

Greaseless Absorbs Instantly
Conlon, Natural Proteins

Hand N EP&

•poirrmont

or the children s room

Hand Er Body Lotion
10 oz.

RAIRIREE

t, is
Grissom plans on
I
ri I
an e)e
environmental iiispio .4
twins
I'in . o it v ri • e .1

fu-st-order development
process with an emphasis
e
on resour
development"
'111) own philosophy on
economic develapmeM in
Kentucky is that it. by
and large. will come not
just from the increased-utilisation of our labor
force in manufacturing
operations but A lso
from the increased extraction and utilization of
our natural resources"
As that comes about.

--

quiet
automatic
cellar
draining

SUBMERSIBLE
CELLAR DRAINER

Puree

n41,1
,

Anti-Freeze

11
to'
'
)
/i
t• *

suance of bonds for
pollution-eontrol projects
There also exists in
Kentucky a little-noted
ater resources
authority that (;nssom
_thinks could be used to
-help -finance
water-development pro/eds.
Grissom said he took
the jot) because."I think I
can make a contribution
in pointing them in a
direction of a more basic.

,per Day
D.B.
Sot Nov. 14, 10 a.m.See You Here

BEGLEY'S

Mother
Is Charged
CHICAGO (AP) — A
woman has been charged
with cruelty and aggravated battery in the
burning of her 7-year-old
son, and officials say she
wanted to collect $100,000
in insurance on his life.
The charges were filed
Tuesday against
Margaret Aguirre, 30,
police said. Her son,
Anon Johnson, was
reported in good condition in the Cook County.
Hospital with,urns over
40 percent of his body.
Youth offer Greg
Masonick said the boy
told police his mother
woke him Oct. 16, poured
rubbing alcohol on the
sheets and tossed a
match onto his bed.
"Then she told him to 'be
a good scout' and walked
out of the room,"
Masonick said.
Mrs. Aguirre's first•
husband,'Claude
Johnson, was Arion's
father. Johnson was
fatally shot in 1974. When
he died, Mrs. Aguirre,
who is divorced from her
second husband, was the
beneficiary of a $25,000
le insurance policy.
Police said Mrs. Aguire
initially told them her
son's burning was
accidental but later
acknowledged that she
did it purposely.
She held a $50,000 life
insurance policy on the
boy which had a
double-indemnity clause
in case of accidental
death,investigators said.
The boy has been made
a ward of the state.

up with some ideas" for
public And private
financing.
While a federal grant
program exists to help
communities build
sewage treatment plants,
Ire is no such aid for
water treatment and
distribution systems.
Grissom said. In addition, the Reagan administration has enacted
substantial funding cuts
in the sewage-graat program, which Grissom

$1487
S

x 10 ...$8.87

rouR STANI,ARD SIZE COLOR PIEGS
OR 3LIOE4 par no.
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•
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'Billy Ball' Brings •
Manager Award
To A's Martin --- s-

Valenzuela:

t,11

How Much Is He Worth?
Las ANGELES (API
- - The celebration is over
and now it comesdown to
the nitty gritty of
negotiating a contract
with a pitcher who
became the first rookie to
win a Cy Young Award.
Fernando Valenzuela,
basking in the glory surrounding the award,
wanted only to savor the
moment at a news con-

season," said Valenzuela,
who admitted he didn't
know the identity of Cy
Young, but added, "He
must be something
special in baseball."
Young was one of
baseball's greatest pitchers. He won 511 games
between 1890 and 1911 and
was elected to baseball's
Hall of Fame in 1937.
Valenzuela had eight
first-place votes in the Cy
Young balloting, the
same as Seaver, but he
also had eight second
place votes to seven for
the Cincinnati ace. Each
had six for third.
Both Seaver and
Carlton have won the
award as the top pitcher
three times.
Valenzuela was the
first rookie in either
league to win the honor.
Vida Blue won the
American League Cy
Young Award with
Oakland in 1971, his first
full year, but he had lost
his rookie status, based
on number of appearances, with the A's
the.previous year.

ference hosted by the Los perhaps the ultimate with
Angeles Dodgers hours a $42,500 salary to Valenafter he learned he had zuela for the season.
won.
They had also outbid
This is the biggest day the New York Yankees
of my life," said Valen- and George Steinbrenner
zuela. "Let's not ask in purchasing the young
questions about - money left-hander from Puebla
and how much I will be of the Mexican League
for $120,000 in July of
making."
As bargains go, the 1981 1979.
World Series Champion
Valenzuela, who turned
Dodgers achieved 21 on Nov. 1, posted
eight
straight victories, finished the strike-shortened
season with a 13-7 record,
and then beat Houston,
Montreal and the
Yankees in the championship playoffs. During the
season he led the league
in strikeouts with 180,
complete games with 11
and shutouts with eight.

our price is
right!

• ig • you want good coverage
Right. if you want professional service
Right, if you want fast, fair claim settlement
and best of all its no gamble
Call us for a quote on a Great American auto or
homeowners policy

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

GUM ANERKAN
ao a •

K1NG-LANDOLT
"Personal Service puts us out front... competitive Rotes keep us There"

He edged three-time
winner Tom Seaver of the
Cincinnati Reds for the
National League's Cy
Young award announced
Wednesday, with 70
points to 67 for Seaver.
Philadelphia's Steve
Carlton was third at 50 in
the vote by a committee
of the Baseball Writers
Association of America.
Valenzuela said he
"I feel very great in
winning the Cy Young hoped his success would
Award in my first be an inspiration to other
players in Mexico and he
also plans to play some
winter ball there late in
December.
"I've been pitching all
year-round since I was.a
youngster and I see no
reason to change that
now," said Valenzuela
through an interpreter.
Asked when he expected to master English,
he laughed and suggested
the news meadia learn
Spanish.

Sat. Is
D.B.
Cooper
Day In
Central
C nter

Superior
One Coat
Coverage
Applied As Directed

• 707 Fashionable
Colors
• Stain and Fade
Resistant

SUPER SAVINGS ON OUR BEST!
Tools For All Paints
Best Vinyl
All Pro Val" Nylon/
Polyester Brushes
Reg. $5.49 - $10.99
Sizes 2' - 4"

Our Best
Roller Kit
Includes cover,
frame, tray
Reg. $8.99

ACE GOLFER — Robert BWington (left), a
member of the Murray High School golf team, is
presented with a trophy for his hole-in-one shot at
the Fulton Country Club earlier this year. 1)ifFIS golf
coach David Gallagher presents the award provided by the Murray Tiger Athletic Booster Club.

Braves Bargain
To Lure Jackson
South To Atlanta
ATLANTA (AP) — If
New York Yankees
owner George Steinbrenner fails to sign Reggie
Jackson to a new contract, the Atlanta Braves
will be out to lure him
south in Friday's freeagent draft, says Braves
Executive Vice President
Al Thornwell.
"We are going in with
our eyes wide open. We
know Reggie won't come
cheap," Thornwell said
Wednesday after a
meeting of team executives with owner Ted
Turner in which it was
decided to pursue the
Yankee slugger.
The Braves had not
been expected to draft
Jackson before the
outfielder's agent, Gary
Walker, contacted
General Manager John
Mullen over the weekend,
expressing interest in
Jackson's moving to
Atlanta.
Walker called the
Braves "one of the very
few teams" that would

interest Jackson. "There
are a lot of reasons: TV,a
good park to hit in, their
ability to win, Ted
Turner," Walker said.
Turner owns WTBSTV, which broadcasts
about 150 Braves games
each year nationwide
over cable television
systems.
"Reggie is of interest to
us because of his hitting
ability, plus he is a winning type of player,"
Thornwell explained
after the meeting
Wednesday. "He has
played on world championship clubs. That's
where we were short this
year. We came apart at
the seams because we
didn't have that kind of
experience with us."
Turner, who has pursued free agents aggressively in the past,
apparently decided to bid
for Jackson after reading
published reports that the
Yankee outfielder would
be willing to negotiate
with Atlanta.

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Combative Billy Martin, who turned the sadsack Oakland A's into a
championship team, was
named American League
Manager of the Year by
The Associated Press today for a fourth time, tying the league record set
by the legendary Casey
Stengel.
It was the second
straight AP award for
Martin, who was
Stengel's prize pupil in
the days when Casey
managed the New York
Yankees. He also was
named Manager of the
Year in 1974 when he led
the Texas Rangers to a
surprising second-place
finish in the AL West and
again in 1976 when he
piloted the Yankees to
their first pennant in 12
years. Stengel won the
award in 1949, 1952, 1953
and 1956.
Martin was an easy
winner this time, receiving 386 votes from a
nationwide panel of
sports writers and broadcasters. Bob Rodgers of
the Milwaukee Brewers
was second with 62 votes
and Sparky Anderson of
the Detroit Tigers finished third with 31.
Tommy Lasorda of the
Los Angeles Dodgers was
selected National League
Manager of the Year by
The AP earlier this week.
Martin guided the
young A's to the West
Division title this year,
gaining an automatic
playoff berth by leading
the division when the
strike began and then
eliminating Kansas City
in the first round of the
playoffs. Oakland was
beaten by the Yankees in
the League
Championship Series.
The A's opened the
season with a rush, winning their first 11 games to
establish a record for
start-of-season success.

Redbirds Approved
For Louisville Move
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Owners of teams
in baseball's Class AAA
American Association
have voted to approve the
transfer of the
Springfield, Ill., Redbirds
to Louisville for the 1982
season.
"We're here, we'll open

Pre-Christmas Sale
Valf,

Hanging Kit

Our Best Enamel
Spray Paints

•
All tools for
hanging wallcovering quickly
and easily

• Super Acrylic"'
• Super Acrylic"'
Controls Rust
I 3 or. sizes

Guarantee
or Limited
Warranty

aiIll

Warm Ups For All

on all Sherwrn
Coatmgs
See Label for
details.

20%

4

49 5Rag
ea.

Entire Stock
Choose From More than 1,000
Warm ups in stock in all sizes
and colors for both men and women.

(pley
OTC

20%. 20%.
All

Shoes
Over 40
Selected
Styles

• Five Selected Books
• Including Scrubbable, Strippable,
Pre-Pasted Patterns
• Beautiful Styles and Colors
to fit every decor
-

Jackets
Vests

(All wallcovpring packaged in double and triple tolls)

IS.

I
Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

SPORTING GOODS
153-8844

Oakland's record after 18
games was a remarkable
17-1 with the team giving
a textboott demonstration
of "Billyball," a razzledazzle brand of baseball
built around speed, guile
and making things happen. The term is derived,
not surprisingly, directly
from the manager whose
teams have epitomized
that approach to the
game.
Martin took over the
Oakland job just before
spring training in 1980, inheriting a disorganized,
despiriteii team which
critics derisively termed
"The Triple A's." The
suggestion was that this
team of no-names might
be better suited to playing in the minors than the
majors.
But Martin viewed
them differently. He saw
in his young team raw
talent that needed only to
be refined in order to
flourish. He soon had the
A's believing in
themselves and the team
soared, jumping from a
seventh-place finish in
1979 to second in 1980.
Just as significant was
the improvement in attendance from a paltry
306,763 to 842,259. The
club was sold in midseason and Martin was
given total authority for
the baseball operation, on
the field and off. That's
something Billy had
never enjoyed before and
he made it pay off with
Oakland's first division
title since 1975. Attendance, even in a
strike-shortened season,
surged to 1,304,054.
The final irony for Martin may have come in the
tabulation of votes for
The AP Manager of the
Year. A single vote was
cast for George
Steinbrenner, owner of
the Yankees, with whom
Martin had many fights
while emloyed by that
team.

1203 Chestnut

next spring, and we'll
have a heck of a time in
Louisville," said A. Ray
Smith, owner of the Redbirds, a farm club affiliated wit4 the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Smith said a manager
for the club would be announced Friday. It was
speculated the choice
would be either Ken
Boyer or Dal Maxvill,
each former St. Louis
players.
The vote totals were not
released, but league bylaws required that at
least six of the seven
other association
members vote favorably
in order for the move to
be made.
Dan Ulmer, a
Louisville banker who
heads a committee trying
to return baseball to the
city, said the announcement should help
fund-raising acitivities.
The group is attempting
to raise $4.5 million to
renovate Fairgrounds
Stadium for baseball. So
far, $2.3 million has been
collected.
"This sort of puts the
icing on the cake," Ulmer
said. "We've been doing
so well knowing that
we've been in a sort of
limbo. This will help
everyone's spirits and
maybe unlock some funds
from people waiting .to
see if this is the team."

Briefly.
WEMBLEY, England
(AP) — John McEnroe,
bidding to win the
$175,000 Benson and
Hedges Tennis Championships for the fourth
straight year, eliminated
John Feaver of Britain 61, 6-1 to advance to the second round.
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Hot-Handed Macy Plays
Surprise Role For Suns
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)
- For second-year
Phoenix Suns'guard Kyle
Macy, the National
Basketball Association
game against the Indiana
Pacers here tonight has
taken on added
Importance.
"I assume my parents
and most of my friends
back home vrill probably
be listening on the radio,"
said the 24-year-old
former University of
Kentucky All-American,
a native of Peru,Ind.
"I hope I don't disappoint anyone."
Since stepping in for injured starter Walter
Davis, the 6-foot-3 Macy
has done little disappointing and plenty of impressing. About the only
thing his teammates
chide the baby-faced
Macy about is that he has
yet to drink a full beer
"and probably never
will."
But through seven
games, he has averaged

dons pressure placed on
him because of Walter's
injury," MacLeod said.
"But he's responded to
that pressure with just
sensational play."

18.5 points in more than
35 minutes of playing
time and leads the team
in field goal shooting
(62.5) and free throws
(83.31- The figures are a
far cry from last year's
8.1 points per game in 17.9
minutes, mainly as a
substitute.

NOW THRU NOV. 21ST.
FOR ONLY THE
3RD TIME IN OUR 76 YEAR HISTORY!

don't race down the court
like he does," Macy said.
"Some people say I'm not
quick enough or strong
enough to start and
maybe I'm not. I accept
that criticism. But here I
am and I'm still
Playing."
Indiana, cellar-dweller
in the NBA's Central
Division, comes to town
with a 3-3 record after
snapping a three-game
losing streak Tuesday
night with a 109-102 win
over Cleveland. Pacer
forward Mike Banton, a
former Sun, scored a
game-high 28 points while
guard Johnny Davis
added 22.
Phoenix, off to a 4-3
start, has been getting
strong play out of Macy
and veteran center Alvan
Adams - who scored 25
points in a 109-106 win
Tuesday night at Denver.
The Swab were 1-1
against Indiana last
season with each team
winning on its homc.,court.

Macy has scored 24
points twice already, setting a career high. lie is
also averaging 4.2 assists
a game and 2.33 steals eighth best in the NBA.
His field goal shooting
percentage is fifth best,
making Macy the only
guard to be among the
league's top 10 in that
category.

"I hated to see what
happened to Walt. But for
me, it represented a big
chance, even though you
don't like to get it that
way," said Macy. "I
don't mind coming off the
bench. In fact, I got used
to it last year. But this is
Despite his objections,
what every player waits
Macy has made some
for."
fans forget Davis and his
Judging by his early- fractured elbow, which
season performances - will keep him out of acwhich included a tion until mid-December.
game-winning basket last Macy said he can neyer
week in Los Angeles to fill Davis'shoes-literalbeat the Lakers - Macy ly - since he has an arch
has got Suns' Coach John problem requiring
MacLeod wondering why special sneakers.
he didn't use Macy in a
"I'm not a Walter
starting role sooner.
Davis-type player either.
"Kyle has had tremen- I'm not flashy like him. I

30ZOFF
SALE!

Team Meeting Results In Laker
Two-Point Victory Over Rockets
By The Associated Press
The Los Angeles
Lakers had lost three
straight games - and
figured that three* was
enough.
"We all sat around and
talked before the game,"
said Earvin Johnson,
referring to a locker
room discussion before
Wednesday night's National Basketball
Association contest with
the Houston Rockets.
"We all made a commitment about the things we
had to do. Number One,
we had to play good
defense..."
They did just that, and
got some clutch shooting
from Norm Nixon as well
to beat the Rockets 95-93.
"The final play worked
almost to perfection; but
we thought Norm might
get a layup," Los Angeles
Coach Paul Westhead
said about Nixon's 25-foot
shot with seven seconds
left for the winning

points. "We anticipated
that anything around
Kareem (Abdul-Jabbar)
would be jammed up and
we didn't want to risk a
turnover."
Nixon, who scored
eight points in the game,
said he should have had a
layup. ,
In other NBA action, it
was Philadelphia 117,
Chicago 90; Milwaukee
100, New Jersey 88; Seattle 107, Dallas 79 and
Boston 115, Kansas City
100.
Abdul-Jabbar led the
Lakers with 21 points.
76ers 117,Bulls 90
Julius Erving scored 21
points and Darryl
Dawkins added 18 to lead
Philadelphia past
Chicago, the 76ers' sixth
viztvlikin seven games.
The-Sixers never trailed in the onesided game
and opened their biggest
lead, 28 points, with 7:01
to go in the game on a
basket by reserve 011ie

Johnson for a 101-73
advantage.
Orlando Woolridge had
15 points to lead the Bulls,
while Reggie Theus added 13 and Artis Gilmore
had 11.
Blacks 100, Nets88
Bob Lanier scored 20
points and Junior
Bridgeman contributed
16 to lift Milwaukee over
New Jersey.
The Bucks broke into a
61-50 lead after a 4545
halftime tie with help
from Mickey Johnson's
five points. The 11-point
margin was the Bucks'
largest of the game.
The Nets ran into
serious foul trouble late
in the contest.
Milwaukee's final 15
points came entirely on
free throws except for
one Bridgeman field goal.
Sonics 107, Mavericks
79
Lonnie Shelton scored
18 points and Jack Sikina
had 17 as Seattle beat

*CASH •CHARGE *LAYAWAY
*(EXCLUDING KEEPSAKE)

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, 14K CHAINS, WEDDING BANDS,
STONE RINGS, SOLITAIRES, CLUSTERS & EARRINGS

Dallas and handed the
Mavericks their sixth
straight defeat. The
Sonics took the lead in the
middle of the first
quarter and led the rest of
the way.
The Mavericks' Mark
Aguirre led all scorers
with 25 points.
Celtics 115,Kings 100
Larry Bird scored 30
points and Robert Parish
added 26 to pace Boston
over Kansas City, the
Celtics' fifth straight
victory.
Kansas City led 86-85
with 10 minutes remaining in the game, but with
Bird, Kevin McHale,
Rick Robey, Gerald
Henderson and Nate
Archibald on the court for
Boston, the Celtics played
aggressively on defense
and ran off 12 straight
points in three minutes,
Cliff Robinson led Kansas City with 26 points
and Reggie King added 21
for the Kings.

Wie(fel

• 1.981 Model Close-Out Sale
NEW*** ***DEMOS

Curci, who is in his
ninth season at Kentucky
and has three years
remaining on his contract, has routinely
declined comment on
reports that he will be
fired.
There have been
several such reports
since the second week of
the season, when the
Wildcats began a sevengame losing streak. Kentucky is now 2-7, with
season-ending games
against Florida and
Tennessee.
Claiborne has been
mentioned before as Curci's possible replacement. Others mentioned
include Miami (Fla.)
Coach Howard
Schnellsnberger, also a
former1JK star; Clemson
Coach Danny Ford,
Eastern- Kentucky Coach
Roy Kidd, and former
Tennessee Coach Bill
Battle.
. A report earlier this
week said UK President
Otis Singletary told Curd
Nov. 2 that his contract
would be terminated by
the Athletics Association
board of directors on
Nov. 24.

... Our Loss Is Your Gain

All Models Must Go

LIST PRICE
Discount
Was

Stock No. P126

•1981 PONTAIC GRAND PRIX 2 DR.CPE

Claiborne Joins Growing List
Of Replacements For Curci
BALTIMORE (AP) Jerry Claiborne, a football star at the University
of Kentucky in the late
1940s, has joined the
growing list of coaches
mentioned as possible
successors to Kentucky
Coach Fran Curci,
according to a newspaper
report.
The Baltimore Sun,in a
story in its Wednesday
editions, said that
Claiborne may be on his
way back to Kentucky,
where he was a star
defensive back under
Coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant in the late 1940s.

OPEN DAILY 10-6
BELAIR CENTER
ii.P•1.1.1 itS MURRAY. KY

SALE PRICE 8439.44
LIST PRICE
Discouni
Was

Stock No.0193-0194

•1981 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA 4 DR SEDANS

"I know there's been a
Curci's job has been in
jeopardy in recent mon- lot of speculation that
ths,and it appears that he Jerry might return to
will be ousted Nov. 24 Kentucky," said
Maryland Athletic Direcwhen an eight-man com- tor Dick Dull. "But I'm
mittee formed to "review not aware of him thinking
the football situation" about it. I aon't expect
reports to the athletics he'll be leaving. He has
board, according to the a home here at
Sun.
Maryland."

8114 93
LIST PRICE
722 93
Discount
Was
739200

SALE PRICE 7217 75

•1981 PQHTIAC PHOENIX COUPE

UST PRICE 8742')3
Discount 844 93
Was 7898.00

Stock No. P101

•1981 PONTIAC PHOENIX 4 DR NIB SEDAN

SALE PRICE 7723.28
UST PRICE
7353.85
Discoon
746.85
Was 610700

Stock No. P137

Fill
Your
Freezer Now!

•1981 PONTAIC T1000 4 DR NIB SEDAN

SALE PRICE 6522.38
UST PRICE
1 1079.59
Discount
1329 59
Was 9750.06

Stock No. P132

•1981 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE COUPE

SALE PRICE 9439.14
isvc

ISIT PRICE
11310 59
Discount
1 364 59
Was 994600

Stock No. P133

•1981 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE COUPE

Before Prices Go Up

SALE PRICE 9628.49

DEMOS

Quarter Pound Pure

Ground Beef Patties

Stock No. P115
14 11.$1 988

•1981 PONTIAC GRAND LEMANS 4 DR SEDAN

20.b

Frosty Acres

Cream Style Corn

$16"
sAso 1

Stock No.0163

*1981 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS BROUGHAM
4 DR SEDAN (Diesel)

Otte Case of 12

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Geeranteed Tender
We Cherpe for Cielior Wm*.,

1

29

1 1853 44
151144
10342 00

SALE PRICE 9993.44

•

GMAC FINANCING 16.8% APR FOR QUALIFIED BUYERS
UP TO 48 MONTHS,
Olds-Poatiac-Cadillac

NINO

We Accept Feed

110818817:80-5••

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray.'

UST PRICE
Discount
Was

1561i 36
*1981 OLDSMOBILE TORONADO BROUGHAM LIST PRICE
2031 5'6
Discount
COUPE
13580
00
Was
SALE PRICE 13048.41

GOON HAM CO.
/17 N. 3rd St.

10016.44
161 7.44
8399.00

Sotck No G I .6

efrtukig
Wholesale & Retail Meat
nese MI-1681

UST PRICE
Discount
Was

SALE PRICE 8224.84

Frosty Acres Bay

Limas

8688 49
843 49
7845 00

SALE PRICE 7670.60

Stock No, P119

("NtrAtm'

9863 44
1187 44
8676.00

Wish*/ Customers /es Orr
Sass tesc ern

1406 West Main-153-5315.

•

•
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Game Of The Week:Lakers Wrestle 'Cats

•

Sam Harp
WKC Coach of the Year

Franklin
Simpson
- -;'MURRAY
4
AUTO PARTS

So how ya gonna beat
tradition,Sam?
The answer comes
back simply, yet confidently,"Preparation."
Preparation. Being
prepared. Knowing what
to do when it's time to do
it.
That, says Laker football coach Sam Harp, is
how Calloway County
High is going to beat
Franklin-Simpson Friday
night when the pair collide in Laker Stadium.
"Preparation — that's
been the key to our whole
season," says Laker
assistant coach Joe
Stonecipher. "You can't
coach players on the field
because it's hard for
them to unlearn the old
ways during a game.
Once the ball's in play
they revert to their old
habits unless you've drilled 'em all week long on
what to expect."
And what do the Lakers
expect from FranklinSimpson?
Stonecipher says they
like to grind, grind, grind

Covering
An Fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

at you and just wear you
out. Plus, sophomore
quarterback Mike Metcalf has an arm and isn't
afraid to throw the ball.
"But if we get up on
them early," Stonecipher
says, "...and we score
once or twice bef9re they
get going — it'll be all
over."
Talking with FranklinSimpson coach James
Mathews gives another
outlook on the game.
•"We haven't set the
world on fire this year,
not like we've done in the
past," the Wildcats' mentor says. "We've basically been a senior ballclub,
but this year we're very

-1'
young. I don't look for a
high-scoring game, at
least not on our part
because Putting Points on
the hoardtas been one of
our weak points this year.
Defensively we're pretty
good,though."
In 12 games the 'Cats
have recorded five
shutouts and only four
teams have scored in double figures on them —
Mayfield lost 12-10, Ohio
County lost 41-12, Ft.
Campbell won 31-13, and
Bowling Green won 14-7.
An overall team
quickness is what the
Laker coaching staff attributes to the success of
the Wildcats' split-4

PITCH AWAY — Laker quarterback Tim Brown pitches away from assistant coach Dan Walker during a Calloway Cotmty practice session.

defense plus their ability a play has developed.
to recover and react after
The Lakers' quick veer
offense, under the direction of QB Tim Brown and
the option running of
fullback tenitity
Workman and tailback.
Jeff Garrison, will be
severly tested by the
Wildcats' platooned
defense.
"Being in shape won't
be that much of a factor
at this point in the year,"
says Laker coach David
Simpson. "Even though
they play 22 people and
we play 13 the entire
game, that's the way
we've been doing it all
year. And, with the
weather cooler it's not the
same as playing in the
heat the first part of the
year."
Mathews admits the
Lakers may have an advantage when the home
crowd and youthful exuberance are taken into
account.
"If you can play, you
PRE-PERSPIRATION MEDITATION — Before each practice session the Lakers conduct a
can play regardlest of
brief team meditation period.
where you're at, but a

'THE TAILOR SHOP"

Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club

102 North 4th Street

—

Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone 753-5397

Congratulates Calloway County Lakers
District AAA Champs
...and wishes GOOD LUCK in
Friday Night's Game!

Any Kind of Alterations
•Herns-Up Or Down
*Seams - In Or OW

DRESS MAKING
By Appt

CUSTOM
QUILTING
Come By & Meet
Sue Miller

759-11

Tish Gardner

101 N. 1201

Mwroy

Win-Calloway-Win
,
4

A Winning Season...
A Winning Team...
Congratulations!

/fir

Go Calloway
Beat
Franklin
Simpson

Carroll VW
West Ky's Ec000sny Coy Coos,
800 Chtstvout

Go Calloway Beat
Franklin Simpson

McKeel Equipment Co.
503 Walnut — 753-3062
Primo Do Not Induct* Attadonones

uffnuompei.

. TRACTORS

home crowd can make a
difference," Mathews
said. "Plus, they (CCHS)
are young and that young
enthusiasm can carry
you a long way. It was
that way with us when we
first made the playoffs in •
1975."
The Wildcats, under the
supervision of Mathews
have been perennial
playoff teams year after
year. They're shooting
for their third straight
Class AAA state crown
and Harp says the team
that wins Friday night
will win the state championship this year.
Mathews, in his
seventh season with the
'Cats, has racked up a 6614 record for a winning
percentage of .825. Harp,
after taking the reigns of
the fledgling Laker program late in the summer
last year, has turned the
program around to a 10-12
mark in two years. Currently the Lakers are 9-2
while the'Cats are 9-3.
Judging the game on
this season's results the
contest boils down to a
staunch defensive squad
versus a wide-open offensive option team. Judging
on tradition it'll shape up'.
to the Cinderella Laken(
against the Dallasg
Cowboy 'Cats.
4
Says Mathews:
'Whoever plays the
hardest and makes the
least mistakes will win
this ballgame. Wd
haven't gotten too many
mistakes from other
teams we've played this
year, but we've been for-,
tunate to capitalize on the
few we've gotten."
Says Laker assistant
Stonecipher:
"If I was Mathews I'd
be scared to death to
come up here and play,
He's habit to walk into a buzzsaw. If it was
Mayfield we were playing
on Friday our kids would
probably say, 'Oh,
Mayfield? We can't beat
them.' But the thing
about this game is out
kids believe they can win;
They believe they can
beat this bunch from way
over there in Franklin."
Kickoff for Friday's
game is 7:30 pin.

Best Of Luck
Loiters!
J.N. Churchill • Funeral Nome

21

S. 3rd

Town/ Wolker4wwir

7134411

Cains, AMC-Jeep & Renault
Inc.
.11.111.

641 N

753-6,148
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Good Luck To
The Home
Team
INSIDE AND OUT —
Laker runners Jeff Garrison (left) and Tommy
Workman (right) provide
a stout ground game for
Calloway County. Both
' have been instrumental
In leading the Lakers to a
9-2 season and the district
and Western Kentucky
C.anference titles.

Laker-tat
Tickets
On Sale
Until 3:30 p.m. Friday
all tickets to the Calloway
County - Franklin
Simpson football game at
Laker Stadium will be offered at reduced prices.
All tickets at the gate
will cost 84 but student
tickets will be offered for
$2, adult tickets $3, and
reserve seats 84 if purchased before Friday
afternoon.
Pregame tickets are
available at either the
high school or the County
Board of Education office.
Oply state coach's
passes will be accepted at
the gate.

1981 Grid Season Results
CCHS 21, Fulton County

F-S 0, Ft. Thomas
Highlands 7
F-S 26,Allen County 0
F-S 6, Russellville 0 4OT)
F-S 12, Mayfield 10
F-S 12, Warren East0
F-S 41,Ohio County 12

6

'Cats

CCHS 26, Union County
2
CCHS,I7, Dyar County 25
CCHS 28, McLean
County 15
CCHS 14, Lone Oak 6

F-S 13,Ft. Campbell 31
F-S 28, Warren Central
7

'Cats

MSU-WKU
Tickets
Available
Murray State athletic
officials announced the
sale of tickets for the
MSU-Western Kentucky
game at Bowling Green,
Nov. 21, has begun in
Room 211 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
All seats are reserved
with tickets selling for $5
each.
MSU officials are also
planning to charter a fan
bus to the game with
travel and ticket costs being $16 per person. The
bus will leave and return
On Saturday.
For more ticket information contact the
athletic promotions office, 762-6800.

F-S 7, Bowling Green 14
F-S 8,Glasgow 7
F-S 6, Springfield
(Tenn.)2
F-S 27, Barren County 0

Briefly
NAPA, Calif. (AP 1 —
Jeff Sanders fired a 4under par SI for a 137
total and held a two-shot
laid going into the final
round of the 847,500 Northern California Open.

Calloway County

Franklin-Simpson

CCHS 21, Trigg County
27(OT)
CCHS 18, South Fulton
(Tenn.)6
CCHS 12, Reidland 0
CCHS 40, Crittenden
County 8
CCHS 28, Webster
County 0
CCHS 75,Fulton City0

753-6656

LI

From The Kopperud Realty

Home Team

egattill

804
Chestnut

Wear Callo_ways School
Colors and Receive A
FREE SOFT DRINK
Friday Only
7-1 $7" loom.see
5.1 sys
Shelled Corn
$6" 100 Lb. sag
Heat Bulbs $1"

PURDOM
S

Bill Kopperud. Lindy Sutter, Geri Anderson.
Bill •Raybirn. Glenda Smith. Ellen Jones,
secretary. and George Gallagher.

Mr, Gaul's
Congratulates •
Calloway County Lakers

GO
LAKERS
Ii

(ieft to right)

Smiley Says
Good Luck District Champions

011*-Pentioc-Coofilloc
latisfied Cortemers Ars CA.
Maim Comoro

1406 West Main •
753-5315

Buchanan Feed"

Cattle Specials
Round Bale Hay
Cottle Feeder $72.50'

36% Purina Cottle
Blocks $350
Solt
Whits
aphelks-$3.45 j Loose Bag Solt 50 Lb. $2.25
r Bks..$3.85 Meat Salt SO Lb. $3.50
Sugar Cure 71/2 LC $3.50
.M. Bks.-4.00

Check Our Bulk Prices

Buchanan Feed

Good Luck
District Champions
All The Way To State

753-5378

PURINA
CHOWS

We Custom Mix
Salt Orders Murray, Ky.
Industrial Rd.

Vanderbilt Chemical
Corp.

Go Lakers.

Good luck in the game Friday Night, from your friends at:

Wi Bankof Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

710#
,4 141ti)

r

.1. I $1 III, MI 1414 41 ,

M.KII & TOWS.fiser.holev. Nansisilart 12. 111111

Good Luck District Champions

Calloway County Lakers Host Franklin-Simpson
Wildcats Friday at 7:30 p.m. In Class AAA Regional Playoffs

Carroll Tire &
Wheel Alignment
SPORTING GOODS

804 Chestnut

753-6656

Don't Forget! Mr.
Gattis' Redeems
Your Michelin - Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Spirit Towel
1105 Pogue Ave.
Murray, Ky.
Coupons
753-1489
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

Olympia Plata-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Go Get em Lakers!

All The Way
To State
At Five Points
753-5782
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L.D. Workman
Owner
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Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Sale
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4
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$459"

Town & Country
Yamaha
Hwy!94 E. Murray, Ky.

Home & Form Owners-Life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Ray T. Brooch
Terry Broach

•

.30S. 4th.
- Murray,--Ky. 42071

Phone
(502) 753-4703
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
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'Nuclear Submarine
Commissioned
GROTON, Celan. (API
The USS Ohio, the first
Trident class nuclear
submarine and the most
powerful sub ever built,
was commissioned into
the Navy Wednesday as
anti-nuclear
dusonstraters staged a
vigil outside the shipyard
gates.
Vice President George
Bush, keynote speaker
for the ceremony, used
the event to ridicule
Kremlin ,claims that the
Soviet Union is dedicated
to peace.
Bush quoted Soviet
Defense Minister Dmitry
Ustinov as describing the
Soviet Union in a
weekend speech as
"organically alien to aggressive aims" and
possessing a military
doctrine that is
"unalterably defensive."
The vice president added, "I wonder how those

Hendon Awarded I Wife Is Hopeful Of Recovery
1Achievement Medal Rela
pseW

words sound in
Afghanistan? How those
words sound in Hungary.
or Czechodoeakia?"
Bush pledged that the
Ohio, built by the Electric
Boat Division of General
Dynamics Corp., will
violate no sovereign
waters, threaten no innocent peoples,carry out no
aggre.ssiir." At a cost estimated to
total at least at $1.224
billion, the Ohio is the
most expensive ship ever
commissioned by the
Navy.
About 150 protesters
gathered along the road
near the EB plant on the
Thames River, but there
were no reports of
arrests.
The commissioning of
the Ohio and the scheduled launching Saturday of
the third Trident,the USS
Florida. resulted in one
protest incident earlier
this week.

Michael K. Hendon,
formerly of Murray,
recently was awarded the
Navy Achievement
Medal for superior per-

ans
Michael K.Hendon
formakce as Air Intelligence Officer, Naval
Air Facility, Lajes Field,
Azores,Portugal.
Hendon, a lieutenant
junior grade, United
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Domino

Sugar

(os
Nut's Toasts

5 Lb.
lbet's Testate

$1 19

KETCHUP

31 oz

New Store Hours
Mon huts 8 00 1-00
Fri Sat 8 00 8 00

PASTE

Nub Reg it Mex.

Orville Redenacker

MANWICH

•t

POPCORN

Nut's WWI Peeled

nis

Pet Ens.

TOMATOES
Orville Menu* Nan

'129

OIL

MILK

13 oz

Ant kaima Self Rising Corn

,

MEAL MIX

Pillsbury fudge Brownie

5 lb

49
nn

fl'oz.$1 15

Pillsbury kick Bread
MIX

16 oz.$1 29

Startist
Oil Or Water Packed

61/ ez.

See Maid

RAISINS

89,1,

BEANS

Nuts Tomato

SAUCE

I oz.

SPAGHETTI
MACARONI

1 lb box

Kars Syrup

DARK OR WHITE

•'•

oo
-1
Zfi

16 oz

CHIP

Chuck
Roast
79

15'2 02

Progressed Real Italian

TOMATO

14 az 2187C

Emge Dry Cured

Hams•

moked
Picnic

Y2

19q

DELI

'1"

....Woias •
-7

'Oats"

EGGS
Des*"A" Extra Large

EGGS
EGGS

HAM

lb

HAM

$119
3-4 11. pkg.

lb

a

Owns fames Pit Raked

V.S. Clem Extra Lae

HAM

STEW MEAT

Own's Best

frell Gnu Cit Wed

BBQ RIBS

PORK CHOPS

flaby Swiss

lea's lest Sliced Slab

arsnia

CHEESE

BACON

29'

I $329

'2"

Yellow

ONIONS
Phsk

TIC :

EGGS

MILK

g

al

$129
5 lb bag

MAGIC ONE Sir
Hyde Pork*Homogentz

MILK

lb

$219 APPLES .

•••••'•••„,
•

21
qlo

ork
I
H:O
diii MILK

- -N

N.

SI 21
PC'

Hyde Pcrb

$329 GRAPEFRUIT
lb
Wes Delivers

'44

doz.

Frav.Olick

florin

ORANGES

Grade A Medium

Hyde Pori Homogenized $21

$329 BANANAS
sl29

19C
doz

MILK

lips

Own's Best Deli Baked

85C
doz.

Grist* 'A' Large

PRODUCE

Suet's lest 1180 land
[canny Grand

I,

eioshes*
f•biset• & Oii, Predacts

Order Your
Smoked Turkey-Baked Turkey
Pit Baked Ham-BBQ Shoulder

11

BEEF

W.th 517 50 Addrt.onai
Pwchiss.(schoolgirl
tobacco L Nu,Products

239

MEATS

9

roa* S I 7 SO Addribortarl

or whole

Skid Lb. 89'

Limit 2

Buying merchandise from us is
like buying oats...
If you want nice, clean fresh oats
you must pay a fair price... .
If on the other hand you wild-oath
thathavcal,ready been through
the-horse, Then:the price would
- be oimalderably lags.

'2"

SALMON

Bryon
Smokey Hollow

CHUCK

plus Deposit

Se

69'
79,

•

V. S. Deice Extra Leas Grimed

Do: 45

/14 441

v•

1201 $229

Libiv's Pink'

Eggs

.A-F1
eve

limit 2 10 Oz. 6 Pb.

c
-a
-f

NplIt's Real CHOCOLATE

U.S. Choice Boneless

Coca Cola
Tub or Sprite

1 lb box

Red Cross

2159c
,•

Grade A Large

‘o
rri
i ir
s
o,

Red Cross

14 az.$1
"

With 117 SO hilingisel
Prettiest ',civility,
litistic co Dews, Prodsprts

JJ

14' 2 0/

"'raspy's Blackeye or Striker, or Pleto

Lb. Bog

'IA

03,

89
is.,3
1'1'
69,

MIX

Limit 5

s

32C
amoomwr.Aos roe

Pillsbury Gisler Bread

MIX

TUNA

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order
All 3 With
S35.00 Order

$1"

gob •
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UN Halts Secretary-General's Race Balloting
UNITED NATIONS
I AP) — The U.N. Security Council has suspended
balloting in the secretarygeneral's race and is`
discussing ways to end
the Chinese-American
deadlock blocking the reelection of_ Kurt
Waldheim or his
replacement.
Neither Waldheim, the
Austrian incumbent seek-

Leftists
Arrested
In Egypt

KING'SSONS

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) —
Thirty-three leftists arrested following
President Anwar Sadat's
assassination have begun
a hunger strike to protest
prison conditions,
relatives and other
sources said.
The sources said no
charges have been filed
against the prisoners at
Torah Prison since they
were picked up by police
after the Oct. 6
assassination. They said
the prisoners are kept in
tiny cells, beaten and fed
only bread.
Government officials
denied any knowledge of
the hunger strike.

THE WATCHMAN'S
1 .---2
"
011111111111111""
.4„

mg an unprecedented
third term, nor his Third
World challenger. Tanzanian Foreign Minister
Salim Ahmed Salim,
showed any readiness to
withdraw after eight
rounds of balloting. Both
were vetoed on each one,
Waldheim by China,
which is committed to a
Third World candidate,
and Salim by the United
States.
The Chinese had been
expected to conclude that
Salim did not have a
chance and to abandon
him after demonstrating
their commitment to the
Third World. But a Russian council source said
indications were that the
Chinese were prepared to
veto Waldheim
indefinitely.
There was no indication
either that the United
States was prepared to
withdraw its opposition to
Salim.
A well-placed U.N.
source said Japan is advocating a marathon
balloting session that
would produce a winner
or demonstrate that the
council is hopelessly
deadlocked and should
open the race to
compromise candidates.
Another suggestion, the
source said, is for the

council to extend
d Idhewa's was 14Waldheim's current term 4 with one abstention.
for two or three years.
The council votes
The normal term is five separately on each canyears, and Waldheim's didate, and a member
second one expires Dec. can vote for both of them.
31.
There are four prospecBeginning Oct. 27, the tive compromise cancouncil met three times didates from Latin
to try to decide on a America: Javier Perez
nominee for election by de Cuellar of Peru, a
the 157-member General former U. N. underAssembly. It agreed on a
cooling-off period after
failing to break the impasse on Nov. 4. Since
then, Ambassador Taieb
Slim of Tunisia, the council president for
November, has been
holding individual consultations with council
members behind closed
door.
An Asian council
member said voting
might resume Monday.
Waldheim, 62, received
more than the nine votes
required for nomination
on all eight ballots, but
the opposing vote cast
each time by one of the
five permanent members
— China — blocked him.
Salim, 39, got nine or
more votes on the first
three rounds only, and
after the first one the
voting trend ran against
him. On the eighth ballot,
the vote for him was 8-3
with four abstentions

secretary - general;
Foreign Minister Jorge
Enrique :Illueca of
Panama; ;arias Ortiz de
Rozas, the Argentine ambassador to Britain, and
former Foreign Minister
Shridath ftamphal of
Panama, who is
secretary-general of the
Commonwealth.
An Asian member of

the%council said the Latin
Americans are reluctant
to announce their candidacies because they do
not want to undercut
Salim.
said
A Pakistani
Aga

.N. high
comiirnsioner for
refugees, also is waiting
in the wings.
Khaivit

RIOITS

OPEN
SUNDAYS
1:00-5:00
EVERY SUNDAY 'TIL CHRISTMAS

at

DON HENLEYSINGERS
SINGING TO BENEFIT CENTER — Three area
gospel groups will be on stage Saturday in a benefit
performance for the Murray-Calloway County Mental
Health Center. Admission to the concert is free, but
donations will be accepted. Groups performing include
the King's Sons, Murray, the Don Henley Singers,
Mayfield and the Watchman's, Mayfield. The Concert
begins at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium on the MSU campus.

On the side, our new Kentucky Fries,
Big potato wedges with the skin left on.
We fry'em up golden brown. So they
come out crispy outside, but stay nice
and fluffy inside.

State Awards Grant
NEWPORT, Ky. 1AP) park $53,142 to help
— The state has awarded jiapce its development.
e.)noney will be used to
the Newport industrial
move utilities and to landscape an area between
the park and nearby
residences.
The grant comes from
the area development
SAN JUAN, Puerto fund, which finances
Rico (AP - Legislators improvements involving
called f.): a boycott of a fire protection, emergenspeech today by Nobel cy services, industrial
laureate Adolfo Perez Es- development and water,
quival after he promised sewer and sanitation
squatters to make their facilities.
cause known
internationally.
Perez Esquival, winner
of the 1980' Nobel Peace
Prize, made his promise
Wednesday during a visit
with squatters who have
MOREHEAD, Ky.
occupied government (AP) — Rowan County
property near the capital will receive $110,000 in
for nearly a year to pro- state funds to help pay
test what they say is a the cost of extending a
lack of adequate housing. sewer line to the new
Edison Misla Aldarono Rowan County High
and Osvaldo Torres School which is now
Velazquez, members of under construction.
the island's . House of
Andrew "Skipper"
Representatives„ Martin commissioner of
criticized the Argentine community and regional
human rights activists' development, said about
stand. They also asked 320 residential customers
other legislators to also will be served by the
boycott Perez Esquival's line. Local funds totaling
speech before a joint ses- about 853,000 will comsion of the House and plete the project's
Senate.
financing.'

Our great big, Juicy dlicken Sandwich.
It's a real breast filet! Nothing chopped,
pressed or rolled We make it the Colonel's
special way to seal in his secret blend
of 1 1 herbs and spices.
Add an ice cold drink, and you've got
the kind of lunch that makes you want
to shout:"What a lunch!-

Nobel Prize
Winner
Boycotted

Sewer Grant
Awarded
By State

990 I

LARGE
PIECE
OF CHICKEN
CHICKEN I (your
choice of thigh or sidebreast)
SANDWICH I plus Potatoes and Gravy,

Calloway County Farm Bureau
1981 Florida Citrus Fruit Program
free ripened fruit, delivered direct to Form Bureau office
second or third week in December. Send order form or colt
753-4703.

Last Date orders accepted Nov. 24
Please enter our order for:
Box Novel
Oranges 4/5 Bu.
Box Hamlin
Oranges, 4/5 Bu.
Box Piek Seedless
Grapefruit, 4/5 Bu.
Box Orlondo
Tangelos,415 Bu
Case *HiDensity Frozen
Orange Juice: 24-12 Oz. Cans
Case *HiDensity Froz. Grapefruit
Juice, 24-12 Oz. Cons
Case *Lemonade Concentrate,
24-12 Oz. Cans
Pecans, One-pbund
Bogs(Shelled halves)
Southern Fried Peanuts, 200z. Cans
May be diluted

$12.50
$9.95
$9.00
$9.50
$30.50
$23.50
$11.50
$3.75
$2.15

with 5 cons of yater.

ADDRESS

•

• Telephone

No.

I

Roll and Coleslaw.
tb
Get 1 Chicken SandGet all this for only 994. Limit one coupon
wich for only 994
per customer. Customer pays all
Limit one coupon per
applicable sales tax. Coupon honored at
customer Customer
lunch or anytime (Coupon good only at
pays all applicable sales tax. (Coupon
good only at stores listed in this ad ) I stores listed in this ad )
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 30, 1981.
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 30, 1981

Tried Chicken,
Ims
erns
=

I.

omm

I
Get 2 pieced Of Smothered Chicken and a
I roll for only 994. Limit one coupon per
1 customer. Customer pays all applicable
stih
ossr
RorEe
sales tax. Coupon honored at aEltuxripc
)°°dOFFoEnRlY
ald.g
sPol
oiu
th
listed in iC
I NOVEMBER 30. 1981.

Tried Chicken
mielm

Kentucky Tried Chicken
NMI==II=II MN

139

I

I

'Potatoes end gravy
.
I Get a Bar-B-O Chicken sandwich ahcl an I Get all this for only 42 19 Limit one
couPOn per customer C'AM"el,pood only
order of Kentucky _Fries for only 996 Lirfet
.
for combination white/dare orders
I one coupon per customer.Custornor pay‘
Customer pays all 'pow-0m woo tax
all applicable sales tax. Coupon honored
Coupon honored at lunch as., anytime,
fit lunch or anyurne (Coupon good only at
stores listed in this ad.) OFFER EXPIRES I (Coupon good only at stOras
.
ad )EXPIRES NOvEMINER lb 1461
NOVEMBER 30, 1981

111

I
I
wild ...sh..
I

- •
Get all this for only $1..39. Limit one
coupon per custother. Coupon good Only
for combination white/dark orders.
Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
COupon honored at lunch or at anytime
(Coupon good only at storeiklisted in this
.NOVEMBER 30.* 1981.
ad.) EXPIRES

I Get 9 pieces of chicken for only $4.85
Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
I good only for combination white/dark
orders. Customer pays all applicable sales
tax. (This coupon good only at stores
listed . in this ad.) OFFER EXPIRES
NOVEMBER 30, 1981

L=cr.

SW Mil MIMI MINIM =I MN MN

75 -7101

I
I

INN NMIIMO=IMIN OMI=

CHICKEN
SANDWICH $169
plus a regular order of

KENTUCKY
FRIES
Get 1 Chicken Sandwich and 1 regular
order of Kentucky Fries for only $1 69.
.Limit one coupon per customer Customer
pays all applicable sales tax Coupon
honored at lunch or at anytime (Coupon
good &Ili( at stores listed in this ad )
OFFER EXPIRES NOVEMBER 30, 1961

Kentucky Tried Chicken.,
itentacky Fried Chicken
immo,Ism
mom Imiumm
Mayfield
Turnip

113 Sycamore

t

ILentacky Fried Chicken

Pried Chicken.I Wacky Pried Chicken

Coupons good only at stores listed below:
•
.Zip Cod.

i ,
_ 2 PIECES
N
CHICKE
I OF
9-PIECE I
99° I 1°
Smothered in the Colonel's
THRIFT BOX I
I
famous gravy and a roll

BAR-B-Q (190•3-PIECE
$
2-PIECE
•
I CHICKEN
SNACK
2191
L'S$
COLONE
CHOICE
▪ SANDWICH
POTATOES AND
ri3 pieces of chicker
▪ plus a ,egular e r der C)f
tC)riginal Recipe Or Extra Crispy) .
GRAVY/ROLL
I •Coissiaw 'Roll
KENTUCKY FRIES

NMI

NAME

r.................r..............1
$465 I
9901

mmummtiim' imeimmumm....

NUMMI=I811111111=11•111111111

620 S. Sixth St.
247-64 3

•
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Acrobat Crawls Up Building
CHICAGO (AP) Acrobat Dan Goodwin,
wearing A red and 'blue
• eosturne, crawled up a
• 100-story building with
• the mayor's blessing
Wednefday after
firefighters &ant him
with water to try to inake
him stop.
The 25-year-old Goodwin, who in May climbed
the Sears Tower, the
world's tallest building,
began moving up the 100story John Hancock
Center building at 7:10
a.m.
He evaded a windowwashing scaffold and
kept going, even through
a waterfall unleashed
from above by firemen in
an effort to render
useless the suction cups
he has used in previous
' climbs.
But Goodwin was using
special clamps inserted
in window -washing
tracks. Finally, Mayor
Jane Byrne gave him the
go-ahead to finish.
Groups of children out

of school on Veterans'
Day formed cheering
sections and yelled: "Let
him go! Let him go!"
Some people • passed
him hot coffee r wiild
geaaff
the chill as he
windows -opened by
would-be rescuers.
Earlier, Fire Commissioner William R. Blair
said, "We'll stop him."
Police Supt. Richa-J.
Brzeczek, arriviz-I at
the scene, ord red the
water stopped and said he
was willing for Goodwin
to continue to the top.
The impasse was
broken with the arrival of
Mrs. Byrne on the 37th
floor, where Goodwin had
been boxed in by two
crossed poles pushed in
front of him from open
windows on either side.
While Goodwin drank
more coffee, the mayor
spoke to him from an
open window. She addressed him as ':SpiderMan," a name he had
taken when he climbed
the Sears Tower.

"We told him he was
Jeopardizing his life and
if he went on, he would be
going on at his own risk,"
said Mrs. Byrne. "We
told him that it was a
foolish thing to do and he
cadd
But,the mayor said, he
could continue his climb
up the 1,107-foot building.
The fire department said
it would help if he gets
tired.
"I think the commissioner (Blair) and the
supe.rintendent
(Brzeczek) did a fine job
handling it," said the
mayor as a crowd

O
f
f
IW
S
T
O
C
K
11111,

shouted, "Let him go,
Mayor Byrne."
Goodwin, of San
Rafael, Calif., was
thwarted in an attempt to
scale the Hancock
building Nov. 1 when his
suction cupctimbing gear
had trouble sticking to
the grime on the building.
The fire department
helped him to safety after
he had ascended only four
stories.
Goodwin then was
charged with disorderly
conduct and released on a
$35 cash bond. He is due
to face that charge in
court Friday.
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Ex-Chairman *Cleared
WASHINGTON(AP)- in New York City, had
- A federal grand jury has been looking into
• cleared former allegations that White
_ Democratic National was offered a $1 million
Chairman John C. White political contribution in
, of allegations involving a return for using his in• plot to obtain American fluence to help the Libyan
airplanes for Libya, government obtain
•- White's lawyer said military and civilian airF I NE TUNING
RIU.t011e
F
2.SPEED TIMER COORS MST St TIME 0111FAIKIATORE MN I COSMO%
today.
craft. The sale of the
MUSKS
"The U.S. attorney's of- planes had been
O Large 1.3 Cu. ft. capacity ES Automatic tem[ice told us that its in- embargoed by the State
perature control 0 35 Minute 2-Speed
3 Power levels With defrost cycle• timer•
vestigation of John White Department.
Handsome
black glass front.
had been completed and
Model RE928Y
that the - government
The charges originated
*Worm For Christens
would not issue any with James Day, a
•
• charges," the lawyer, former Texas state
• Stuart F. Pierson, said in legislator and an ac. a telephone interview.
quaintance of White. Last
•
Federal prosecutors, year, Day pleaded guilty
whose offices were closed to lying when he told Lifor Veterans Day, could byan officials that White
for list Poiet...Matie CIO Dealer
• not be reached im- would help them in their
Sales-Smite-Pans
mediately for comment.
attempts to obtain
the
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Select from hundreds of comfortable,
sporty men's and big boys' Coasters
casuals. Including suede and smooth
leathers. Low everyday regular prices
$14.99 to $29.99. Now sale priced to
save you 25%!

Payless ShoeSeurce

West Ky.Appliance

'Rel voi who Shoe Co,

Poducoh
MURRAY
Big K Shopping Cantor Control Shopping
Contor
9:00 o.m.-9:00 p.m.
9:00 con.-9 p.m. Doily
1-6 Sunday
14 Sunday

o:ii.n „toed Cledit
vcioutctett
.
P
Repolt

•
•
•

tliec%oolcot
1Mo*
In
12
9
Clna"c
PM.
t4eli Cat 46
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ctI

CAPE
GIRARDEAU
NEW LOCATION:
Woof Pork Moll
Open 9:30 a.m.-9:30
Doily

9_110_1110Lif •I I•I•S e_ft•••
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n Like-New Condition!

Used Cars
1900 Olds 911 coupe -dieser chorcoal metallic silver vinly roof loaded with extras 1940674410.
$0950.00
1900 Olds Catiass LS, 4 door, blue, blue vinyl roof, blue interior, v8, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning. AM/FM,cruise control, rear window defogger Itfin.11$61150.00•

-44
1900 Olds Omar;4 door, brown, brown interior, power steering, power brakes. or conditioning
1102141,41045975.00

1981 Concord DL - power
steering, power brakes, 6
cyl. automatic, air conditioning, vinyl roof 14,xxx
miles

Book Price 6,375
3 To Choose From

$5900"

• Sale Price

1981 Cutlass Supreme, 2
door, v-6, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, rally wheels, brown
beige top, bucket seats,
13,xxx miles.

$747500
Sale Price

month

Sale Price $7150°°

Example
1981 Concord DL

with approved credit

•

Book Price $7,950.00

Book Price $8,075.00

Own A 1981 Car For Only

7.50a
'15

1981 Cutlass, v-6, power
steering, power brakes, air
conditioning, white, red interior, 1 5,xxx miles.

1981 Cutlass U 4 door, v6, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning,
onsffm, vinly roof, wire hub
cops, borwn -beige top,
beige interior, 16,xxx miles

Book Price $7,900.00
5 to Choose From
$735000
Sale Price •

Sale Price 5900.00
Cosh Dow.!
Equivleat Trade In 500.00
5400.00
tA"
,
,
PA'
c estier Total Interest 2160.00
Vot-;
60
Total Note 7560.00
At
APR 17.60

eV'
eel .

1900 await*, 4 door, blue, blue interior, automatic tronsrnission, ow conditioning 1519.7.410_
$41150.00
1910 Saki Electra Peri Avows, 4 door, dark blue, blue velour interior, blue vinly roof, power
steering, powr brakes, air conditioning, AtAtfM cassette, C8, lots of other extras.
NUM.
$1750.00
1979 Cp/dipe Sokol Dewily,light yellow, lauded with extras $119.9414 MOM
1979 Mateo Carlo silver and groy two tone, v I, power steering, power brakes, air conditionin
g,
am/fm ;5577.00 5200.00
1979 Olds Tereiterie, white, white vinly roof, red leather interior, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning, power seat, power locks, ornIfm,8 track tope moon roof. P/493.0.$14100.1141
979 Ford 1-Bird Blue, blue interior, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning 1377T:1S.
$4750.00
1979 Datum 2 door, blue blue interior $1119:8410.$3930.00
1979 Nev., 2 door, silver, red interior, v-8, power steering, power brakes, our conditioning, ornifm
rally vhiells, $11994,111l$4600.00
1979 Saki Riviera, S-type, yellow, ton
$1700.00

interior,

v-6, turbo, bucket seat loaded,

1979 Seick Electra Peri Avatars. 2 door white, gold interior, loaded, Micheline radial tires, wire
wheels, B19r:M11.-7000.00
1979 Chew. Monza, Silver, v-6, power steering, power brakes, 4 speed transmission, oir conditioning, om/fm 1;11299411.$4000.00

1981 Pontiac Grand Prix,
blue, blue interior, v-6,
power steering, power
brakes, air conditoning,
14,xxx miles.

Book Price $7,950.00

1981 Pontiac GranPrix, v-6,
power steering, power
broke:, air conditoning,
brown, beige vinly roof,
beige interior, 16,xxx miles.

Book Price $8,100.00

1981 Olds Cutlass, v-6,
power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning,
rally wheels, blue, blue interior, I 1,xsx miles

1981 Cher. Molibu 4 door,
V-6, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning,
maroon maroon interior,
11,xxx miles

Book Price $7950.00

Book Price $7300.00

1910 Baia Electra Estate -Wagon 9 passenger, black, gold interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, power windows, power seats, tilt wheel, power CSOOr locks, cruise,
am/fm stereo, rally whelk,To( rock, vorrFsell S13410.1111
1979 Caprice Worm 9 passenger, silver, red interior, power steering, powerbiokes, air conditon
mg, roof rock,1162M01155000.00
19110 Olds Custom cruiser wagon, burgundy, carmine interior, wood groin, power stetwir g power
brakes, air conditioning, tilt , cruise, ornffm S6977.00
1979 Masde Weeps yellow P99941164600.00

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.697500

$7250°° I Sale Price s6800°°
Sole Good Fri Nov.13 Thru Thurs Nov. 19th

Sale Price

Sale Price $7125°° Sole Price

at
Salesmen:
Mickey Boggess
Tom Holderby
Dean Alexander
Wanda Brow',

Dwain.Taylor

1977 Olds Cattle's Supremo 2 door, burnt orange. beige vinyl interior, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, ornitm. rally Wheels 1421940439041.00
1975 Olds Colima 2 door, white, red interior power steering, power brakes, cor conditioning
129M0 $2300.00
1974 Moats Catia, block, block interior, v 8, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning, ton
cy wheels T799;40$1400.00
11100 Msd.G.Lt. Coupe silver.5 speed, oit conditionntg $41177.00

Hazel

• 1979 Chew. bonanaza, block, red two tone, v',8, power steering. power..brakes, air conditioning,
tile wheels, wire caps,camper top, 23,xxx miles/119PAISVOILS8

Hwy.

Chevrolet Inc?"'"

900 Chew. P. U.6 cy. 3 speed transmission. blue blue interior 10947.1111 i4400.01
11171 VW imes blue and whiler91Mle$1300.11
1976 Datums!" V Blue $2977.110
•P U red. 33,xxs miles autorticrtic transmission $4977.110
979 DOA*$.S
.

0 0 sass 0 5 IP ID 41 El 555.
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Youths Seek Jobs

Obituaries

Unemployment Worsens For Blacks

Rogers Rites

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
.
(AP) — At least 10,000
blacks ranging in age
from 16 to 21 are looking
for work in Jefferson
County, according to
Steve Zimmer, director
of the LouisvilleJefferson County Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act
program.
For jobless black
youths in Jefferson County and lelsewhere, the
news seems to get worse
nearly every month the

U.S. Department of He recalled that some of
Labor releases its his classmates dropped
unemployment figures.
Services for Mary M.
out of school to seek a betIn August, the .black ter life in the world of
Rogers, 87, 210 Irvan St.,
youth unemployment work. He sees them often
will be Friday at 1:30
rate reached its highest these days, at the
p.m. in Clements Street
level yet — 47.5 percent. unemployment office and
Church of Christ,
It declined slightly the on his visits to prospecPaducah, with Wayne
last two months but is tive employers.
Hall and John Hoover ofstill far above the
ficiating.
But Hicks said he wants
unemployment rate more than "just a job."
Burial will follow in
among white teen-agers, He wants a career as a
Palestine Cemetery in
which has been hovering medical technician. He
Carlisle County with the
around 15 percent.
arrangements by Kenwants to help people, to
One of those make his mother proud.
nedy Funeral Home,
unemployed Jefferson
Paducah, where friends
Armed with a federal
County youths is Gary
may call.
Hicks, 18, who was op- student loan, a small
timistic about his future state grant and money he
five months ago. He saved from working after
graduated from Male school, Hicks arrived at
High School and was Eastern two months ago
making plans to attend for his first year of
Eastern Kentucky college.
It took him less than
University. Now that
BLACKSBURG, Va.
What he's concerned dream has been shelved. two weeks to realize
that
A1.5) — Some overseas about is the potential imHicks said he is painful- he had badly
coal buyers say they are pact of deregulation on ly aware
of the statistics. miscalculated. He had
now more worried about railroad coal hauling
the depth of American rates. •
coal ports than how
Coal rates from the
crowded, and more con- central Appalachian
cerned about rising rail coalfields to the East
rates than long waits to Coast have risen steadily
load coal.
in recent years, Tada
BECKLEY, W.Va. safety director for the
"We could continue to said, 11.3 percent in 1978, (AP) — Election tellers union, was among the
be a very important 14.9 percent in 1979 and in United Mine Workers' most popular candidates
customer, Wit we need 14.6 percent last year.
District 29 say they close- in local union nominating
the security,"nsaid
Rail rates, which add ly watched the counting conventions. He gathered
Claire,Chasnoz, assistant considerably to the cost of ballots because they more support from the
director of ATIC, the of coal delivered feared a protest by a los- locals than any other
French coal-buying overseas, are more ex- ing candidate could force candidate. But Acord's
association. "We have to pensive in the United a rerun.
candidacy was challengknow when we sign a States than in Canada,
"I don't want there to ed by Saunders, who said
contract that we'll get the even though the distance be any basis for a protest Acord did not have the
coal" in the amount and to the coast is shorter, he by anybody," said teller three years' mining exquality agreed upon.
said.
Boots Lambright as he perience required by the
Mrs. Chasnoz and other
Several overseas coal and two colleagues super- union's obnstitution to
foreign customers who buyeri also stressed the vised Tuesday's returns. run for district office.
spoke Wednesday at the need to dredge deeper
District 29 tellers, inEarlier this year, the
Virginia Coal Conference channels in order to ac- union's International Ex- cluding some on Acord's
at Virginia Tech said they comodate larger ships,as ecutive Board ordered a own slate of candidates,
want assurances the U.S. other coal-exporting rerun in Fairmont-based agreed with Saunder's
will deepen its port chan- countries are doing.
District 31. The U.S. challenge, as did the IEB,
nels to accomodate
If the U.S. fails, to Labor Department has the union's governing
larger ships • and that develop the ability to han- ordered the union's body. Acord is appealing
railroad deregulation will dle the large ships, it largest district, the IEB's ruling to the
not result in huge rate could lose a substantial Charleston-based District Labor Department.
increases.
share of the export 17, to reschedule for next
Saunders was the apLast year at the con- market, the coal buyers February a close election parent winner of the
ference, when hundreds warned.
in which incumbent presidential race with an
of foreign ships were
Several bills have been President Jack Perry re- unofficial total of 3,876
waiting months to load introduced in Congress to tained his seat by fewer votes to 3,518 for hiss
coal at a cost of several dredge Hampton Roads 'than 100 votes.
nearest opponent J. Carl
thousand dollars a day, to 55 feet, but there is still
There were no pro- Bunch. Those tallies
the overseas, customers the question of whether blems reported at represented reports from
were more strident about the funds should come District 29's polls, and 77 of the district's 82
the bottleneck caused by from the federal govern- officials encountered just locals.
the rising world demand ment or a tax on the minor problems counting
for U.S. coal.
foreign ships.
Stock
the ballots.
Since then, several
One of the nation's
Incumbents, including
ports have announced ex- leading coal analysts also President Dennis
Market
pansion plans, loading expressed the lessened Saunders, unofficially
+3.04
Average
procedures have been concern about over- have won re-election to Industrial
373
/
4 +%
Air Products
streamlined, labor pro- crowded piers when he each of the four key of- American Motors
2/
3
4 unc
30% +',
blems in other said there is nor ush to fices in District 29, the Ashland
American Telep.
60/
3
4 unc
coal-exporting countries build a new export ter- union's second largest Chrysler
4 unc
+4's
16%
Ford
have abated and the minal in Portsmouth.
with 20,000 members.
13%
unc
G.A
F
backlog of coal ships has
The proposed public
Despite the tellers' General Dynamics
26 +1
/
4
diminished.
facility, with a capacity precautions, though, an General Motors
37 unc
Nippon Steel, one of the of 25 million tons a year, order to repeat the race General Tire
25% unc
19% +%
world's largest buyers of probably won't be needed still could come from the Goodrich
Goodyear
18 +%
metallurgical coal, which until after the mid 1980s, Labor Department, Gulf Oil
34% -1
/
4
Heublein
33 +3
/
4
is used to make steel, is said Joel Price, a consul- which has been asked
to I.B.M.52%
still paying large fees for tant to the Appalachian hear the appeal of a dis- Jerico
21%b,21%a
idle ships, but. the situa- Regional Commission qualified presidential Kmart
17 +%
Pennwalt
27% +%
tion is improved, said and analyst for the Wall candidate.
Texaco
324 +1
/
4
Mark Tada, Nippon's Street firm of _Rotan MoTobacco
46 +1
Everett Acord, a U.S.
Wendy's
15% -%
New York manager.
sle Inc.
former international C.E.F. Fund
15.68

Are Friday •

Coal Buyers
Express Concerns

Election Tellers
Eye District Return;

Tile

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street

Murray,Ky.

Phone

E
tftailicri) 753-2571 r —

r,iir710)

TOOL VALUE

OF THE MONTH

OF THE MONTH

because we needed the
money to feed the family," said Ross, who lives
with his mother and four
sisters in a Louisville
public-housing project.
"I've looked
everywhere for
something that would be
steady work, but
everybody wants experience. How am I going
to get experience when I
can't even get my first
job?"
When asked to explain
the high unemploymnent
rate among black
teen-agers, labor experts
and community leaders
cite such factors as the
loss of a number of job
programs that served
blacks and whites.
They alao say white
teen-agers have an edge
over blacks because they
have more contacts in the
job market. "Because more whites
own businesses and are in
most of the supervisory
positions, they are in a
better position to help
their sons, nephews and
neighbors get many of the
jobs that become
available," said Stuart
Simpson,director of pupil
personnel for the county
schools.
"Black kids just don't
have those contacts," he
said.

Gift set. includes 3-in.
pareriboner & 5-in. boner/
utility knives. With high
carbon steel plades,
walnut handles
B-1

4.59

ELECTRIC
PENCIL ENGRAVER

Osonetiss &aim'

Paducah

Mayfield

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 W. 12th Murray, K.y. Olympic Plaza

753-2380
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6.4 Oz.

Use it just like a pencil to
code mark your voluables.
Works on wood, plastics,
metal, glass end more.
Includes 2 stickers to warn
thieves.
21C

Murray

All-U-Can Eat
Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
' Dinner
$299

3 powerful light sources,
in 1 portable unitl 9-in.
6W fluorescent tube, amber flasher and searchlight. Batts, not incl. 7863

AAA

rrArit
AquaJust Received
Fresh 4:Sand & Sable
Gift
Toothpaste
Set

c
99
,Asv"\ANimvaAvakfikkk

•

Gourmet Sampler

—

BYRON'S

aventross
Limned

w
Supplies
Last

Fri., Sat. Only

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —

IRDICIRE
VALUE
01' 1111.110N III

9

With Chipper Dinner you get.
• 2fish filets • fresh creamy cole slaw
. hot crisp trench tries • hush puppies

'wYNi

•MOVralt STOOtS

BARGAIN

enough money for tuition
but not for food and other
essentials.
He had received a
federal loan of 8350 a
semester for college
expenses, plus a Kentucky Higher Education
grant of$150 a semester.
To that he added about
$400 of his own, including
graduation gifts and savings from part4ime work
while in school.
"Even though I knew I
was a little short, I
thought I might be able to
get a part-time job up
there (Richmond) but the
job situation there is as
bad as here," he said.
So he dropped out of
school and went home to
look for a job, hoping to
return to Eastern next
semester.
"I figured I would just
come home and get a job,
and by January I would
have saved the extra $600
to $7001 needed and be on
my way." Hicks, who lives with
his mother, is the oldest
of 13 children. He thinkss
college degree would help
him land a better job and
make life easier for the
family. But he needs
work.
So does Gregory Ross,
also 18.
"I dropped out of school
two years ago to work,

44

Limit Oz.va

Open 9:00-9:00
Ducolax
Mon.-Sat.
and Sundays
Suppositories
1:00-6:00
IPPrices Good Thru
$229

Cc

Nov.18

sr. urAIVIA, "/"\ni
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Company Hopes To Remain Open With Loan
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)— An'executive of a
Logan County woodproducts company hopes
to keep the facility open
with the hat of a $125,000
loan from the Kentucky
Development Finance
_Authority.
KDFA approved the

bon Wednesday for _the plant by next January
Nelson Co., which But a Nelson vice
manufactures products president, Robert Cook,
suds as pallets,skids and decided to try to buy the
chair and cable reels. The facility, and it is that purplant-employs 42 people.
chase the KDFA loan is
Allegheny Interna- designed to assist.
tional, the Ne1.1011 Co.'s
The loan is part of a
parent firm, had planaed $550,000 financing
to sell dr liquidate the package that also in-

etudes MAP from

a

Small Business Administration program ad-

ministered by the Barren
River Area Development
District.
Cook and Ralph Sturdivant, a Logan County
sawmill operator who

••

FOP To Back Better Education
dent,said Wednesday.
The organization plans
to ask the 1982 General

professionalize law enforcement," Vernon
Johnsen,state FOP presi-

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's
Fraternal Order of Police
members, will back laws
that call for better educa;
tional incentives for officers, according to the
group's state leader.
"Our aim is to further

Truck Driver Killed

VERSAILLES, Ky.
(AP) — A Paducah truck
driver was struck and
killed on US. 60 about
two miles west of
Versailles.
Benjamin J. Andrews,
61, was standing between
two tractor-trailers
which had stopped beside
the road, said Coroner
Wrap a gift for a new
baby in the front page of Dorsey Clark. Andrews
the newspaper printed the apparently stepped onto
day the baby was born. the road and was struck.
Also include the horoscope The accident happened
and the weather report. about 7:50 p.m.Tuesday.

Woodford County
policeman David Long
said the driver told him
he saw the parked rigs
but did not see Andrews.
The officer said no
charge has been filed.

sloth
2 Subdue
3Summer,in
Paris
4 Dysprosium
symbol
5 Certain Little
Leaguers
6 Dry
7 Crimson
8 Teutonic
deity
9 Monk's title
10 Discharge
11 One following
16 Propositions
17 Send forth
20 Earns a gold
medal
22 Guido note
25 Get up
26 Traitor
27 Inventor —
Howe
28 Cravat
29 Heavy weight
31 Abstract
being

The corporation sought
a $100,000 KDFA loan to
complete the financing
package
Jim Jones of theKDFA-staff said corporation

4V4L

members were confident
of getting such a commit-

•
Enjoy a

ment from a company
after the facility is built.
But KDFA's members
were unwilling to
authorire the loan before

_

visit in your

1{Efithafirt

new home.

•

or new hOcht can be -Home Sweet Home" inor
u.klyaft'r a WEtCONIE WAGON visit
Tips about our neighborhood Tips about 90ogpfac
,o shop Useful gins and invitations toucan redeem
more gifts from civic minded bvsinrsses Thaws will
y visit is an about
and it's free
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i

Di. Cooper

Says
You Can
Take It
With You

such a special treat we've been greehng people
over SO years Just call me

Ihnloseise Wised IS 3 3079
N•stesses
Emptier'Ii.,(Asst.)47.$34$
Miry Ilasnaten(aw)7S3-SS70

Our Own

2 NOTICE

2. NOTICE

ache thaek

,

AasiVer to Wodoeoday's Porde

COU OULISMOCOU
MUIR] CUM
OU MULI MUD
MOM BIOU MUGU
UIDU MU CU
MOUE OM UWO
UNO QOM OU
CEICE DUCGU
OCCUMOMUU VIDO
COM BUM DIIIU
CCM MCC UUM
44 Skidded
- 45 Miss Horne
46 Picnic pests
48 Arabian
garment
50 Ancient
51 Part of HSH
53 And: Lat.
54 NH's neighbor

Insurance Agency Secretarial Opportunity Experience desired.
Send resume to P. O. Ilex 510,
Murray, Ky. Must be received no
later than Nov. 17,1981.

Reellstica HI-191
Save 22% to 50%

Slashed 28%! High-Power* AM/FM Stereo Receiver
STA -2080 by Realistic

•

EMPLOYMENT — Opening
available for mature female. Must
be over 21 good typist with previous
-office experience desirable. Good
working conditions with benefits.
Send complete resume to P 0. Box
547, Murray,Ky.42071.
Niimmem411

MAMA AMA MAME
, THAtiK YOU*-I,_ •
WM. MEM MEM
MEM EMMEN MEM
I wish to express my sincere
WM MUM WM ME - thanks and appreciation to all
WM.= immam
persons who voted for me in
woo= MEM MEd those
the last election. I will endevovr
WIMMIM WM. MUM
WM. MOM EMMEN
to do all that I can to serve ail of
WM=
the people in Murray the best
WM MMEM
u.WI
WW
way that I know how.
MEW WMMEM MEM
THANK YOU
WMMWMIMMIMMWIMMM
J.
Hardison
Nix
WMEM WMM AMMM

ARE YOU READY
FOR THIS, MA'AM?

---AratheyelyT—the--4111e-consetathA4 ti•••
•
4 111--C-OLP"4114-411-'
cl14141414
rreribr the mwwt until it
Construction Co. a commitment in hand
the city of
The hoard .ippro%ed the has a el-impart% read)
loan but the Morgantown flk)'.i into the building
Morgantown

Gra%
and

LOCAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY

CUU
UCE2 CLUE, DOM

33 Inlet
31 Latvian
36 Contort
37 Thong for
Rover
39 Bye
40 Silly ones
41 So be it!
42 Heavy
volume

around Kentucky are attending the organization's biennial convention, which began Tuesday. It is to conclude today with an election of
officers.

Fr
A

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Employed
5 Long,
slender
fish
8 Utopia
12 Cashews
13 Anger
14 European
capital
15 Imitate
16 Newlywed
18 Coalesce
19 Above
20 Feral
21 Greek letter
23 City map
abbr.
24 Forays
26 Ceremonies
28 Gull-like
birds
29 Make lace
30 Fib
32 Egyptian
goddess
33 Decay
34 King of
jungle
35 Worm
36 Card game
37 Inclines
38 Sicilian
volcano
40 Obtains
41 Near
43 Cooled lava
44 Chair
45 Scale note
47 Extinct bird
49 Parts in play
51 Barnyard
denizen
52 Adornment
55 Tidy
56 HST's successor
57 Time periods
DOWN
1 Two-toed

Assembly for $10 million
a year to help police officers further their training, he said.
Some 107 delegates
from 57 FOP lodges

betves.a.
dent of the ompan). plan
to Invest $100.000 of their
own money, and the remaining $75,000 is to
come from& bank loan.
Under the arrangement
approved by KIWA, the
authority would buy
8125.000 of a $200,000 bank loan rather than making
the loan directly to the,
company. KDFA's board
members said such a procedure would improve
the authority's security
on the loan.
KDFA's board was not
as receptive to a proposal
from Morgantown for
help in financing the construction of a so-called
speculative building.
The Morgantown
Development Corp.
wants to build the industrial facility before
finding someone to buy it,
and already has
commitinents of $270,000
from the Tennessee

REMEMBER THE STORY OF
HOW ABRAHAM LINCOLN
HAP TO PO HIS HOMEIJORK
WITH A PIECE OF COAL ON
THE SACK OF A SHOVEL?

Detented Bass,Treble and Midrange Controls
Dubbing and Monitoring Switches for
Two Tape Decks

ave$140
95

The only control center yciur system will ever need!

Bass, treble and midrange-contwfs. dubbing an
monitoring switches fortwo tape decks. two turntable inputs. Dual illuminated signal and power
meters, LED mode indicators #31-3000
- -

Reg.

*80 watts per channel, minimum rms

499.95

into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with

no more than 0.03°a

total harmonic distortion

22% Off! Complete Hi-Fi System

Save
2508°

By Realistic
• Realistic STA-2080 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Mach-One" Liquid-Cooled
Speakers With 15" Woofer, Midrange
Horn and "Bullet" Horn Tweeter
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Turntable,$29.95
Realistic/Shure R47EDT Cartridge,
Hinged Dust Cover
Reg. Separate

$869

Items 1119.80,,

II

r

YOUR

MISSING'
PARROT

NOT
ME

BEETLE!

TI-IE

a.•

24% Off! Superb "Everything" System 8y Realistic

TURNED UP
AT OUR
HOUSE

WI-I0 SPILLED
ALL THAT
FOOD ON

IlliEn

yf-?

Save36070_

WHEN THEY START
LOOKING FOR
SCAPESOATS,
DOGS SETTER
&ET OUT...
PAST

WASN'T
EVEN IN
THERE

FLOOR?

• Realistic STA-2080 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus• T-110 Speakers With 8" Woofer,
10" Passive Radiator and 2" Tweeter
Realistic SCT-31 3-Head Stereo Cassette Deck $
With Double Dolby' Noise Reduction
• LAB-440 Direct-Drive Turntable, 639.95
Realistic/Shure R1000EDT Cartridge, Dust Cover

Reg. Separate
Items 1509.75
Dolby lat

•

eti

0O 000

Half Price!3-Head Cassette Deck With Double
Dolby NR SCT-31 by Realistic
I HAVE A OATa wrrH
THE CAPTAIN OF
OUR gOOTESALL
TEAM

HES; REALLY GC500
LOOKING 8t../T
I THINK HE'S
KiNC5A O.UMEI

• Smooth-Operating Cassette Transport
• Records and Monitors With Dolby
TELL ME
A6AIN. HOW MUCH ARE NM
,HOLPING ME UP FOR-70 GO

AWAY AMP
LEAVE ME
ALONE

CAN
COUNT
ON THAT

AFTER ALL )CUR SIG
TALK ABOUT GRAFT/
VOLIVSOOK9 ARE ALL.
ALIKE..NCIU ALL HAVE

FOPTY

YOuR

THOUSAND POttee..;

12(
*
17

I
.1

••••

429.95

Noise Reduction
NoW's the time totiuya tori-of-tie-tine.deck!
Has selector tor • normal, FeCr: erCh Of:
metal. tape. Bias corttrOl achusts for opti'miff response with any cassette Twocolor, 16-segment LED peak.-hold level
meters ,for right .and left. channel 'Also
decodes Dolby FM..Don't mass it

.,
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tor
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Book
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Your
Check
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MINCES t:IAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL

STORES_ AND DEALERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORISORATION
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NOTICE

6

31EMMINge
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n
SNIP
p
20
WAN
T
ED
HE
T-S-EQ-UIPME141.
'
74 MtCEt LANEOUS
Ruger Security six 357 4"
blue with target grips like
new Includes high quali
Y ShOUlder holster
$300.00. 019 2773 after 5
p.m

DELIVER

76 Mocha Dawn
12' by 55 For Sole.
Coll 753-0193
air*,600 p.m.

TELEPHONE

NOOKS
FULLOR PART DAYS
Mee or women Over 1
with automobiles are
needed in Murray and
Aurora. Debvery
about November 19.
Send name, address,
age, telephone number,
type of auto, insurance
company and hours
available on a post card
to D.D.A. INC., Box
1040A The Ledger and
Times.
An Equal Opportunit
Employer

good conditi
for sole. Call
753-3403.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers PLENTY
OF MONEY plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits t
o mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless
of experience, write J. A.
Byers, Texas Refinery
Corp., Box 711, Fort
Worth, Texas 76101.
$180 Per Week Part Time
at Home. Webster,
America's foremost dic
tionary company needs
home workers to update
local mailing lists. All
ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716 8426000. Ext.5112

M&G Complete Glass Co.
has a complete line of
glass and plateglass. We
also have showcase and
display cases. Do store
front work and fix storm
windows and doors.
Replace patio door glass,
cut mirrors and glass
table tops all sizes and
shapes. Install auto glass
plateglass and window
glass. Do picture framing. M&G Complete Glass
816 Coldwater. Call 753
0180.
300 main

350 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S. 88 North St.
Stoneham, Ma.02180.
Babysitter -needed
especially for daytime for
one infant. P. 0. Box 1040
C.

753-8298O

YOU will like our large.
MP selection of quality
fp homes
ink

Carter
Studio

•

Need young person to
share two story house by
college. Call 753-8560.

SPECIAL
16" 14 KT Serpentine
'loins Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 10" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD& SILVIA
PAWN SHOP
OffloPic MIns
753-7113
Open 9 a... to 9 p.m. Daly, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sunday.
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, iackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

Need A Job. Qualifications 16 to 21 years of age
no high school diploma or
GED. Unemployed, a
school drop-out or at least
nine months"." Call Don
Walker Job Co-ordinator,
Nikki Blanchard
Counselor 753-9378 or 7533033. Calloway County
YET P Program.

9. SITUATION
_
WAN

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

SATALITE
ANTENNIAS

Auction
Sole

Kitchen Aid dishwasher
portible, Kenmore
automatic washer and
Hearth Glow wood
I wt11 babysit infants or dryer,
burning stove used three
preschoolers. I have lots
months, 1976 Yamaha
f experience and
500CC twin cylinder
references. 753-7904.
motorcycle, camper top
for fleet side pickup. Call
14 WANT TO.
BY
.
y
759-1524.

Want .to buy standing
, timber cash or. percen'fage.McKnight 7537.528;
•

3000 board ft. of poplar
lumber: Call 489-2719.

4-10M EFURNISH INGS
. .

7.5 HP DeWitt- 3 Ph
Radial Arm Saw.
753-5561

4 IN MEMORY
In Memory of William
Stewart - You passed
away a year ago today
and it stil hurts. There is
an ache in our hearts that
hasn't gone away. Your
loving smiling face, you
had kind words for all. In
our hearts there is a vacant place with sadness
we recall. You are Sadly
missed by all who knew
you. You are notforgotten
dear one. Your love for
everyone was true and
your work on earth is
done. We miss you more
each day and our hearts
are still sore as time goes
by we miss you even more
missed by wife, children
-and grandchildren.

5. LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar loSt about two
miles east of Murray. 759-'
1719 or 753-4641.

Maple- dining 'horn set
tabre,-foui- 'captains
chairs., -corner hutch,
small fableto match. Call
753-45U, Two WO sire beds hard
rock 'rapt& Springs, mattress and bed spreads.
Both sets $100:00. Call 7538479 after 5:30p.ni.
Green recliner, rust
lounge chair, maple
stereo with AM-FM radio
good condition. Call 7533190.
Floral Kroyter Couch excellent condition, qUilts,
quilt tops and afghans.
Call 753-2659.
Westinghouse electric
range. Used one month.
Call 7532919.

Christian men and
women part time work.
Call 489 2881.

6 miles East of Cadiz, Ky. on King's
Chapel Rd. Between U.S.688272
Portia! Listing Below, selling at absolute auction.

Look Out This completely
remodeled all around re
insulated, fully furnished
with house furniture 12 x
65 mobile home is loaded
with extras. Don't buy un
Iii you have seen This one
Owner bought a house.
Call before 7 a.m. or after
4:30 p.m . 435-4150.
Trailer on 121 South $80.00
month. Call 753-7975.

IH "M" Tractor (one owner), Cub tractor and belly
rnoXr, Ford digger, IHC 46 balker, Sears 2650 portable alt, 2 air compressors, hond tools, large
assortment shop tools, fair-bank scales, boat,
motor and trailer. Milk cart, 2 iron kettles, 10 or
more stone jars, 4/4" plastic pipe, single trees and
double trees, briar hook, wood bbl, -2-1.D. wagon
and frames, scalding tub, 4 section harrow, 3 pt. 2
row cult, pick up disk, Ford 2 row corn planter, 1
row planter, tobacco hiller, Ford mower, Ford
loader and fork -and bucket, metal roofing lumber,
corn sheller, hay elevator and motor, Chev pick up
rocks, log chains, anvil, vise, old 1 C motor, wagon
with gravity bed like tiew, brood axe, water tank, 2-old.1H side rakes, 6" grain suoger-P.T.O., 3 old pull
type plows, ohay elevator, steel wheel wagon and
frame, 3 pt. 2 bottom plow, old wheat drill,
Nltobacco setter, IFf mower, Admiral refrig.,
Frigidoire dishwasher, antique desk, 2 wooden
rockers, telephone table, 1 matching couch and
choir, love seat makes bed, maple coffee table, old
dresser, maple table RACA stereo, wardrobe.
NOTE: This is well over a 50 year accumulation
of tools, collectables, primitives and etc. Make your
plans now to attend, Everything sells, terms cash,
Eddie Goode Estate, Owner, Millie Moe Johnston,
Administrotrix, Kent Korte Auctioneer, Rogers
Meredith Auctioneer.

AUCTION SALE
Sat., Nov. 14th 10 a.m. rain or shine, 1606
Sunset Drive, off S. 16th. St., Murray, Ky. Will
sell a house of extra nice furniture, appliances
and small items. Living room suite, rockers,
recliners and odd choirs, coffee and end tables,
lamps, color tv, stereo record player, hide-a-bed
couch, desk other odd furniture, extra nice,
bedroom suite, maple hall bet Chests, dressers,
like new 22' home freezer, washer and dryer,
electric range, maple dinefte set, lots of small
items,for info coll.

S. Dell Freeman
Jr. Auctioneer & Real
Estate Broker

Otto Chestet's
Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction sale Saturday, i400, 14th at 10 a.m. at the late Mrs. Lottie
Cooper Richie home near -Coldwater,Ky. just off highway 121 on to
highway 1836 south between Mayfield and Murray, Ky. See auction signs.
Will be all antiques and collectors items handed down for generations.
Old chest with claw feet and mirror; ohk dresser with oval bevil edge
mirror; small oak table; old rockers, old hi back rockers; oak high head
3
4 oak bed; fancy iron bed; two wash
board and roll foot board bed; /
stands; large fancy leg table; glass door pie safe; tin door pie safe; camel
back trunk flat top trunk;gold 8-day mantel clock; old kitchen cabinet;
treadle sewing machine, many old 3 and 4-mold picture frames, one oval
chifferobe; old quilt box; many good old quilts, wedding ring, butterfly
and others; old grafphone,old radios; small split hickory egg basket; coffee mill; round dough tray and rolling pin; wood cheese box; good cotton
bats; china doll and parts for china doll; old churn with lid and dasher;
bone handle silver ware; pots and pans, iron skillets; vaccum cleaner;
bedroom suit; other odd beds and chest; couch and chair; old straight
chairs; many old lamps; kerosene lamp; old jewelry box; bridal basket;
stone jugs and jars, old charcoal iron; shoe last; corn sheller; blue fruit
jars; granite pot and lid; pink depression glass; buttermilk pitchers;
perserve stand; old books, many what nots; nice frost free refrigerator;
electric stove; chrome breakfast set; copper boiler; small wood stove, oil
stove; good automatic washer; black and white TV; like new 110 Fedders
conditioner'lawn mower; hand and garden tools; feather beds.
Many other items not listed, this will be an all day sale. Eats and drinks

air

available. Not responsible for accidents. For more information and your
auctioanseds call 435-4144. Lynn Grove,Ky.
Experienced seamstress
wanted. Excellent pay.
Call the tailor shop. 759-1177 for appointment.
•

Three bedroom house
carpet throughout, stove,
refrigerator, washer.
dryer, dishwasher, electric heat, located at 420 S.
9th. Rent 1235.00 per
month, $100.00 deposit
References..Cal 7.53-5094.
Five- room house located
Six miles west of Murray.
Call 753-5602 between 8
and 4.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed and Bonded m Ky,and Term.

"My Service doesn't Cost,It pays"

Cadiz, Ky. 522-3101
Not responsible for accidents
AIL

Yard sale clothes,
womens sizes 7 12, mens
and boys. Household
goods and lots more 1321
Poplar St. Fri. and Sat
10 5

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436
5353.
Five room house four
miles East. Large kitchen, stove, city water.
Couples, references
$15().00. Call 753-7551.
Nice two bedroom par
flatly furnished home,
eight miles southeast of
Murray. Married couples,
references. 492-8594.

FOR RENT OR LEASE

FOR
LEASE
Building in Olympic
Plozo Shopping Center
Reasonable Rent Call
Tom Karvounis.

753-9469

1•: •
ailiktob
7531222
ASSUMABLE
LOAN
Quality, beauty
and convenience
are a few of the adjectives that
describe this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home, less than 4
years old. Home is
sparkling clean
and features a
family room,
fireplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located 1 mile
north of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,500 through
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

HOUSE AND
80 ACRES

37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Bulls some black some
polled hereford two years
oi Id 5450.00. 753-3625.

38 PETS SUPPLIES
AK C Alaskian Malamute
puppies nice pet and show
dogs. Shots and wormed
753-9390.
Nine week old Laborador
Retreivers AKC
registered. Calf 753-8918.
A KC German Shepard
Puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
regilstered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies and
guard dog. 502-554-2153.

Attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home
and 80 acres
located .13 miles
northwest of Murray. Land includes
several acres of
good timber and
approximately 30
acres tendable. Off e red at only
$62,500 through
'Kopperud Realty,
711 Main.

41

PUBLIC SALE

Garage Sale Sat. from 7-3
31 2 miles south of Murray
just past the Gould Oil Co.
General Motor parts, VW
' pacts, clothes and etc.
Sale of all- sales. Five
family Christmas bazaar,
mkoving, garage sale.
Crafts, quilt tops, infant
items, clothing, appliances, much more.
Nov. 14th 1605 Locust 8
a.m.-4 p.m.

GET CLOSE TO
NATURE
With this private 5
acre fenced track
near KY Lake.
Situated
beautifully with a
private drive and a
stocked pond. You
can do sr ae great
rela oa and
fishi, .cit your own
private retreat.
Concrete block
basement with
roof goes withthe
property. Price
just lowered to
$10,000 and owner
will finance.
Phone any
member of the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222 for all the
details. Price just
reduced.
NOT JUST
A HOME...
AN ESTATE
OF MIND
Beautiful 4 or 5
bedroom, 3 bath
Gatesborough
home on a duble
lot., There are two
heat pumps with a
humidifier,. central vacuum'
system, intercom,
automatic garage
door opener, wet
bar, and two
patios. Everything
you need for comfortable, leisurely
family living. Call
for an appointment today, 7531222, Kopperud
Realty. We are
members of Multiple listing service.

Estate
Auction

AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynq,Grove
435 4579.
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.

Aft

While_ Elephant Sale
given by S. C- E C at
Special Edu. Bldg. on 16th
S4 Nov. 14th.

Yard Sale Sat., Nov 14,
8.30 5:00. Top quality
adults -and childrens
Two or three bedroom clothes, infant through
house, ,./2 acre lot, newly three toddlers, toys,
decorated, carpeted, in iewelry and
Lynn Grove. Also three miscellaneous items. 810
bedroom, two bath, all S. 9th.
electric with fireplace.
Two miles south on 641.
Coleman R.E. 753-9898.

CLAYTONS

I will do housekeeping, of
fice or private home. Experienced call 414-8068.

FOR SALE

Pale yellow male
Labrador Retreiver puppy from Domino Pizza.
Reward. Call 753-7949 or
753-9844 after 4 p.m.

OFX FM AM multiplex
1974 12 x 65 two bedroom, One bedroom garage
apartment furnished Call
receiver, stereo cassette new
carpet $4800.00. Call 753-8294
S track recorder. BSR
153-6261.
quanta 720 turn table 150
watts maximum. Can be 12 x 60, all electric, 2 Nice one bedroom furseen at A6 Coach Estates bedroom, furnished, has nished apartment near
22 MUSICAL
S. 16th St. Nine months washer S. dryer. In city. shopping center and
Only $150. Also 2 bedroom
Old sell for S550.00.
university. Reasonably
10 x 57, furnished, only
priced. 753-3949.
$115_
Coleman
R. E. 753Firewood for sale 125.00
9198
rick delivered. Call 436Two apartments for rent
2744 after 5 p.m.
Responsible perry to
one single bedroom, one
28 MOBILE
two bedroom furnished or
take op payments on
HOA, RENTALS
G E. Food Processor
unfurnished except apIke new piano.
brand new, cheap. 751)pliances, 753-8730 before 5
9523.
Two bedrooms with cen - p.m. or 753 6965 after 5
tral heat, new furniture p.m.
Firewood $25.00 rick and carpet. Near univerdelivered. Call after 5 sity. Shady Oaks Mobile Equal Housing 1 and 2
bedroom apartment. Call
p.m. 436.2744.
Home Court 753-5209.
Murray Manor 753-8668.
8 piece drum set great for Firewood for sale 753 3523 Two bedroom mobile
beginner. Only $275.00. or 753 0281
home for rent fully fur- Two bedroom unfurnishCall 753 6265.
nished $150.00. Call 753 ed duplex with stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher
Olympia electric desk 1879 after 5:30.
Want guitar player singer typewriter $200.00
and disposal. Extra nice
or best
to play in Blue Grass
offer 753 7275.
Two bedroom mobile in Westwood Subd. Heat
band. Call 753-9400 after
home
for rent fully fur- pump with low utilities
5:00.
Custom- made rifle case, nished
$140.00. Call 753- $250.00 month 305 771 8787
slings, leather clothing. 1879 after 5:30
before 4:00 p.m. or 305Murray Leather Shop,
792 5565 after 4:00 p.m.
23 EXTERMINATING Dixieland Center. 75930 BUSINESS RENTAL
9633.
Furnished apartment one
block from MSU. $100.00
9x12 Green House. ComMal
per month call 759-4538.
plete $650. Call 753-7503°
Wer•lieese
Newly decorated one
Order now for Christmas
St•rage Spew
bedroom apartment furCaptains desk with stool
nished or unfurnished
For Rest
$50.00, receipt box $5.00,
near hospital and
12 hole Martin box $25.00,
753-4758
downtown. Call 759-4756
iewelry boxes $10.00, 4 ft.
before 11 a.m. or after 5
section of old high back
p.m.
church seat $10.00. See 32. APTS. FOR RENT
Gerald Waldrop or come
Newly decorated one
by 1624 Olive Street after Two furnished apart- bedroom apartment
4 p.m.
ments, Each two $175.00 per month. Call
bedrooms, gas heat, Spann Realty Associates
24 MISCELLANEOUS
26 TV RADIO
water included. Apart- 753-7724.
ment with washer, dryer, Two bedroom apartment,
Corner hutch, 90 watt
$240; without $220. for rent, range, °yea%
stereo Fisher 553
Deposit, references re- refrigerator, dishwasher,,
discriminator, 220 heater,
quired, 305 N. 7th near disposal, washer and
flat ton truck 753 9672.
Health Center. 753-9476 dryer hookup, air, carpet.
days,901-247 5455 nights.
No pets. One year lease
Anti freeze for recrea
150 TV Channels,
and $225 deposit required.
tional vehicles Call 753
Efficiency one or two
$225 per month. Phone
Movies, Sports,
4947 after 5:30 p.m.
bedroom Zimmerman
753-2622 or 753 3865.
Foreign Stations
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
Truck and Lincoln welder
Tiro
bedroom apartment
for sale 753 5668
Nice furnished one or two at Embassy Apts. Call
3530.
753
apartment.
Inbedroom
Merrily, Ky.
Wood, cut up slabs, $17.00
quire 100 S. 13th.
a rick. Call 753-8526.
New two bedroom duplex 34 HOUSES FOR RENT
Kodak Retina III - (35)
in Northwood with
27
MOBILE
50MM
75MM
135MM
refrigerator and stove, Two houses near
HOMES SALES
lens, mint condition,
dishwasher and disposal, university. I 100 . 00
reasonable. 753-7783 after
washer and dryer hook- deposit, $108.00 per month
Very well kept 12 x 60 Es up, carpet, carport, patio, rent. Call 753-6114
5 p.m.
after 6
quire mobile home offer- central heat and air. No p.m.
AM-FM car -radio, stereo ing two bedrooms, stepchildren, no pets.
good speakers, men's 10 up front kitchen, living
References. $200.00 House for rent two
speed bicycle, 300 MM room and bath. Also indeposit, $285.00 per bedrooms, washer-dryer
telephoto lens, mans suit. cludes two new-air condimonth 753 3018 after 6 connections, gas heat. 503
Call 753-3781.
S. 6th 362-8063.
tioners, extra closet pm
space, new carpet, stove
Firewood
and refrigerator. Selling
Order now _ and burn' price of only $4500.00. Call
seasoned wood this winter 759-1293 after 5:00 p.m. or
436 2758.
753-3134.
Wood for -sale $25.00 a - Mice two bedreom trailer
rick. Call 489-2101 or 489conveniently located rent
2231.
Sat., Nov. 28, 1981
0125.00 deposit $75.00. Call
Waits.
153-29060r 753-0792.
Lombard chain saws and
Tractors-Shop Tools
Stokes Tractor For sale or rent 12 x 65
Equipment-Furniture Etc.
Industrial Rd.
furnished. Call 759-1987.

WANTED

Interviewer to conduct
residential energy survey
in and around Weakley
Co. area Nov,21st to Dec.
22nd MUST HAVE CAR
day, evening and week
end work. 25 to 30 hours
per week $4.10 per hour 20
cents a mile household in
terviewing. Interviewing
experience preferred.
Call person to person col,
lect Peg Martin 904 7339614. Westat, Ink. E.0.E .

Small super market in excellent condition
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 502247-1461 or 247-5961 after
7:30 p.m.

TIP
I X 3101:
1
APTS
FOR RENT34 HOUSES FOR RENT
37
41 PUBLIC SALE
H2
0
7M
..1.47
.
76
E77- erftfr
ES SALESire
444:41t

Sat., Nov 14, 1981
10 a.m.
Furniture, Antiques, Gloss, Household, Etc.
49 Glendale-Cadiz, Ky.
Partial Listing Only
Round -oak dining table with 6 matching choirs,
oak glass front chino cabinet, G.E. freezer, G.E
refrigerator, dinette and choirs, couch & chair, end
tables, coffee table, crystal; chino, some depression, three platform rockers, rocking choir, coo-coo
clock, radio, cabinet am/fm-tape player-recorder
player, electric sweeper, mirror, oak dresser, beds,
square table, gun rock, corner cabinet, oak cone
bottom rocker, secretary, lamps, hand tools, lawn
chairs, ladder, Singer treadle machine, pressure
cooker, 110 air conditioner, 220 air conditioner,
bedroom suit, washer and dryer. Term cash. Note
this is a house full of nice useable furniture, plan to
attend. In case of rain, sole will be held Nov. 21.
Myra Noel Estate Owner
Trigg Co, Farmers Bonk, Adm.
Rogers Meredith, Auctioneer
• Kent Korte Auctioneer

Garage sale at 1519
Canterbury Sat., Nov.
14th. Childrens clothes
"boys coats size 2 4, leans
size 3-6," c-hillpips toys
omens
and games,
clothes 10-12, household
items, books,furniture.

S. Dell Freeman, Jr.
Auctioneer, Real Estate

Broker
Cadiz, Ky. 522-3101

Real Estate Auction
• Saturday, November 14,10 A.M.
Rain or Shine

Estate Auction
2 P.M.
Sat. Nov. 14
90 Whaton Road-Cadiz, Ky.
Household-Furniture-Etc.
Square Oak Table & Chairs, Small
Square Oak Table, Like New Whirlpool
Washer & Dryer, Quilts, Blankets, Linens,
Old Flat Top Trunk, Straight Back
Chairs, Floor Lamp, Radios, Kerosene
Lamps, Westinghouse Refrigerator, Living Room Suite, TV., Clocks, Gibson Air
Conditioner, Dresser & Mirror, Coffee
Table & End Tables, Spool Bed, Iron Bed,
Wooden Rockers, Wizard Wringer
Washer, Fruit Jars, Bissell Floor Sweeper,
Oval Braided Rug, Good Wool Rugs,
Pressure Cooker, Pots & Pans, Dishes &
China, Vacubm Cleaner, Punch Bowls &
Cups,•110 Heater, 7.65 Deutschewerke
Auto Load Pistol. Note - This is a partial listing only. Plan now to attend.
Terms Cash
Banish Ryon Estirte Niters
• Trigg Comity Formes Semi Mask:
- Roger Meredith Aectioner
Kent Itkrto Amtieneer
S. DOI Freemen, Jr.
Aectioseerlettl Estate Broker
Oolis, Ky.
522-3101

Attractive Remodeled
313droom Home
523 Broad Street
Phone 753-1222, Prior to Sale. For Inspection of Home or More
Information
Bus: (502) 753-1222
Res- (502) 436-2112
(502) 753-6620
480--w

II
711

Mau' Street Murray

PCPW ,

BILL KOPPERUD
Broke'.

Homes FOR uvunG.
Dan Miller, Auctioneer
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43 REAL

SED CARS
50 USED TRUCKS
, EIE, WVICES OFF E RED
SE R VICESOFFERECI iElIVICESOFF
1971
Pentiac
LeMans
Exclusive farmiette with
1965 Custom Ford 307 We accept("eon holt'
irWs-ativator trays'
,kW vacuum c 1~ams K troy.
woodland. pasture, Batteries I year battery Sport 350 engine newly engine good tires
Price fanning, Murray Leather Electrolux. Fitter Queen. TWA,. pruning. arte9
organic garden, large $2695 exchanged. 3 year overhauled transmission
$30000 753 53117
Shop Dixieland Snapping Rasobew watt all at
mg. tont.** removal
clover and fescue stock barn with electric' S31 9$ exchanged. 4 year Call 436 210/after 6 p m
techments. all good as and more Call ROVER'S
Cooler 759 9633
pastures, 3 ponds,- ty, work shop, garage 137.95 exchanged. 5 year 1973 Buick
new PP Of Cart Peers TREE SERVICE.for pro
wagon 150000
automatic water trough.
area. Clean two bedroom 141.95 exchanged. Rick's
Surplus Jeeps. Cars. and Will strip and refinish fur tel 647 7473
fessionei tree tare 753
2 wells and 3 excellent
Auto Service%) 442 1623. 119-14.5.
brick home with large kitTrucks available Many niture Murray Leather
9536
barns, woven wire
chen. carpet, air, wood
sell for under $300.00 Cali Shop Dixieland Shopping AAA CUSTOM MADE
(emcee all around plus
11111 Citation tour door
electric
Stove,
heat
312 742 1143 Est 3641 for Conley 7599633
'merlon'teneow-faron is
CABINETS. bookcases. Automobile mirk
49. USED-CARS
power steering brakes.
formic
tn A-I cendsben, hosed SHIN. Call evenings 75,information on how to
music centers. etc
air.
SU11751 ASSUMP153-011111
after
5:10.
011 de 00411 on autoinalk
1644.
and fertilized
Purchase
y,
Leaf
Removal
lID
Reassemble
Let
420 ISM
TIONS! Yes. . you con!
delad 06111111011 IMMO
Spacious 3 B
re
elltrilck
L MONsperm; and Lawn
53 acres 35 acres perma- 1972 LTD two dO0r.
There are alternative
Mocks All more coons
home with double
900d 1973 Camaro AM FM,
Concrete
and
blocks
and
Maintenance take core of
nent pasture, good well, condition. Call 753-997$.
garage and lots ot exmethods of buying awd
guarantying can 437 4546
and air, runs good
power
Rai(
k
easements
1979 Ford Courier or take this troublesome task
poll barn, three ponds on
tras. Cell Spann Realty
selling property,
Two new tires Needs over payments
driveways. sgletralls and
Quickly and efficiently
733 13011
Cherry Corner Rd. seven 1975 Grand Prix good con- paint $1200.00 247
Associates for details.
however, and in many
storm (ethers 20 years SEASONED FIREWOOD
4170
Free estimates 759 1913
7534724.
from Murray. dition low miles. Call 753miles
cases they are more
after 5:00
experience and tree Mixed hardwoods It 11'
133,000.00 753-3625.
7261.
beneficial to the buyer
estimates 7$3 5476
CRAMPED FOR SPACE
available $2730 a rick
air
MI
your
plumbing and
1976 Dodge Aspen SE one 1951 Chevrolet pickup fair
and the seller than - Your family will enjoy 46. HOMES FOR SAL
delivered
Call John
-Concrete
blocks
and
and
conditionihg needs. Also
1979 Mazda GLC four door owner, Small V IL condition_ Call 436 544.
traditional methods
this large 3 AR, 2 bath
Sower at 753 1536
do carpentry, painting, brick Basements, drive
Hatchback,
five
speed,
vinyl
power,
avfOrtlafiC,
These alternative brick ranch Aouse with House for sale or rent.
-- -1977 Ford F 250 4x.1 Call roofing and concrete All ways sidewalks and
air, excellent gas mileage roof, bucket seats, cruise
large family room, for- Call 753 0412
methods sill become
storm cellars 70 years APPLIANCE SERVICE
work
done
to
satisfaction
$3950.00.
7534501.
after
Call
5p
m
436
2282
Call 753-7710
mal aining room spacious
increasingly popular in
experience and free kENNORE
753 nil
the next decode. As eat in kitchen and overSiz- Home for sale 13 percent 1963 Chevrolet Corvair
estimates 753 54/6
*14151POOL
1977 rontiac Grand Prix
morgage terms Call 489
overage home prices ed living room. Also 2881
Roy's
Carpenter
WESTINGHOUSE 70
Good
Shaft
running
condition.
excelent condition 19X1 internationagn farm
featuring
tented
yard,
and prime mortgage in
years experience. Bobby
Custom cabinets, wood
Call 753-21117.
5531 truck. lift fir
Call
13300.00.
436
and
attic
garage
storage
Price
terest rates increase,
working,furniture repair,
Kopper. Bob s Appliance
after 5:30p.m.
2150.00. Call 79 0361
you have yard, yard and 513 S.6th Assumable loan.
the demand for alter
Service 203 S Sth St IS)
formica, replace wood in
SA Op Seigle* •
more
yard
on
this
11
/
2
acre Orchard, garden spot, 1977 Carnero good condiOn or 753 NM
old cars Eight foot 'tenet's. AN wort
native methods of buy
lot conveniently located 2 lighted play spaces On tion, 305 engine. Call 767- 1975 Lincoln, rebuilt
ing and selling increase
engine, has some rust, 80 GMC Van conversion. Starter kitchen $AM 00
eareeteoil. Ira
miles from town. You get eight acre lot with well- 31143.
For your lime hauling and
Fully customized with Call 753 4124.
correspondingly. Cur
fully loaded 11350.00 759
laimoss. Cd 730.1839
a great deal here for a built three bedroom, two
lint* spreading white
refrigerator,
sink,
stereo,
rently, more than 50%
w71
-6
1465.
small price. Come and bath, den, large
A sharp blue 1976 2110-Z
rock. gravel, sand. coal
couch (converts into Will clean basemehts, at
of all real estate transee for yourself. Call playroom, two fireplaces, Datsun has new white let- 1973 Cadillac Sedan_ 753 bed), rally
tics, garages, haul away
hauling call ?Sl 434$ or
wheels
sactions involve one or
formal
dining room. ter tires, chrome wire
Spann Realty Associates.
Will inspect and clean see Rodger Hudson
iunk. Call 4362192
5561.
custom
paint
and
cap
more alternative finonc
Phone 753-8705. Shown by
753-772.1.
wheels, pioneer stereo
chimneys 496 I9511
located 10 miles east on
tains chaig. 13.000 Wits.
me
ing methods.
appointment only.
system $4750.00. Call 753- 1977 Ford Granada two Reply to 7514-3014.
Firewood for sale t20.00
Hwy 94
door, automatic, air con.
thods that ore
5490 or 753-2922.
rick delivered. Call 436 We shampoo carpets
home
Older
on
commer44 LOTS FOR SALE
dation, 45,000 miles, one
beneficial to both the
2792.
guaranteed references. CARPET CI. FANINc,
cial lot near downtown
owner 12950.00. Call 753Free estimates Salistieii
CAMPERS
buyer and seller of pro
reasonable 759 9633
area. Price to sell. Call 1979 Mazda R X7 low 0806.
Pence
sales
at
Sears nov •
references Vibra vac
mileage, One owner, all
AO acres 2 mile highway Purdom & Thurman
. methods
Pefty.
steam or quick dry(fean
Want to buy used motor Call Sears 753 2310 for
frontage Route 1346 next Realty 753-4456.
options. Call 753-3006.
available to you.
1977 Thunderbird good home 24 foot or smaller.
free estimate for your ALCOA ALUMINUM! mg LEE'S CARP(
to Irvin Cobb esort.
Work
SIDING Or vinyl siding CLEANING. '5.3 5117
1976 Triumph TR-7 ex- condition, AM-FM radio, Call 753-0114
148,000, 88000.00 down Unique log home
three
tint glass, four new tires.
P & D Lawn Service Mow and trim Aluminum trim
owner financing. Will ac bedroom, central
cellent condition, sharp.
gasCall 767-2555.
mg, small tree and hedge for brick houses Jack Professional office and
cept boat or travel trailer heat with full basement. 13250.00. Call 7531615.
trimming. Frew Glover 713 1873
building maintenani_e
LORETTA ,JOBS, REALTORS or trade in. Write Bill Ot- Assumable loan. Call
MISVICES
OFFERED
.Estimates 436 2997
1200 Svciimom
tesen Carbondale, Ill. or Purdom & Thurman 196/ El Caminoivith 1971
Alexander Septic Tank daily or week ly 1ee
Murray 11.,entucky 42071
Carpet Cleaning 753 5477
350 VS, 2 barrel, car
call 618549-3002 after 5 Realty 753 4456.
Roy's Carpenter Shop
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
,
IQ.'
1502 753'
burator, automatic
p.m.
Custom cabinets, wood Guttering by Sears Sears ed from your driveway
install
gutters
continuous
Borne for sa'W by owner, transmission, AM-FM 1972 Oldsmobile
working,furniture repair,
Industrial. residential, or
Boy's Carpenter Shop
1505 Oak Dr., excellent radio, good tires. Call Cutlass, new tires.
formica, replace wood in el per your specifica commercial, 24 hour sec
Custom cabinets, wood
condition, immediate after 4:30 753-4589.
old cars. If its wood work lions. Call Sears 753 231(i vice. Call /53 5933
working,furniture repair,
for free estimate
possession. Three
ing call 753-412.1.
formica, replace wood in
Removal
K
Stump
K
&
bedroom brkk over 1400 19,78 1R7 Triumph low
753.7113
MOBILE HOME Do you need stumps Old cars If its wood work
sq. ft. living area. Fully mileage, air, extra sharp.
All items will sell. Personal property of
GENERAL HOME ANCHORS underpinning, removed from, VOW Yard ingcal1753 4174
carpeted. Phone Paucah Call 437-4437.
Tommy Starks, Saturday November 14th
REPAIR - 15 years ex roof's sealed, patio awn
.1977
Delta, 2
or land cleared of
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
perience. Carpentry, con ings, and house type roofs stumps? We can remove Will sharpen hand saws,
door, locally owned
or after 5:00 p.m. 554at 10 a.m. Rain or shine. Location off
crete, plumbing, roofing, for mobile homes 753
stumps up to 24- below chain saws and skiff saws
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
Highway 94 East on Highway 280 just
sliding. NO JOB TQ 1173. Jack Glover.
the ground, leaving only Call 753 4656
west of the East Elementary School.
New 3 bedroom,'2 bath,'
SMALL. Free estimates Asphalt
sawdust
and chips Call _
driveways anc
built-in appliancea. Must'•
To be sold: Automobiles 1- 1951
Days 474 2359, nights 474 parking lots sealed by for free estimate. Bob Floor Sanding •&
$30,000.
sea.
Call
49-2670.
2276.
Stuedebaker; 1
1968 V.W. Bus; .1 Sears. For free estimates Kemp 1354343 or 9ob finishing 354 6127
Kemp, Jr 435 4319
B.M.W.; 3- Morris Miner.
call
753 2310
47. MOTORCYCLES
Appliance Service- Give
To be sold as is where is: several spore
us a call we repair'em all Carpet Cleaning Clean
1974 Fiat, 35 miles
1406W Mo.
753 5315
1979 Kawasaki 200 asking
parts to vehicles of this vintage, many
Dryers, washers, odor free carpet, last!
per gallon, excellent
8750.00. Call after 3 p.m.
refrigerators, stoves and tinger and smells better
repair manuals and books concerning
753-1582.
condition.
50 USED TRUCKS
freezers 759 1322
225 L. P. Maley St.(*aim trim Ciiimixioirfy(Now
autos, two window a/c units, double deck
,
i or free estimates call
Custom made leather
• 'Jeff's Carpet Cleaning.,
•
tool chest, childs wooden wagon, two
jackets, trousers, hats.
1972 Grand Torino,
Aluminum Service :o., 753 9826. Experienced and
large trunks, solid brass bed, two
Minor shoe repair. Murred sharp, extra nice.
aluminum god mil reliable.
ray Leather Shop, Dixbicycles, water sports equipment,
Professienal
ieland Center. 759-9633.
camera tripod, airplane prop, wooden
siding, custom
1979 Monte Carlo,
paperhanging, painting,
1949 Chevrolet Droop
.1975 350 Honda
folding chairs, extension ladders, and
work. References. Coll
farm buildings, top, sides
loaded with all extras.
combination
and
road
much more. Sale conducted by Bank of
Mock. Wee dandy.
Ed 8adri, 753- Commercial or
'trail bike. Excellent
residential. Call Tremon
Murray. 753-1893.
753-5561
0689.
condition.
Call 4372744.
Farris 759•1987
Extraordinary
Glue
Farm
Over lee acres of lush
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SpetioNzing in Senior Citizens
*or cos $1.00 Open Moors
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Association Honored By Club
The Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association is being honored by
the Murray Optimist Club
_during _Youth Appreciation Week,Nov.$-14.
Although all youth are
recognized during the
week, the Optimists
single out one youthrelated organization.
The soccer association
has 350 teenagers and
sent one team to state
competition this past
season.
The Optimists
presented an $800 donation to the organization
which was used to purSOCCER ASSOCIATION HONORED — Murray
Optimist Club is recognizing the Murray-Calloway
Clunty Soccer Association during Youth Appreciab in Week. Nov. 8-14. Kenneth Cleaver, president of
thP Optimists, presented an POO donation to Jerry
Bolls, president ofthe girls division of the soccer
a •Alociation. The donation was used to purchase
equipment for both the boys and girls division.

youth in the community,
to receive favorable
response from news
media and to
develop close com- demonistrateto citizens
munications with the within the community the
chase equipment.
Youth Appreciation
Week sponsored by the
optimists is used to

positive clintributions
youth are making toward
the, betterment of
mankind, Kenneth
Cleaver, Murray. Optimist president, said

Awards Contracts
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)— The state Department of Transportation
has awarded $3.6 million
in contracts which include three for
intersection improvements in Lexington,
Paducah and Louisville.
Harpor Construction

8 mg. -tar", 0.8 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

Inc. of Paducah will be intersection of U.S. 42 and
paid $1.2 million to Lime Kiln Road.
_rebuild the intersection of
The intersection of New
U.S. 45 and U.S. 62 in
Circle Road and Industry
Paducah.
Road in Lexington will be
In Louisville, a $240,974 improved under a
contract awarded to the $173,819 contract awardMurray Co. of Anchorage ed to Carey Construction
will pay for work at the Inc. of Lexington.
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Troops Reported
Fighting In Chad
ARIS (AP) —
Fii;fiting erupted in Chad
between government and
rebel forces as an
estimated 10,000 Libyan
troops continued their
evacuation, the French
news agency reported.
ikgence France-Presse
said Wednesday that
rebels loyal to former
Detense Minister Hissene
Habre launched a surprise pre-dawn raid
Wednesday in eastern
Chad near the Sudanese
boder. The number of
troops involved in the
fiOting was not known.

The Libyan news service JANA said most of
the Libyan forces, called
in a year ago by President Goukouni Queddi to
fight the rebels, had
withdrawn.
Sudan today denied a
Libyan claim that
Sudanese forces were
fighting alongside
Habre's rebels in Chad.
An unidentified "top
Sudanese official,"
quoted by the official
SUNA news agency, said
Libya was using the
claim of Sudanese aid as
an excuse to halt its
withdrawalfrom Chad.

Where a man belongs.

Crime Squad Loved
CINCINNATI (AP) — senior citizens may not
Nobody knows for sure suffer the volume of
how the police "Crimes crime young people sufAgainst the Elderly" fer, the impact of those
squad is doing, but the of- crimes is far more
ficers assigned to it get severe," Horstman said
nothing but love from Wednesday.
their charges.
Patrolman Richard
ene officer in each of Brennan is assigned to
the city's five districts the city's downtown area
has been assigned since where many seniors
July to look after elderly barely have money for
crime victims, lecture food. They fear street
senior groups on how to robberies. Brennan
prevent crime and tell spends much of his time
them where to get profes- referring elderly to
sional help.
various agencies for help.
"It's a little early to-telr— "There's so much out
if there is any increase in there, if people just askreporting crimes or ed. It's unbelievable that
reductions of crimes they (agencies) are not
against senior citizens, used more by the people
bui we do know one thing who live close to them,"
— the senior citizens love said Brennan. "But a lot
us," said Sgt. Charles of people have stubborn
Horstman, commander pride. You hate to change
of the unit.
these people's lifestyles if
Cincinnati, with aging you can help it. -Some of
neighborhoods and them wouldn't last a day
citizens, elected to go in a home."
ahead with the program
"I deal in a more
despite a study by the Ci- residential area, while
ty Science Center of Brennan deals with a
Washington, a private more transient society,"
research group.
said officer Dale
The survey found that Autenrieb.
two-thirds of 1,000 seniors
Autenrieb travels to 17
inteviewed felt there was nursing homes and senior
some chance they would centers each month,
be robbed while outside lecturing and showing
their homes. More than films on crime
half thought it likely they prevention.
would be physicaly
"We're opening the
assaulted on the streets. eyes of senior citizens
The study, however, that they might be a
cautioned that police, at a victim of crime," said
time of limited resources, Autenrieb. "And if they
may be better advised to think they might be a vicimprove their overall tim, they will take
peformance rather than measures to prevent
attempt to provide crime."
special services for the
One 70-year-old widow,
elderly.
• who asked not to be idenHorstman disagrees.
tified, praised police
. "We feel there's a need after her house was
because while it's true burglarized.
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KEEPTHAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1979 Chevy'
Customized Van

4 captains chairs, couch that makes a bed, ice
box, tilt wheel, cruise control, am/fm stereo 8
track, 26,xxx miles. One Owner

$8977.00

Warning- The Surgeon Getteral Has Determinedt::
-That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
Murray

753-2617
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